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The ice cover near the polar regions has been strongly affected as a result of global warming, particularly on
its margins, such that it consists of a mixture of discrete ice floes and open water. The ocean waves propagating
in such regions contribute not only to the break-up of the ice, but also stimulate their drift. Therefore, in addition
to melting, surface waves play a determining role in shaping the marginal ice zones [1].
The drift motion and hydroelastic response of a set of floating elastic ice sheets to incident nonlinear waves in
shallow water is studied by use of the Level I Green-Naghdi (GN hereafter) equations. The set of N deformable ice
sheets is presented by thin elastic plates of variable properties. The resulting governing equations together with
the appropriate boundary and matching conditions are solved in two-dimensions by the finite difference method.
Free surface elevation and ice sheet deformations are calculated. The effect of multiple plates on the wave-induced
loads and velocity field is investigated. Drift motion of the ice sheets is determined by calculating the instantaneous
wave-induced force on the bodies, and by solving Newton’s second law. Only horizontal motion is considered.
Problem formulation. The plane flow of inviscid fluid of constant depth h is considered in the
Cartesian coordinate system Oxy with the horizontal axis lying on the undisturbed free surface and
vertical axis directed upwards. Incident waves propagate in the positive x–direction and excite the
motion of a set of floating deformable sheets being initially at rest. The sketch of the problem is shown
in Fig. 1. The ice sheets are homogenous and have arbitrary length Lk, mass per unit width mk and
flexural rigidity Dk, where subscript k = 1, 2, . . . , N indicates each ice sheet.
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At the leading x = xkL and trailing x = x
k
T edges of the ice sheets, the bending moments together with shear
stresses must vanish due to the free-free end boundary condition (⇣xx = ⇣xxx = 0). Applying this relations to
the first equation (1), we obtain another conditions under the edges of the plates:
3⌘xuxx + (1   hk + ⌘)uxxx = 0, 4⌘xuxxx + (1   hk + ⌘)uxxxx + ⌘xxxxu = 0, (x = xkL, xkT ), (3)
The appropriate jump conditions are demanded by the theory because the fluid surface is singular or discon-
tinuous at the juncture of regions I and II. The matching conditions, demanded by the physics of the problem,
include continous surface elevation, mass flux and bottom pressure across the discontinuity curves x = xkL,
x = xkT .
The system of equations (1) and (2), subject to appropriate boundary conditions (3) in each region, along
with the matching and jump conditions prescribe the motion of the fluid in the entire domain and are solved
simultaneously for the unknowns. Spatial discretization of the equations is carried out by a central-di↵erence
method and time marching is obtained by use of the modified Euler’s method. The system of equations are to
be solved by use of a Gaussian elimination method.
The underlying principle of this technique is that at a given time, equations (2) can be solved explicitly for
⇣t once u is known. Then, ⇣t is substituted into the second equation of the system (2) to solve for ut.
(1   m⌘xx)ut   [⌘x(1 + ⌘) + 2m⌘x]uxt   [
1
3
(1 + ⌘)2 + m(1 + ⌘)]uxxt =  Yf   Yp,
Yf = ⌘x(1   hk + ⇣)(u2x   uuxx) +
1
3
(1   hk + ⇣)2(uxuxx   uuxxx) + uux + ⇣x,
Yp = m[(1   hk + ⇣)(3uxuxx + uuxxx) + D⇣xxxxx + ⇣xxxu2 + 5⇣xxuux + 4⇣x(u2x + uuxx)].
(4)
The equation for ⌘ in RI can be obtained from (4) by simply equating the parameters mk, Dk and hk to zero.
The continuous variables ⌘(x, t) and u(x, t) in (4) are approximated by discrete variables ⌘ni and u
n
i , respec-
tively, where i is the mesh point in the spatial domain and n specifies a mesh point on the time axis. At each
given time, such discretization results in an array of N unknowns, and an N ⇥N coe cient matrix, where N is
the total number of mesh points in the computational domain. The coe cient matrix is a banded matrix and
the Gaussian elimination algorithm for a banded diagonal matrix is used to solve the system of equations.
The higher derivatives in the jump and boundary conditions require the involvement of fictitious points
between each pair of regions.
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Abstract The present research is dedicated to the interaction of waves with multiple deformable ice sheets floating
in marginal ice zones. The simultaneous motion of the ice sheets and the fluid is regarded within the framework of linear
beam theory for the structures and the nonlinear Level I Green-Naghdi theory for the fluid. The resulting governing
equations, subjected to appropriate boundary and jump conditions, are solved by finite di↵erence method.
Green-Naghdi theory Nonlinear waves of solitary and cnoidal types propagating from eft to right and
exciting the motion of the set of N floating elastic ice sheets are considered. The ice sheets have arbitrary width
lk, mass mk and elasticity Dk.
Figure 1. Scheme of motion.
The mathematical model employed in this study is provided by the Lev l I Green-Naghdi theory (Green &
Nahgdi, 1976) which is mostly apliacable to the propagation of fairly long aves in shallow water . This theory
is also known as the restricted theory and assumes a linear distribution of the vertical velocity along the water
column. This assumption, which is the only one made about the kinematics of the fluid sheet, results in the
horizontal velocities being invariant in the vertical direction for an incompressible fluid.
In the analysis of this problem, it becomes necessary to consider two types of fluid regions: type I, for
which the top curve of the fluid sheet is free and on the top pressure p̂ is constant; and type II, for which the
upper pressure p̂ remains unknown. In type I regions, the governing equations for the motion of the fluid in
dimensionless variables can be written as follows (Ertekin, 1984)
⌘t + [(1 + ⌘)u]x = 0, u̇ + ⌘x =  
1
3
[2⌘x⌘̈ + (1 + ⌘)⌘̈x]. (1)
The system (1) can be solved to find the two unknown functions, such as surface elevation ⌘(x, t) and depth
averaged horizontal velocity u(x, t). In type II region the motion of the fluid under the plate is prescribed by
equations where fluid and plate are coupled through the dynamic free-surface condition from the linear beam
theory
⇣t + [(1   hk + ⇣)u]x = 0, u̇ + ⇣x + p̂x =  
1
3
[2⇣x⇣̈ + (1   hk + ⇣)⇣̈x], p̂ = mk⇣tt + Dk⇣xxxx + m. (2)
The system (2) is integrated for the unknown deformation of the plate ⇣, depth averaged horizontal velocity u
and pressure under the ice p̂. Then the pressure at the bottom surface of the fluid sheet and vertical component
of particle velocity can be determined from equations
p =
1
2
(
(1 + ⌘)(⌘̈ + 2), in RI
(1   hk + ⇣)(⇣̈ + 2) + p̂, in RII
v(y) = (y + 1)
8
>><
>>:
⌘̇
⌘ + 1
, in RI
⇣̇
⇣ + 1
, in RII.
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include continous surface elevation, mass flux and bottom pressure across the discontinuity curves x = xkL,
x = xkT .
The system of equations (1) and (2), subject to appropriate boundary conditions (3) in each region, a ong
with the matching and jump conditions prescribe the motion of the fluid in the entire domain and are solved
simultaneously for the unknowns. Spatial discretization of the equations is carried out by a central-di↵erence
method and time marching is obtained by use of the modified Euler’s method. The system of equations are to
be solved by use of a Gaussian elimination method.
The underlying principle of this technique is that at a given time, equations (2) can be solved explicitly for
⇣t once u is known. Then, ⇣t is substituted into the second equation of the system (2) to solve for ut.
(1   m⌘xx)ut   [⌘x(1 + ⌘) + 2m⌘x]uxt   [
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3
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Yp = m[(1   hk + ⇣)(3uxuxx + uuxxx) + D⇣xxxxx + ⇣xx u2 + 5⇣xxuux + 4⇣x(u2x + uuxx)].
(4)
The equation for ⌘ in RI can be obtained from (4) by simply equating the parameters mk, Dk and hk to zero.
The continuous variables ⌘(x, t) and u(x, t) in (4) are approximated by discrete variables ⌘ni and u
n
i , respec-
tively, where i is the mesh point in the spatial domain and n specifies a mesh point on the time axis. At each
given time, such discretization results in an array of N unknowns, and an N  N coe cient matrix, where N is
the total number of mesh points in the computational domain. The coe cient matrix is a banded matrix and
the Gaussian elimination algorithm for a banded diagonal matrix is used to solve the system of equations.
The higher derivatives in the jump and boundary conditions require the involvement of fictitious points
between each pair of regions.
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stresses must va ish du to the fre -fre end boundary c di ion (⇣xx = ⇣xxx = 0). Applying this relations to
the first qu ion (1), we obtain another con itions under the edges of the plates:
3 x + (1   hk + ⌘)uxx = 0, 4 x + (1   hk + ⌘)u xx + ⌘xxxxu = 0, (x = xkL, xkT ), (3)
The approp iate jump condition are d manded by t e theory because th fluid surfa e is singular or discon-
inuous at the juncture of r gi ns I and II. The mat hing conditions, demanded by the physics of the problem,
include c ntin u surf e elevation, mass flux and b ttom pre sure acro the discontinuity curves x = xkL,
x = xkT .
The ystem of equations (1) and (2), subject to ppr priate boundary conditions (3) in each regio , long
with the ma ching and ju p co itions pr scrib the motion of th fluid the entire domain and are solved
simulta e usly for the unknow s. Spati l discr tiz tion of th equations is ca rie out by a central-di↵erence
met od and time marching is obtaine by use of the modifi d Euler’s ethod. The yst m of equations are t
be solved by use of a Gaussian elimination method.
The underlying principle f this e nique s that at a giv n time, equat ons (2) n be sol d explicitly for
⇣t onc u i known. Then, ⇣t i substitut d n o the second equation f he system (2) to solv for ut.
  m⌘xx)ut   [⌘x(1 + ⌘) 2m⌘x]uxt   [
1
3
(1 + ⌘)2 + m(1 + ⌘)]uxxt =  Yf   Yp,
Yf = ⌘ (1   hk + ⇣)( 2x   uu x) +
1
3
(1   hk + ⇣)2(uxuxx   u x uux + ⇣x,
Yp = m[(1   hk + ⇣)(3uxuxx + uu ) + D⇣x xx ⇣xxxu2 + 5⇣xx + 4⇣x(u2 + uuxx)].
(4)
The equation for ⌘ i RI can be ob ained f m (4) by simply equating th p ra eters mk, Dk and hk to zero.
The continuous varia les ⌘(x, t) and u(x, t) in (4) are p roxima ed by discrete va iables ⌘ni and u
n
i , respec-
tively, wh re i is t mesh point in he sp tial domain and n specifies a mesh point on the time axis. At each
giv n time, such discretiz tion esults in a array of N unknow s, and an N  N coe cient matrix, where N is
t t tal number of mesh poi s in the computational dom in. The coe  ient m rix is a banded matrix and
the Gaussian elimination alg rithm for banded diagonal matrix is used t solv he ystem of equations.
The higher derivatives in the jump a d boundary conditions require the nvolveme of fictitious poin s
between each pair of regions.
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At t leading x = xkL a d trailing x = x
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T edges of t ice sheets, the bending moments together with shear
st esses must vanish due to the free-free end boundary condition (⇣xx = ⇣xxx = 0). Applying this relations to
the first equ tion (1), we obta n anoth r conditions under the edges of the plates:
3⌘xux + (1   hk + ⌘)uxxx = 0, 4⌘ ux + (1   hk + ⌘)uxxxx + ⌘xxxxu = 0, (x = xkL, xkT ), (3)
The app op i t jump con ition are demanded by the theory because the fluid su face is singular or discon-
in ous at the juncture of regions I and II. The matching con itions, demanded by the physics of the problem,
include cont nous su face el v tion, mass flux and bottom pressure across the di continuity curves x = xkL,
x = xkT .
The syst m of equati s (1) and (2), subj ct t appropriate boundary conditions (3) in each region, along
with the atching a jump conditions prescribe the motion of the fluid in the entire domain and are solved
simulta eously for the unknowns. Spati l disc etization of the quations is arried out by a central-di↵erence
method and time marc ing is obtain d by use of the odified Euler’s method. The system of equations are to
be solved by use of a Gaussian elimination method.
The underlyi g principl of s technique is that at given time, equations (2) can be solved explicitly for
⇣t onc u is kn wn. Then, ⇣t is sub tituted into the second equation of the system (2) to solve for ut.
(1   m xx)ut   [⌘x(1 + ⌘) + 2m⌘x]uxt   [
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Yp = m[(1   hk + ⇣)(3ux xx + uuxx ) + D⇣xxxxx + ⇣xxxu2 + 5⇣xx u + 4⇣x(u2x + uuxx)].
(4)
T e equ tion for ⌘ in RI can be o tained from (4) by sim ly equating the par meters mk, Dk and hk to zero.
Th continuous variables ⌘(x t) nd u(x, t) in (4) are approximated by discrete variables ⌘ni and u
n
i , respec-
iv ly, w ere i is the esh po nt in the spatial domain and n specifies a mesh point on the time axis. At each
g ven time, such discretization results in a a ray of N unknowns, and a N  N coe cient matrix, where N is
the otal umber of mesh points the computational domain. The coe cie t matrix s banded matrix and
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T edges of the ice sheets, the bending moments together with shea
stresses must vanish due to the free-free end boundary condition (⇣xx = ⇣xxx = 0). Applying this relations to
the first equation (1), we obtain another conditions under the edges of the plates:
3⌘xuxx + (1   hk + ⌘)uxxx = 0, 4⌘xuxxx + (1   hk + ⌘)uxxxx + ⌘xxxxu = 0, (x = xkL, xkT ), (3)
The appropriate jump conditions are demanded by the theory because the fluid surface is singular or discon-
tinuous at t e juncture of regions I and II. The matching conditions, e anded by th physics of the problem,
include continous surface elevation, mass flux and bottom pressure across the discontinuity curves x = xkL,
x = xkT .
The system of equations (1) and (2), subject to appropriate boundary conditions (3) in each region, along
with the matching and jump conditions prescribe the motion of the fluid in the entire domain and are solved
simultaneously for the unknowns. Spatial discretization of the equations is carried out by a central-di↵erence
method and time marching is obtained by use of the modified Eul r’s method. The s stem of equati ns ar to
be solved by use of a Gaussian elimination meth d.
The underlying principle of this technique is that at a given time, equations (2) can be solved explicitly for
⇣t once u is known. Then, ⇣t is substituted into the second equation of the system (2) to solve for ut.
(1   m⌘xx)ut   [⌘x(1 + ⌘) + 2m⌘x]uxt   [
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Yp = m[(1   hk + ⇣)(3uxuxx + uuxxx) + D⇣xxxxx + ⇣xxxu2 + 5⇣xxuux + 4⇣x(u2x + uuxx)].
(4)
The equation for ⌘ in RI can be obtained from (4) by simply equating the parameters mk, Dk and hk to zero.
The continuous variables ⌘(x, t) and u(x, t) in (4) are approximated by discrete variables ⌘ni and ui , r spe -
tively, where i is the mesh point in the spatial domain and n specifies a mesh point on the time axis. At each
given time, such discretization results in an array of N unknowns, and an N  N coe cient matrix, where N is
the total number of esh points in the computational domain. The coe cient matrix is a banded matrix and
the Gaussian elimination algorithm for a banded diago al matrix is used to solve the system of equations.
The higher derivatives in the jump and boundary conditions require the involvement of fictitious points
between each pair of regions.
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Abstract The present research is dedicated to the interaction of waves with multiple deformable ice sheets floating
in marginal ice zones. The simultaneous motion of the ice sheets and the fluid is regarded within the framework of linear
beam theory for the structures and the nonlinear Level I Green-Naghdi theory for the fluid. The resulting governing
equations, subjected to appropriate boundary and jump conditions, are solved by finite di erence method.
Green-Naghdi theory Nonlinear waves of solitary and cnoidal types propagating from left to right and
exciting the motion of the set of N floating elastic ice sheets are considered. The ice sheets have arbitrary width
lk, mass mk and elasticity Dk.
Figure 1. Scheme of motion.
The mathematical model employed in this study is provided by the Level I Green-Naghdi theory (Green &
Nahgdi, 1976) which is mostly apliacable to the propagation of fairly long waves in shallow waters. This theory
is also known as the restricted theory and assumes a linear distribution of the vertical velocity along the water
column. This assumption, which is the only on made about the kinematics of th flui sheet, results in the
horizontal velocities being invariant in the vertical dir ction for an incompressible fluid.
In the analysis of this problem, it becomes necessary to consider two types of fluid regions: type I, for
which the top curve of the fluid sheet is free and on the top pressure p̂ is constant; and type II, for w ich the
upper pressure p̂ remains unknown. In type I regions, the governing equations for the motion of the fl id in
dimensionless variables can be written as follows (Ertekin, 1984)
⌘t + [(1 + ⌘)u]x = 0, u̇ + ⌘x =  
1
3
[2⌘x⌘̈ + (1 + ⌘)⌘̈x]. (1)
The system (1) can be solved to find the two unknown functions, such as surface elevation ⌘(x, t) and depth
averaged horizontal velocity u(x, t). In type II region the motion of the fluid under the plate is prescribed by
equations where fluid and plate are coupled through the d namic free-surface condition from the li ear beam
theory
⇣t + [(1   hk + ⇣)u]x = 0, u̇ + ⇣x + p̂x =  
1
3
[2⇣x⇣̈ + (1   hk + ⇣)⇣̈x], p̂ = mk⇣tt + Dk⇣xxxx + m. (2)
The system (2) is integrated for the unknown deformation of the plate ⇣, depth averaged horizontal velocity u
and pressure under the ice p̂. Then the pressure at the bottom surface of the fluid sheet and vertical component
of particle velocity can be determined from equations
p =
1
2
 
(1 + ⌘)(⌘̈ + 2), in RI
(1   hk + ⇣)(⇣̈ + 2) + p̂, in RII
v(y) = (y + 1)
 
   
   
⌘̇
⌘ + 1
, in RI
⇣̇
⇣ + 1
, in RII.
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column. This assumption, which is the only one made about the kinematics of the fluid sheet, results in the
horizontal velocities being invariant in the vertical direction for an incompressible fluid.
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The system (1) can be solved to find the two unknown fu ctions, such as surface elevation ⌘(x, t) and depth
average horizontal v locity u(x, t). In type II r gion the motion of the fluid under the pl e is prescribed by
equations where fluid and plate are coupled through the dynamic free-surface condition from the linear beam
theory
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The mathematical model employed in this study is provided by the Level I Green-Naghdi theory (Green &
Nahgdi, 1976) which is mostly apliacable to the propagation of fairly long waves in shallow waters. This the ry
is also known as the restricted theory and assum s a linear distribution of the v r ical velocity along the water
column. This assumption, hich is the only one made about the kinematics of the fluid sheet, results in the
horizontal velocities being invariant in the vertical direction for an incompressible fluid.
In the analysis of this problem, it becomes necessary to consider two types of fluid regions: type I, for
which the top curve of the fluid sheet is free and on the top pressure p̂ is constant; and type II, for which the
upper pressure p̂ remains unknown. In type I regions, the governing equations for the motion of the fluid in
dimensionless variables can be written as follows (Ertekin, 1984)
⌘t + [(1 + ⌘)u]x = 0, u̇ + ⌘x =  
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The system (1) can be solved to fi d the two unknown functi s, such as surface elevation ⌘(x, t) and depth
averaged horizontal velocity u(x, t). I type II region the motion of the fluid under the plate is prescribed by
equations where fluid and plate are coupled through the dynamic free-surface condition from the linear beam
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Figure 1. S heme of motion.
2. Formulatio f the pr blem
Th plane irr t tional flow of heavy inv sci fl id of constant depth h is consider d in
the coordinate system Oxy with the horizontal axis lying on the undisturbed free surface
and vertical axis directed upwards. Incident waves propagate in the positive x–direction
and excite the motion of the set of N floating deformable sheets being initially at rest.
The k-th sheet has the width Lk, draft dk, mass per unit width mk and elasticity Dk.
Let Lk,k+1 denote the distance between adjacent sheets. It is useful to introduce the
clearence betwee the bottom of the plate and the sea floor as hk = h   dk. A sketch
of the problem is shown in Fig. 1. It is assumed that elastic sheets are restricted to the
vertical motion only and are always in contact with the fluid. The loss of energy due to
the structural damping is neglected and plate overwashing is disregarded.
The dimensionless variables use the fluid depth h as a length scale, the ratio
p
h/g
as a time unit, the quantity ⇢h as a mass unit. Here ⇢ and g are respectively the fluid
density and gravity acceleration.
The governing equations for the motion of the fluid are provided by the Level I Green-
Naghdi (GN) theory. They can be written in a compact form
It is conventional to divide the fluid domain into subregions of two types (RI and RII).
Subregion of the first type is formed by the flat floor at the bottom and by the free
surface at the top. The pr ssu e on the op free surface is constant atmospheric pressure.
Subregion of the second type is formed by the flat floor at the bottom and by elastic
plate at the top. As opposed to region RI, the pressure on the top of region RII depends
on vertical displacement of the ice sheet. The Level I GN theory of the directed fluid
sheets will be adopted to treat the fluid problem and to use it with suitable matching
conditions on the juncture boundary between the subdomains RI and RII.
⌘t + [(hk + ⌘)u]x = 0, (2.1)
u̇ + ⌘x + p̂x =  
1
3
[2⌘x⌘̈ + (hk + ⌘)⌘̈x] (2.2)
for k-th sheet, k = 1, . . . , N . The motion of the fluid and the plate is coupled through
the dynamic free-surface condition. The vertical displacement of the plate ⌘ is governed
by the thin elastic plate theory:
p̂ = mk⌘tt + Dk⌘xxxx + mk, (2.3)
The system (2.1)-(2.3) is integrated for the unknowns ⌘(x, t), u(x, t) and upper pressure
p̂(x, t). Then the pressure at the sea-floor (y =  1) and vertical velocity can be
determined from equations:
p̄ =
1
2
(hk + ⌘)(⌘̈ + 2) + p̂, (2.4)
v(y) =
1 + y
hk + ⇣
⌘̇. (2.5)
The formula (2.5) implies zero vertical velocity along the bottom (y =  1). The equation
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method developed demonstrates high e ciency, performing calculation with multiple
s t in seco ds. Although he th ory adopted in th paper was initally constructed for
studying the interactio between water waves and very large floating objects, the study
ha shown that this method is also valid for small- and middle-sized floating surfaces.
The e↵ect of the multiple sheets and the distance betw en them is studied. The interplay
between individual e↵ects of the s eet propertie can be explored more thoroughly than it
is at empted her . The obtained solution is validated by comparing with other numerical
solutions and experimental dat obtained with use f alternative methods.
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At the leading x = xkL and trailing x = x
k
T edges of the ice sheets, the bending moments together with shear
stresses must vanish due to the free-free end boundary condition (⇣xx = ⇣xxx = 0). Applying this relations to
the first equation (1), we obtain another conditions under the edges of the plates:
3⌘xuxx + (1   hk + ⌘)uxxx = 0, 4⌘xuxxx + (1   hk + ⌘)uxxxx + ⌘xxxxu = 0, (x = xkL, xkT ), (3)
The appropriate jump conditions are demanded by the theory because the fluid surface is singular or discon-
tinuous at the juncture of regions I and II. The matching conditions, demanded by the physics of the problem,
include continous surface elevation, mass flux and bottom pressure across the discontinuity curves x = xkL,
x = xkT .
The system of equations (1) and (2), subject to appropriate boundary conditions (3) in each region, along
with the matching and jump conditions prescribe the motion of the fluid in the entire domain and are solved
simultaneously for the unknowns. Spatial discretization of the equations is carried out by a central-di↵erence
method and time marching is obtained by use of the modified Euler’s method. The system of equations are to
be solved by use of a Gaussian elimination method.
The underlying principle of this technique is that at a given time, equations (2) can be solved explicitly for
⇣t once u is known. Then, ⇣t is substituted into the second equation of the system (2) to solve for ut.
(1   m⌘xx)ut   [⌘x(1 + ⌘) + 2m⌘x]uxt   [
1
3
(1 + ⌘)2 + m(1 + ⌘)]uxxt =  Yf   Yp,
Yf = ⌘x(1   hk + ⇣)(u2x   uuxx) +
1
3
(1   hk + ⇣)2(uxuxx   uuxxx) + uux + ⇣x,
Yp = m[(1   hk + ⇣)(3uxuxx + uuxxx) + D⇣xxxxx + ⇣xxxu2 + 5⇣xxuux + 4⇣x(u2x + uuxx)].
(4)
The equation for ⌘ in RI can be obtained from (4) by simply equ ting the parameters mk, Dk and hk to zero.
The continuous variables ⌘(x, t) and u(x, t) in (4) are approximated by discrete variables ⌘ni and u
n
i , respec-
tively, where i is the mesh point in the spatial domain and n specifies a mesh point on the time axis. At each
given time, such discretization results in an array of N unknowns, and an N  N coe cient matrix, where N is
the total number of mesh points in the computational domain. The coe cient matrix is a banded matrix and
the Gaussian elimination algorithm for a banded diagonal matrix is used to solve the system of equations.
The higher derivatives in the jump and boundary conditions require the involvement of fictitious points
between each pair of regions.
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T edges of the ice sheets, the bending moments together with shear
stresses must vani h due to the free-free end boundary condition (⇣xx = ⇣xxx = 0). Applying this relations to
the first equation (1), we obtain another conditions under the edges of the plates:
3⌘xuxx + (1   hk + ⌘)uxxx = 0, 4⌘xuxxx + (1   hk + ⌘)uxxxx + ⌘xxxxu = 0, (x = xkL, xkT ), (3)
The appropriate jump conditions are demanded by the theory because the fluid surface is singular or discon-
tinuous a the juncture of regions I and II. The matching conditions, demanded by the physics of the problem,
include continous surface elevation, mass flux and bottom pressure across the discontinuity curves x = xkL,
x = xkT .
The system of equations (1) and (2), subject to appropriate boundary conditions (3) in each region, along
with the matching and jump conditions prescribe the motion of the fluid in the entire domain and are solved
simultaneously for the unknowns. Spatial discretization of the equations is carried out by a central-di↵erence
ethod and time marching is obtained by use of the modified Euler’s method. The system of equations are to
be solved by use of a Gaussian elimination method.
Th underlying p inciple of this technique is that at a given time, equations (2) can be solved explicitly for
⇣t once u is known. Then, ⇣t is substituted into the second equation of the system (2) to solve for ut.
(1   m⌘xx)ut   [⌘x(1 + ⌘) + 2m⌘x]uxt   [
1
3
(1 + ⌘)2 + m(1 + ⌘)]uxxt =  Yf   Yp,
Yf = ⌘x(1   hk + ⇣)(u2x   uuxx) +
1
3
(1   hk + ⇣)2(uxuxx   uuxxx) + uux + ⇣x,
Yp = m[(1   hk + ⇣)(3uxuxx + uuxxx) + D⇣xxxxx + ⇣xxxu2 + 5⇣xxuux + 4⇣x(u2x + uuxx)].
(4)
The equation f r ⌘ in RI can be obtained from (4) by simply equating the parameters mk, Dk and hk to zero.
The continuous variables ⌘(x, t) and u(x, t) in (4) are approximated by discrete variables ⌘ni and u
n
i , respec-
tively, where i is the mesh point in the spatial domain and n specifies a mesh point on the time axis. At each
given ime, such discretization results in an array of N unknowns, and an N  N coe cient matrix, where N is
the total number of mesh points in the computational domain. The coe cient matrix is a banded matrix and
he Gaussi n elimination algorithm for a banded diagonal matrix is used to solve the system of equations.
The higher derivatives in the jump and boundary conditions require the involvement of fictitious points
between each pair of regions.
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At th leading x = xkL and traili g x = x
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T dges f t e ice s eets, the be ing moments tog th r it shear
stresses must vanish due to the free-free end boundary condition (⇣xx = ⇣xxx = 0). Applying this relations to
the first equation (1), we obtain anoth r conditions under the edges of the pl tes:
3⌘xuxx + (1   hk + ⌘)uxxx = 0, 4⌘xuxxx + (1   hk + ⌘)uxxxx + ⌘xxxxu = 0, (x = kL, xkT ), (3)
The appropria e jump conditions are emanded by the theory b cause the fluid surface is si gular or discon-
tinuous at he juncture of regions I an II. The matching conditions, demanded by the physics of the problem,
incl de continous surface elevation, mass flux a d bottom pres ure across the discontinuity curves x = xkL,
x = xkT .
The system of equations (1) and (2), subject to appropriate boundary conditions (3) in ea h region, along
with the matching and jump conditions prescribe e motion of the fluid in the en re domain and are solved
simultaneously f r unknow s. Spatial discretiz tio of the quations is carried out by a cen ral-di↵erence
method and time marching is ob ained by u e of the modified Eul r’s method. The system of equations are to
be solved by use of a Gaussian elimination method.
The underlyin principl of this technique is that at a given ime, equations (2) can be solved explicitly for
⇣t o ce u is kn wn. Then, ⇣t is sub tituted into the s c nd equation of the system (2) to solve for ut.
(1   m⌘xx)ut   [⌘x(1 + ⌘) + 2m⌘x]uxt   [
1
3
(1 + ⌘)2 + (1 + ⌘)]uxxt =  Yf   Yp,
Yf = ⌘x(1   hk + ⇣)(u2   uuxx)
1
3
(1   hk + ⇣)2(uxux   uuxxx) + uux + ⇣x,
Yp = m[(1   hk + ⇣)(3u xx uu xx) D⇣ xxx + ⇣xxxu2 + 5⇣xxuux + 4⇣ (u2x + uu x)].
(4)
The equation for ⌘ in RI ca be obt ined from (4) by simply equating the parameters mk, Dk and hk to zero.
The continuous variables ⌘(x, t) and u(x, t) in (4) are approximated by discrete v riables ⌘ni and u
n
i , res ec-
tively, where i is the mesh point in the spatial domain and n specifies a mesh po t on the time axis. At each
given time, such discretization results in an array of N unknowns, and an N  N coe cient matrix, where N is
the to l number of mesh points in the computation l domain. The coe cient matrix is a banded matrix and
the Gaussian elimin ion algorithm f r a banded diagonal matr x s used to solve the system of equ ti s.
The higher derivatives in th jump and boundary onditions requir the involvement of fictitious points
between ach pair of regions.
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At the leading x = xkL and trailing x = x
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T edges of the ce sheets, he bending moments together with shear
stresses must vanish due to the free-free end boundary condition (⇣xx = ⇣xxx = 0). Applying this relations to
the first equation (1), we obtain a other conditions under he edges of the plates:
3⌘xu + (1   hk + ⌘)uxxx = 0, 4 x + (1   hk + ⌘)uxxxx ⌘xxxxu = 0, ( = xkL, kT ), (3)
The appropriate jump conditions are de anded by theory because t e fluid surface is singular or discon-
tinuous at the juncture of regions I and II. The matching conditions, demanded by the physics of the problem,
include continous surface elevatio , mass flux and b tto pre s re across the discontinuity curves x = xkL,
x = xkT .
The system of equations (1) and (2), subject to appr pr ate oundary ondit s (3) in each region, along
with the matching and jump conditions prescribe the mo ion of the fluid in the entire domain and are solve
simulta eously for he unknowns. Spatial discretization of th eq ations is ca rie out by a centr l-di↵erence
met od and time marching is obtained by use of the modified E ler’s ethod. The system of equations are to
be solved by use of a Gaussian elimination method.
The underlying principle of this technique is that at a given time, quations (2) ca be solved explicitly for
⇣t once u i known. Then, ⇣t is substituted int the second equation of th system (2) to solve for ut.
(1   m⌘xx)ut   [⌘x(1 + ⌘) 2m⌘x]uxt   [
1
3
(1 + ⌘)2 + m(1 + ⌘)]uxxt =  Yf   Yp,
Yf = ⌘x(1   hk + ⇣)(u2x   uuxx) +
1
3
(1   hk + ⇣)2( uxx   uuxxx) + uux + ⇣x,
Yp = m[(1   hk + ⇣)(3uxu + uuxxx) + D xxx + ⇣xx u2 + 5⇣xxuux + 4⇣x(u2x + uux )].
(4)
The equation for ⌘ in RI can be obtained from (4) by simply quating the parameters mk, Dk and hk to zero.
The continuous variables ⌘ x, t) and u(x, t) in (4) are pproximated by discrete variables ⌘ni and u
n
i , respec-
tively, where i is the mesh point the spatial dom in and n specifies a mesh point on the ti e axis. At each
given time, such discretization res lts in an arr y of N nknow s, and an  N co  cient matrix, where N is
the total number of mesh points in the co putational domain. The coe cient atrix is a banded matrix and
the Gaussian elimination algorithm for a banded diagonal m trix i us d t solve the system of equations.
The hig r derivatives in the jump and bou da y conditi ns require the involvement of fictitious points
betwee each pair of regions.
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T edg s of the ice sheets, he bending mom nts toge r with shear
stresses must vanish ue to the free-free e d b undary condition (⇣xx = ⇣xxx = 0). Applying this relations to
th first equation (1), we btain anot r conditions under the edges f the plates:
3⌘ u + (1   hk + ⌘)ux x = 0, 4⌘ uxxx + (1   hk + ⌘)uxxxx + ⌘ xu = 0, (x = kL, xkT ), (3)
The appropriate j mp conditions a e dema ded by the theo y b cause the fluid surface is sing lar or discon-
tinuous at the ju cture of regi n I and II. The matching conditions, demanded by the physic of the problem,
incl d continous surface elevation, mass flux nd bo tom pressure across the discontinuity curve x = xkL,
x = xkT .
The system of eq atio s (1) and (2), subject o appropriate bou dary conditions (3) in each region, along
with the matchi g and jump co ditions prescribe the motio f the fluid i entire d main an are solved
sim ltaneou ly for the nknowns. Spatial discr tization of the equations is c rr ed out by a central-di↵erence
method and time marching is obtained by use f the modified Eul r’s m thod. The system of equations are to
be solved by use of a Gaussian elimination method.
The underlying principl of this tech ique is that at a given tim , equa ions (2) can be solved explicitly for
⇣t once u is k own. The , ⇣t i substituted into the second equati n of he syst m (2) to solve for ut.
(   m⌘xx)ut   [⌘x(1 + ⌘) + 2m⌘x]uxt   [
1
3
(1 + ⌘)2 + m(1 + ⌘)]uxxt =  Yf   Yp,
Yf = ⌘ (1   hk + ⇣)(u2x   uux ) +
1
3
(1   hk ⇣) (ux   uuxxx) + uux + ⇣x,
Yp = m[(1   hk ⇣)(3 u x + uuxxx) + D⇣xxxxx + ⇣ xu2 + 5⇣ xuux + 4⇣ (u2x + uuxx)].
(4)
The equati n for ⌘ in RI can obtained from (4) by simply equating the parameters mk, Dk and hk to zero.
The con inuous vari bles ⌘(x, t) a d (x, t) in (4) are approx mated by discrete variables ⌘ni and u
n
i , respec-
tively, where i is the mesh point in th ati l domain a d sp cifi s mesh point o the t me xis. At each
given time, such discretiz ti results in an array of unkn wns, a d an N   coe c e t matrix, where N is
the total number of esh poi ts i the computational do in. The coe cient matrix is a banded matrix and
the Gaussia eli ination algorithm for a banded iagonal matrix is use to solve the system of equations.
The higher derivatives in t e jump a d bo ndary co diti ns require the involvement of fictitious points
between each pair of regions.
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T edges of the ce sheets, he bending moments together with shear
stresses must vanish due to the free-free end boundary condition (⇣xx = ⇣xxx = 0). Applying this relations to
the first equation (1), we obtain a other conditions under he edges of the plates:
3⌘xu + (1   hk )u xx , 4 x + (1   hk + ⌘ uxxxx + ⌘x xxu = 0, (x = xkL, xkT ), (3)
The appropriate jump conditi ns are demanded by the ry becau e the fluid surface is singular or discon-
tinuous at the juncture of regions I and II. The matc ing conditions, demanded by the physics of the problem,
include continous surface elevation, mass fl x and b ttom pressure across the discontinuity curves x = xkL,
x = xkT .
The system of equations (1) nd (2), subject to appr pr ate boundary ondit s (3) in each region, along
with atching and j mp conditions prescribe the mo i n of the fluid in the entire domain and are solved
sim lta eously f r he unknowns. Spatial discretization of th q ations is carrie out by a central-di↵erence
et od an time marching is obtain d by use of the m dified Euler’s ethod. The system of equations are to
be solved by use of a Gaussian elimination method.
The u derlyi g principl of this te h ique is that at a given time, quations (2) can be solved explicitly for
⇣t onc u known. Then, ⇣t i ubstituted int the second equation of th system (2) to solve for ut.
(1 m⌘xx)ut   [⌘x(1 + ⌘) 2m⌘x]uxt   [
1
3
(1 + ⌘)2 + m(1 + ⌘)]uxxt =  Yf   Yp,
Yf = ⌘x(1   hk + ⇣ (u2x   uuxx) +
1
3
(1   hk + ⇣)2( uxx   uuxxx) + uux + ⇣x,
Yp = m[(1   hk + ⇣)(3uxu + uuxxx) + D xxx + ⇣xx u2 + 5⇣xxuux + 4⇣x(u2x + uuxx)].
(4)
The equation f r ⌘ in RI can be ob ain d from (4) by simply quating the parameters mk, Dk and hk to zero.
The continu us v riables ⌘ x, t) and u(x, t) in (4) are approximated by discrete variables ⌘ni and u
n
i , respec-
tively, where i is the mesh point the spatial dom in and n specifies a mesh point on the time axis. At each
give time, such discre iz tion results in an arr y of N unknown , and an N  N co  cient matrix, where N is
the tot u be of mesh points in the computational domain. The coe cient tri is a banded matrix and
the G ussi n elim n ion alg rithm for a banded diagonal matrix i us d to solve the system of equations.
The ig r derivatives in the jump and b unda y conditi ns require the involvement of fictitious points
betwee each pair of regions.
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T edges of the ice sheets, the bending moments together with shear
stresses must vanish due to the free-free end boundary condition (⇣xx = ⇣xxx = 0). Applying this relations to
the first equation (1), we obtain another conditions under the edges of the plates:
3⌘xuxx + (1   hk + ⌘)uxxx = 0, 4⌘xuxxx + (1   hk + ⌘)uxxxx + ⌘xxxxu = 0, (x = xkL, xkT ), (3)
The appropriate jump conditions are demanded by the theory because the fluid surface is singular or discon-
tinuous at the juncture of regions I and II. The matching conditions, demanded by the physics of the problem,
include ontin us s face el v tion, mass flux and bot om pre sure across the discontinuity curves x = xkL,
x = xkT .
The system of equations (1) and (2), subject to appropriate boundary conditions (3) in each region, along
with the matching and jump conditions prescribe the motion of the fluid in the entire domain and are solved
simultaneously for the unknowns. Spatial discretization of the equations is carried out by a central-di↵erence
method and time marching is obtained by use of the modified Euler’s method. The system of equations are to
be solved by use of a Gaussian elimination method.
The underlyi g principle of t is technique is that at a given time, equations (2) can be solved explicitly for
⇣t on u s known. Th n, ⇣t is substituted int th sec nd equat o of the system (2) to solve for ut.
(1   m⌘xx)ut   [⌘x(1 + ⌘) + 2m⌘x]uxt   [
1
3
(1 + ⌘)2 + m(1 + ⌘)]uxxt =  Yf   Yp,
Yf = ⌘x(1   hk + ⇣)(u2x   uuxx) +
1
3
(1   hk + ⇣)2(uxuxx   uuxxx) + uux + ⇣x,
Yp = m[(1   hk + ⇣)(3uxuxx + uuxxx) + D⇣xxxxx + ⇣xxxu2 + 5⇣xxuux + 4⇣x(u2x + uuxx)].
(4)
Th tion for ⌘ in RI can be obtained from (4) by simply equating the parameters mk, Dk and hk to zero.
The continuou v iabl s ⌘(x, ) and u(x, ) n (4) are approximated by discrete variables ⌘ni and u
n
i , respec-
tively, w ere i is the mesh point in the spatial domain and n specifies a esh point on the time axis. At each
given time, such discretization results in an array of N unknowns, and an N  N coe cient matrix, where N is
the total number of mesh points in the computational domain. The coe cient matrix is a banded matrix and
the Gaussian elimination algorithm for a banded diagonal matrix is used to solve the system of equations.
The higher derivatives in the jump and boundary conditions require the involvement of fictitious points
between each pair of regions.
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Nonlinear dynamics of the set of floating elastic ice sheets
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Abstract The present research is dedicated to the interaction of waves with multiple deformable ice sheets floating
in marginal ice zones. The simultaneous motion of the ice sheets and the fluid is regarded within the framework of linear
beam theory for the structures and the nonlinear Level I Green-Naghdi theory for the fluid. The resulting governing
equations, subjected to appropriate boundary and jump conditions, are solved by finite di↵erence method.
Green-Naghdi theory Nonlinear waves of solitary and cnoidal types propagating from left to right and
exciting the motion of the set of N floating elastic ice sheets are considered. The ice sheets have arbitrary width
lk, mass mk and elasticity Dk.
Figure 1. Scheme of motion.
The mathematical model employed in this study is provided by the Level I Green-Naghdi theory (Green &
Nahgdi, 1976) which is mostly apliacable to the propagatio of fairly l ng waves in shallow waters. This theory
is also known as the restricted theory and assumes a linear distribution of the vertical velocity along the water
column. This assumption, which is the only on made about the kinematics of the fluid sheet, results in the
horizontal velocities being invariant in the vertical direction for an incompressible fluid.
In the analysis of this problem, it becomes necessary to consider two types f fluid regions: type I, for
which the top curve of the fluid sheet is free and on the top pressure p̂ is constant; and type II, for which the
upper pressure p̂ remains unknown. In type I regions, the governing equations for the motion of the fluid in
dimensionless variables can be written as follows (Ertekin, 1984)
⌘t + [(1 + ⌘)u]x = 0, u̇ + ⌘x =  
1
3
[2⌘x⌘̈ + (1 + ⌘)⌘̈x]. (1)
The system (1) can be solved to find the two unknown functions, such as surface elevation ⌘(x, t) and depth
averaged horizontal velocity u(x, t). In type II region the motion of the fluid under the plate is prescribed by
equations where fluid and plate are coupled through the dynamic free-surface condition from the linear beam
theory
⇣t + [(1   hk + ⇣)u]x = 0, u̇ + ⇣x + p̂x =  
1
3
[2⇣x⇣̈ + (1   hk + ⇣)⇣̈x], p̂ = mk⇣tt + Dk⇣xxxx + m. (2)
The system (2) is integrated for the unknown deformation of the plate ⇣, depth averaged horizontal velocity u
and pressure under the ice p̂. Then the pressure at the bottom surface of the fluid sheet and vertical component
of part cle velocity can be determined from equations
p =
1
2
 
(1 + ⌘)(⌘̈ + 2), in RI
(1   hk + ⇣)(⇣̈ + 2) + p̂, in RII
v(y) = (y + 1)
 
   
   
⌘̇
⌘ + 1
, in RI
⇣̇
⇣ + 1
, in RII.
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Abstract The present research is dedicated to the interaction of waves with multiple deformable ice sheets floating
in marginal ice zones. The simultaneous motion of the ice sheets and the fluid is regarded within the framework of linear
beam theory for the structures and the nonlinear Level I Green-Naghdi theory for the fluid. The resulting governing
equ tions, subjected to appropria e boundary and jump condit ons, are solved by finite di↵erence method.
Green-Naghdi theory Nonlinear waves of solitary and cnoidal types propagating from left to right and
exciting the motion of the set of N floating elastic ice sheets are considered. The ice sheets have arbitrary width
lk, mass mk and elasticity Dk.
Figure 1. Scheme of motion.
The mathematical model employed in this study is provided by the Level I Gree -Na hdi theo y (Green &
Nahgdi, 1976) which is mostly apliacable to the propagation of fairly long waves in shallow w ters. Th s theory
is also known as the restricted theory and assumes a linear distribution of e vertical v locit along the wat r
column. This assumption, which is th only one made about the kinematics of the flu d she t, results n the
horizontal velocities being invariant in the vertical direction for an incompressible fluid.
In the analysis of this problem, it becomes necessary to consider tw types of fluid regio s: type I, for
which the top curve of the fluid sheet is free and on the top pressure p̂ is constant; and type II, for which the
upper pressure p̂ remains unknown. In type I regions, the governing equations for the motion of the fluid in
dimensionless variables can be written as foll ws (Ertekin, 1984)
⌘t + [(1 + ⌘)u]x = 0, u̇ + ⌘x =  
1
3
[2⌘x⌘̈ + (1 + ⌘)⌘̈x]. (1)
The system (1) can be solved to find the two unknown functions, such s surf ce levat on ⌘(x, t) and depth
averaged horizontal velocity u(x, t). In type II region the motion of the fluid under the plate is pr scribed by
equations where fluid and plate are coupled through the dynamic free-surface condit on from the linea be m
theory
⇣t + [(1   hk + ⇣)u]x = 0, u̇ + ⇣x + p̂x =  
1
3
[2⇣x⇣̈ + (1   hk + ⇣)⇣̈x], p̂ = mk⇣tt + Dk⇣xxxx + m. (2)
The system (2) is integrated for the unknown deformation of the plate ⇣, depth averaged horizontal velocity u
and pressure under the ice p̂. Then the pressure at the bottom surface of the fluid sheet and vertical component
of particle velocity can be determined from equations
p =
1
2
 
(1 + ⌘)(⌘̈ + 2), in RI
(1   hk + ⇣)(⇣̈ + 2) + p̂, in RII
v(y) = (y + 1)
 
   
   
⌘̇
⌘ + 1
, in RI
⇣̇
⇣ + 1
, in RII
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At the leading x = xkL and trailing x = x
k
T edges of the ice sheets, the bending moments together with hear
stresses must vanish due to the free-free end boundary condition (⇣xx = ⇣xxx = 0). Applying this relations to
the first equation (1), we obtain another conditions under the edges of the plates:
3⌘xuxx + (1   hk + ⌘)uxxx = 0, 4⌘xuxxx + (1   hk + ⌘)uxxxx + ⌘xxxxu = 0, (x = xkL, xkT ), (3)
The appropriate jump conditions are demanded by the theory because the fluid surface is singular or discon-
tinuous at the juncture of regions I and II. The matching conditions, demanded by the physics of the problem,
include continous surface elevation, mass flux and bottom pressure across the discontinuity curves x = xkL,
x = xkT .
The system of equations (1) and (2), subject to appropriate boundary conditions (3) in each region, along
with the matching and jump conditions prescribe the motion of the fluid in the entire domain and are solved
simultaneously for the unknowns. Spatial discretization of the equations is carried out by a central-di↵erence
method and time marching is obtained by use of the modified Euler’s method. The system of equations are to
be solved by use of a Gaussian elimination method.
The underlying principle of this technique is that at a given time, equations (2) can be solved explicitly for
⇣t once u is known. Then, ⇣t is substituted into the second equation of the system (2) to solve for ut.
(1   m⌘xx)ut   [⌘x(1 + ⌘) + 2m⌘x]uxt   [
1
3
(1 + ⌘)2 + m(1 + ⌘)]uxxt =  Yf   Yp,
Yf = ⌘x(1   hk + ⇣)(u2x   uuxx) +
1
3
(1   hk + ⇣)2(uxuxx   uuxxx) + uux + ⇣x,
Yp = m[(1   hk + ⇣)(3uxuxx + uuxxx) + D⇣xxxxx + ⇣xxxu2 + 5⇣xxuux + 4⇣x(u2x + uuxx)].
(4)
The equation for ⌘ in RI can be obtained from (4) by simply equating the parameters mk, Dk and hk to zero.
The continuous variables ⌘(x, t) and u(x, t) in (4) are approximated by discrete variables ⌘ni and u
n
i , respec-
tively, where i is the mesh point in the spatial domain and n specifies a mesh point on the time axis. At each
given time, such discretization results in an array of N unknowns, and an N  N coe cient matrix, where N is
the total number of mesh points in the computational domain. The coe cient matrix is a banded matrix and
the Gaussian elimination algorithm for a banded diagonal matrix is used to solve the system of equations.
The higher derivatives in the jump and boundary conditions require the involvement of fictitious points
between each pair of regions.
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A t leading x = xkL and trailing x = x
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T edges of the ice shee s, the bending moments together with shear
stresses must vanish due to the free-free end boundary condition (⇣xx = ⇣xxx = 0). Applying this relations to
the first equa ion (1), we obtain another conditions under he edges of the plates:
3⌘xuxx + (1   hk + ⌘)uxxx = 0, 4⌘xuxxx + (1   hk + ⌘)uxxxx + ⌘xxxxu = 0, (x = xkL, xkT ), (3)
The appropriate jump conditions are demanded by the theory because the fluid surface is singular or discon-
tinuous at the juncture of regions I and II. The matching conditions, demanded by the physics of the problem,
include continous surface elevation, mass flux and bottom pressure across the discontinuity curves x = xkL,
x = xkT .
The system of equations (1) and (2), subject to appropriate boundary conditions (3) in eac r gion, along
with the matching and jump conditions prescribe the motion of the fluid in the entire domain and are solved
simultaneously for the unknowns. Spatial discretization of the equations is carried out by a central-di↵erence
method and time marching is obtained by us of the modified Euler’s method. The system of equations are to
be solved by use of a Gaussian elimination method.
The underlying principle of this technique is that at a given time, equations (2) can be solved explicitly for
⇣ once u is known. Then, ⇣t is substituted into the second equation of the system (2) to solve for ut.
(1   m⌘xx)ut   [⌘x(1 + ⌘) + 2m⌘x]uxt   [
1
3
(1 + ⌘)2 + m(1 + ⌘)]uxxt =  Yf   Yp,
Yf = ⌘x(1   hk + ⇣)(u2x   uuxx) +
1
3
(1   hk + ⇣)2(uxuxx   uuxxx) + uux + ⇣x,
Yp = m[(1   hk + ⇣)(3uxuxx + uuxxx) + D⇣xxxxx + ⇣xxxu2 + 5⇣xxuux + 4⇣x(u2x + uuxx)].
(4)
The equation for ⌘ in RI can be obtained from (4) by simply equating the parameters mk, Dk and hk to zero.
The continuous variables ⌘(x, t) and u(x, t) in (4) are approximated by discrete variables ⌘ni and u
n
i , respec-
tively, where i is the mesh point in the spatial domain and n specifies a mesh point on the time axis. At each
given time, such discretization results in an array of N unknowns, and an N  N coe cient matrix, where N is
the total umber of mesh points in the computational domain. The coe cient matrix is a banded matrix and
the Gaussian elimination algorithm for a banded diagonal matrix is used to solve the system of equations.
The higher derivatives in the jump and boundary conditions require the involvement of fictitious points
between each pair of regions.
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At the leading x = xkL and trailing x = x
k
T edges of th ice sh ets, the bending moment together wi h sh ar
stresses must vanish due to the free-free end bounda y condition (⇣xx = ⇣xxx = 0). Applying this relations t
the first equation (1), we obtain another conditions und r the edges of the pl tes:
3⌘xuxx + (1   hk + ⌘)u xx = 0, 4⌘ uxx + (1   hk + ⌘ uxxxx + ⌘xxxxu = 0, (x = xkL, xkT ), (3)
The appropriate jump conditions are demanded by the the ry because the fluid surface is singular or discon-
tinuous at the juncture of regions I and II. The matc i g conditions, demanded by the physics of the problem,
include continous face elevation, mass fl x and bottom pressure across the discontinuity curves x = xkL,
x = xkT .
The system of eq ations (1) and (2), subject to appropriate boundary conditions (3) in each r gion, long
with the matching and j mp conditions prescribe the moti n of he fluid in the entire domain and are solved
simultaneously for the unknowns. Spatial discretization of the quations is carried out by a central-d ↵erence
met od an time ma ching is obtain d by use of the odified Euler’s ethod. The system of equations are to
be solved by use of a Gaussian elimination method.
The underlyi g principle of this te h ique is that at a give time, equations (2) can b solved explici ly for
⇣t once u is known. Then, ⇣t is ubstituted into the sec d equation of the system (2) to solv for ut.
(1   m⌘xx)ut   [⌘x(1 + ⌘) + 2m⌘x]uxt   [
1
3
(1 + ⌘)2 + m(1 + ⌘)]uxxt =  Yf   Yp,
Yf = ⌘x(1 hk + ⇣)(u
2
x   uux ) +
1
3
(1   hk + ⇣)2(uxuxx   uuxxx) + uux + ⇣x,
Yp = m[(1   hk + ⇣)(3uxuxx + uuxxx) + D⇣xxxxx + ⇣xxxu2 + 5⇣xxuux + 4⇣x(u2x + uuxx)].
(4)
The equation for ⌘ in RI can be obtained from (4) by simply equating the parameters mk, Dk and hk to zero.
The continu us v riables ⌘(x, t) and u(x, t) in (4) are approximated by discr te variables ⌘ni and u
n
i , resp c-
tively, where i is the mesh point in the spatial domain and n sp c fies a mesh point on the time xis. At each
given time, such discretization results in an array of N unknowns, and an N  N coe cient m trix, where N is
the total nu ber of mesh po nts in the computational dom in. The coe cient matrix is a banded matrix and
the Gaussian elimination alg rithm for a banded diagonal matrix is used o solve the system of equations.
The higher derivatives in the jump and boundary conditions require th involv ment of fictitious points
between each pair of regions.
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At the leading x = xkL and trailing x = x
k
T dges of th ice sheets, the b ndi g moments tog ther with shear
stresses must vanish du to the fr e-free end boundary condition (⇣xx = ⇣xxx = 0). Apply ng this relations to
the first equatio (1), we obtain anoth conditions und r the edges of the plates:
3⌘xux + (1   hk + ⌘)u xx = 0, 4⌘xuxx + (1   hk + ⌘)uxxxx + ⌘x u = 0, (x = kL, xkT ), (3)
The appropriate jump co itions r dem nded by the the ry bec use the fl id surface is singul r or discon-
tinuous at the juncture of reg ons I a d II. The matching c ditions, demanded by the physics of the problem,
include continous surface elev tion, mass fl x and bottom pressure across the disc ntinuity curves x = xkL,
x = xkT .
The system of equations (1) and (2), subject to appropri te boundary onditions (3) i each region, along
with the matching a d jump conditions prescribe the oti of the fluid in the n ire do in a d re solved
simultaneously for the unknowns. Spatia discretization f the equations is carried ou by a cen ral-d ↵erenc
ethod and time marching is obtained by use of the modified Euler’ meth d. The syst m f quations are to
be solved by use of Gaussian elimination method.
The underlying pri ciple of this technique is that at a given time, equations (2) c n b solved explic tly for
⇣t once u is known. Th n, ⇣t is substituted into the second equa ion of the system (2) to solve f r ut.
(1   m⌘xx)ut   [⌘x(1 + ⌘) + 2m⌘x]uxt   [
1
3
(1 + ⌘)2 + m(1 + ) xt =  Yf   Yp,
Yf = ⌘x(1   hk + ⇣)(u2x   uuxx) +
1
3
2(uxuxx   uuxxx) + uux ⇣x,
Yp = m[(1   hk + ⇣ (3uxu + uux ) + D⇣xx x + ⇣xx u2 + 5⇣ ux + 4⇣ (u2x + uuxx)].
(4)
The equation f r ⌘ RI can be o tained from (4) by simply equating the parameters mk, Dk a d hk to zero.
The continuous variables ⌘(x, t nd u(x, t) in (4) are app oxim ted by discrete variables ⌘ni an u
n
i , resp c-
tively, where i is the mesh point in t spatial do ain and n specifies a mesh po t on the time axis. At each
given time, such di cretization results i an array of N unknowns, a d an N  N coe cient matrix, wh re is
the total number of mesh oin s i the computational d main. The coe cient matrix is band d matri and
the Gaussian eli ination algorithm for a b nded diagonal matrix is used to solve the system of equation .
Th h gher derivatives in the jump and boundary conditions require the involvem nt of fictitious points
betw en each pair of regions.
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T ges of the ic sheets, the bending momen s toget r with shear
stresses must va ish due to the fre -fre end boundary c di ion (⇣xx = ⇣xxx = 0). Applying this relations to
the first qu ion (1), we obtain another con itions under the edges of the plates:
3 x + (1   hk + ⌘)uxx = 0, 4 x + (1   hk + ⌘)u xx + ⌘xxxxu = 0, (x = xkL, xkT ), (3)
The approp iate jump condition are d manded by t e theory because th fluid surfa e is singular or discon-
inuous at the juncture of r gi ns I and II. The mat hing conditions, demanded by the physics of the problem,
include c ntin u surf e elevation, mass flux and b ttom pre sure acro the discontinuity curves x = xkL,
x = xkT .
The ystem of equations (1) and (2), subject to ppr priate boundary conditions (3) in each regio , long
with the ma ching and ju p co itions pr scrib the motion of th fluid the entire domain and are solved
simulta e usly for the unknow s. Spati l discr tiz tion of th equations is ca rie out by a central-di↵erence
met od and time marching is obtaine by use of the modifi d Euler’s ethod. The yst m of equations are t
be solved by use of a Gaussian elimination method.
The underlying principle f this e nique s that at a giv n time, equat ons (2) n be sol d explicitly for
⇣t onc u i known. Then, ⇣t i substitut d n o the second equation f he system (2) to solv for ut.
  m⌘xx)ut   [⌘x(1 + ⌘) 2m⌘x]uxt   [
1
3
(1 + ⌘)2 + m(1 + ⌘)]uxxt =  Yf   Yp,
Yf = ⌘ (1   hk + ⇣)( 2x   uu x) +
1
3
(1   hk + ⇣)2(uxuxx   u x uux + ⇣x,
Yp = m[(1   hk + ⇣)(3uxuxx + uu ) + D⇣x xx ⇣xxx 2 + 5⇣xx + 4⇣x(u2 + uuxx)].
(4)
The equation for ⌘ i RI can be ob ained f m (4) by simply equating th p ra eters mk, Dk and hk to zero.
The continuous varia les ⌘(x, t) and u(x, t) in (4) are p roxima ed by discrete va iables ⌘ni and u
n
i , respec-
tively, wh re i is t mesh point in he sp tial domain and n specifies a mesh point on the time axis. At each
giv n time, such discretiz tion esults in a array of N unknow s, and an N  N coe cient matrix, where N is
t t tal number of mesh poi s in the computational dom in. The coe  ient m rix is a banded matrix and
the Gaussian elimination alg rithm for banded diagonal matrix is used t solv he ystem of equations.
The higher derivatives in the jump a d boundary conditions require the nvolveme of fictitious poin s
between each pair of regions.
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T dges of t ice she ts, the bending moments togeth r with shear
st esses must vanish due to the free-free end boundary condition (⇣xx = ⇣xxx = 0). Applying this relations to
the first equ tion (1), we obta n anoth r conditions u der he edges of the plates:
3⌘xux + (1   hk + ⌘)uxxx = 0, 4⌘ ux + (1   hk + ⌘)uxxxx + ⌘xxxxu = 0, (x = xkL, xkT ), (3)
The app op i t jump con ition are demanded by the theory because the fluid su face is singular or discon-
in ous at the juncture of regions I and II. The matching con itions, demanded by the physics of the problem,
include cont nous su face el v tion, mass flux and bottom pressure across the di continuity curves x = xkL,
x = xkT .
The syst m of equati s (1) and (2), subj ct t appropriate boundary conditions (3) in each region, along
with the atching a jump conditions prescribe the motion of the fluid in the entire domain and are solved
simulta eously for the unknowns. Spati l disc etization of the quations is arried out by a central-di↵erence
method and time marc ing is obtain d by use of the odified Euler’s method. The system of equations are to
be solved by use of a Gaussian elimination method.
The underlyi g principl of s technique is that at given time, equations (2) can be solved explicitly for
⇣t onc u is kn wn. Then, ⇣t is sub tituted into the second equation of the system (2) to solve for ut.
(1   m xx)ut   [⌘x(1 + ⌘) + 2m⌘x]uxt   [
1
3
(1 + ⌘)2 + m(1 + ⌘)]uxxt =  Yf   Yp,
Yf = ⌘x(1   hk ⇣)(u2x   uuxx) +
1
3
(1   hk + ⇣)2(ux x   uuxxx) + uux + ⇣x,
Yp = m[(1   hk + ⇣)(3ux xx + uuxx ) + D⇣xxxxx + ⇣xxxu2 + 5⇣xx u + 4⇣x(u2x + uuxx)].
(4)
T e equ tion for ⌘ in RI can be o tained from (4) by sim ly equating the par meters mk, Dk and hk to zero.
Th continuous variables ⌘(x t) nd u(x, t) in (4) are approximated by discrete variables ⌘ni and u
n
i , respec-
iv ly, w ere i is the esh po nt in the spatial domain and n specifies a mesh point on the time axis. At each
g ven time, such discretization results in a a ray of N unknowns, and a N  N coe cient matrix, where N is
the otal umber of mesh points the computational domain. The coe cie t matrix s banded matrix and
the Gaussian eli ination lgorit m f r a banded d agonal matrix is used to solve the system of equations.
The higher d rivatives in the jump and boundary condit ons r quire the involvement of fictitious points
betw en each pair of regions.
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At the leading x = xkL and trailing x = x
k
T edges of the ice sheets, the bending moments together with shear
stresses must vanish due to the free-free end boundary condition (⇣xx = ⇣xxx = 0). Applying this relations to
the first equation (1), we obtain another conditions under the edges of the plates:
3⌘xuxx + (1   hk + ⌘)uxxx = 0, 4⌘xuxxx + (1   k + ⌘)uxxxx + ⌘xxxxu = 0, (x = xkL, xkT ), (3)
The appropriate jump conditions are demanded by the theory because the fluid surface is singular or discon-
tinuous at the juncture of regions I and II. The matching conditions, e anded by the physics of the problem,
include continous surface elevation, mass flux and bottom pressure across the discontinuity curves x = xkL,
x = xkT .
The system of equations (1) and (2), subject to appropriate boundary conditions (3) in each region, along
with the matching and jump conditions prescribe the motion of the fluid in the entire domain and are solved
simultaneously for the unknowns. Spatial discretization of the equations i carried out by a central-di↵erence
method and time marching is obtained by use of the modified Eul r’s method. The s stem of equati ns ar to
be solved by use of a Gaussian elimination meth d.
The underlying principle of this technique is that at a given time, equations (2) can be solved explicitly for
⇣t once u is known. Then, ⇣t is substituted into the second equation of the system (2) to solve for ut.
(1   m⌘xx)ut   [⌘x(1 + ⌘) + 2m⌘x]uxt   [
1
3
(1 + ⌘)2 + m(1 + ⌘)]uxxt =  Yf   Yp,
Yf = ⌘x(1   hk + ⇣)(u2x   uuxx) +
1
3
(1   hk + ⇣)2(uxuxx   uuxxx) + uux + ⇣x,
Yp = m[(1   hk + ⇣)(3uxuxx + uuxxx) + D⇣xxxxx + ⇣xxxu2 + 5⇣xxuux + 4⇣x(u2x + uuxx)].
(4)
The equation for ⌘ in RI can be obtained from (4) by simply equating the parameters mk, Dk and hk to zero.
The continuous variables ⌘(x, t) and u(x, t) in (4) are approximated by discrete variables ⌘ni and ui , respec-
tively, where i is the mesh point in the spatial domain and n specifies a mesh point on the time axis. At each
given time, such d scretization results in an array of N unknowns, a d an N  N coe cient matrix, where N is
the total number of esh points in the computational domain. The coe cient matrix is a banded matrix and
the Gaussian elimination algorithm for a banded diago al matrix is used to solve the system of equations.
The higher derivatives in the jump and boundary co ditions require the involvement of fictitious points
between each pair of regions.
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Figure 1. Scheme of motion.
The mathematical model employed in this study is provided by the Level I Green-Naghdi theory (Green &
Nahgdi, 1976) which is mostly apliacable to the propagation of fairly long waves in shallow waters. This theory
is also known as the restricted theory and assumes a linear distribution of the vertical velocity along the water
column. This assumption, which is the only on made about the kinematics of th flui sheet, results in the
horizontal velocities being invariant in the vertical dir ction for an incompressible fluid.
In the analysis of this problem, it becomes necessary to consider two types of fluid regions: type I, for
which the top curve of the fluid sheet is free and on the top pressure p̂ is constant; and type II, for which the
upper pressure p̂ remains unknown. In type I regions, the governing equations for the motion of the fl id in
dimensionless variables can be written as follows (Ertekin, 1984)
⌘t + [(1 + ⌘)u]x = 0, u̇ + ⌘x =  
1
3
[2⌘x⌘̈ + (1 + ⌘)⌘̈x]. (1)
The system (1) can be solved to find the two unknown functions, such as surface elevation ⌘(x, t) and depth
averaged horizontal velocity u(x, t). In type II region the motion of the fluid under the plate is prescribed by
equations where fluid and plate are coupled through the d namic free-surface condition from the li ear beam
theory
⇣t + [(1   hk + ⇣)u]x = 0, u̇ + ⇣x + p̂x =  
1
3
[2⇣x⇣̈ + (1   hk + ⇣)⇣̈x], p̂ = mk⇣tt + Dk⇣xxxx + m. (2)
The system (2) is integrated for the unknown deformation of the plate ⇣, depth averaged horizontal velocity u
and pressure under the ice p̂. Then the pressure at the bottom surface of the fluid sheet and vertical component
of particle velocity can be determined from equations
p =
1
2
 
(1 + ⌘)(⌘̈ + 2), in RI
(1   hk + ⇣)(⇣̈ + 2) + p̂, in RII
v(y) = (y + 1)
 
   
   
⌘̇
⌘ + 1
, in RI
⇣̇
⇣ + 1
, in RII.
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Figure 1. S heme of motion.
2. Formulatio f the pr blem
Th plane irr t tional flow of heavy inv sci fl id of constant depth h is consider d in
the coordinate system Oxy with the horizontal axis lying on the undisturbed free surface
and vertical axis directed upwards. Incident waves propagate in the positive x–direction
and excite the motion of the set of N floating deformable sheets being initially at rest.
The k-th sheet has the width Lk, draft dk, mass per unit width mk and elasticity Dk.
Let Lk,k+1 denote the distance between adjacent sheets. It is useful to introduce the
clearence betw en the bottom of the plate and the sea floor as hk = h   dk. A sketch
of the problem is shown in Fig. 1. It is assumed that elastic sheets are restricted to the
vertical motion only and are always in contact with the fluid. The loss of energy due to
the structural damping is neglected and plate overwashing is disregarded.
The dimensionless variables use the fluid depth h as a length scale, the ratio
p
h/g
as a time unit, the quantity ⇢h as a mass unit. Here ⇢ and g are respectively t fluid
density and gravity acceleration.
The governing equations for the motion of the fluid are provided by the Level I Green-
Naghdi (GN) theory. They can be written in a compact form
It is conventional to divide the fluid domain into subregions of two types (RI and RII).
Subregion of the first type is formed by the flat floor at the bottom and by the free
surface at the op. The pr ssure on t op fr e surface is con tant atmosph ric pressur .
Subregion of the second type is formed by the flat floor at the bottom and by elastic
plate at the top. As opposed to region RI, the ressure on the top of region RII depends
on vertical displacement of the ice sheet. The Level I GN theory of the directed fluid
sheets will be adopted to treat the fluid problem and to use it with suitable matching
conditions on the juncture boundary between the subdomains RI and RII.
⌘t + [(hk + ⌘)u]x = 0, (2.1)
u̇ + ⌘x + p̂x =  
1
3
[2⌘x⌘̈ + (hk + ⌘)⌘̈x] (2.2)
for k-th sheet, k = 1, . . . , N . The motion of the fluid and the plate is coupled through
the dynamic free-surface condition. The vertical displacement of the plate ⌘ is governed
by the thin elastic plate theory:
p̂ = mk⌘tt + Dk⌘xxxx + mk, (2.3)
The system (2.1)-(2.3) is integrated for the unknowns ⌘(x, t), u(x, t) and upper pressure
p̂(x, t). Then the pressur at the sea-floor (y =  1) and vertical ve ocity can be
determined from equations:
p̄ =
1
2
(hk + ⌘)(⌘̈ + 2) + p̂, (2.4)
v(y) =
1 + y
hk + ⇣
⌘̇. (2.5)
The formula (2.5) implies zero vertical velocity along the bottom (y =  1). The equation
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method developed demonstrates high e ciency, performing calculation with multiple
sheets in seconds. Although the theory adopted in the paper was initally constructed for
studying the interaction between water waves and very large floating objects, the study
has shown that thi m thod is also valid for small- and middle-sized floating surfaces.
The e↵ect of th multiple sheets and the distance betw en them is studied. The interplay
between individual e↵ects of the sheet prop rties an be explored more thoroughly han it
is att mpted here. The obtained solution is validat d by comparing with other numerical
solutions and experimental data obtained with use of alternative methods.
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Figur 1. Schematic of the problem of nonlinear wave interaction with N number of plates of
arbit ry siz d loc tion Als s own in thi figu are the RI nd RII regi ns r fere d to in
the tex .
GN th y for a flat and stationary seafloor. They can be written in a compact form as
(see E teki et l (1986)):
⌘,t +[(1 + ⌘)u],x = 0, (2.1)
u̇ +⌘,x =  
1
3
[2⌘,x⌘̈ + (1 + ⌘)⌘̈,x]. (2.2)
Similarly, th governing equations for th coupled motion of the fluid and the elastic
sheet in RII c be writte as:
⇣,t +[(hk + ⇣)u],x = 0, (2.3)
u̇ +⇣,x + p̂,x =  
1
3
[2⇣,x⇣̈ + (hk + ⇣)⇣̈,x], (2.4)
In our notation subscript with comma denotes the partial derivative and upper dot
specifi s the total time derivative (⌘̇ = ⌘,t + u⌘,x). The wave-induced pressure under the
pl t is given by the thin elastic late theory:
p̂ = mk⇣,tt + Dk⇣,xxxx + mk, (2.5)
where the flexural rigidity is defined by
Dk = Ek 
3
k/12(1   ⌫2k),
with  k, Ek, and ⌫k being the thickness, Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio of the k-th
plate, respectively. Eqs. (2.1)–(2.5) can be integrated for the unknowns: free surface ele-
vation ⌘(x, t), plate deflection ⇣(x, ), both measured from the still water level, horizontal
component of fluid velocity u(x, t) and pressure p̂(x, t) under the plate.
Ertekin (1984) provided explicit relations for the vertical velocity of the fluid and
pressure on the bottom (y =  1), given as:
v (y) =
1 + y
1 + ⌘
⌘̇ (x, y) 2 RI, v(y) = 1 + y
hk + ⇣
⇣̇ (x, y) 2 RII, (2.6)
p̄ =
1
2
(1 + ⌘)(⌘̈ + 2) (x, y) 2 RI, p̄ = 1
2
(hk + ⇣)(⇣̈ + 2) + p̂ (x, y) 2 RII. (2.7)
The nonlinear kinematic and dynamic conditions on top and bot om boundaries of the
flow domain are satisfied exactly by Eqs. (2.1)–(2.7).
In order to formulate the problem fully, suitable matching conditions at the fixed
positions of the leading (x = xLk ) and traling edges (x = x
T
k ) of each floating sheet must
be specified. Since the elastic sheets are floating freely, the bending moment and the
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efo mabl r a s re rese ed by th elastic plat s of variable properties and there
m y b N nu b r f the f ↵ ent siz nd elastic ty. The coupled motion of elastic
surfaces a d fluid are s lved simulta eously within t framework of li ear bea the-
ory for the structures an th nonlin ar Level I Green-Naghdi (GN) theory for the fluid.
Th r su ti g ov rn ng e uati s tog ther with the appropriate boundary conditions,
and matching c nditions, are solved in two-dimensions by the finite di↵erence method
(FDM). Elevat n f the fre surf ce, he velocity a d pressure fields are calculated and
presented. Result of the mode dev loped here are compared with existing laboratory
m asurem nts and other numeric l solu io s. E↵ ct of the size and number of floating
b d es on he eform tion f he wave fi ld is studie . In the absence of any restriction
on th nonlinearity of he wav fie d nd the size and rigidity of the surfaces, a wide
range of wave-s u tur co ditions are considered. It is found that the Level I GN
equat ns c upled with l st c beam theory an r perly model the wave-structure field.
It is found that increasing rigidity of the structures modifies the flow field significantly.
Also, presence of s ll floating bodies upwav modifies remarkably the deformation and
response of th downw ve floati g bodies.
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1. Introduction
 1
Floating elastic surfaces are observed in nature and are widely utilized in indus ry.
Therefore the study of wave action on elastic floating bodies has received considerable
attention. Floating ice sheets of di↵erent sizes, for example, are commonly observed in
marginal ic zones, see Squire et al (1995). Wave interaction with floating ice sheets is
of interest due to the e↵ect that the ice sheets have on the wave field, and the impact
of waves on the ice sheets, particularly when it results in breaking of the ice sheet to
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This aper presents he analytical method ev loped to model the hydroelastic response
f se of floating elastic surfaces to incident nonlinear waves in shallow water. The
deformable surfaces are presented by thin elastic plates of variable properties and there
m y be N number of them of di↵erent size and elasticity. The coupled motion of elastic
surfaces a d the fl id are solved simultaneously within the framework of linear beam the-
ry for the structures and the onlinear Level I Gree -Naghdi (GN) theory for the fluid.
The resulting governing equations together with the appropriate boundary conditions,
and matching conditions, are solved in two-dimensions by the finite di↵erence method
(FDM . Elevation of the free surface, the velocity and pressure fields are calculated and
presented. Results of the model developed h re are compared with existing laboratory
measurements and other numerical solutions. E↵ect of the size and number of floating
bodies on the deformation of the wave field is studied. In the absence of any restriction
o the online rity of the wave field and the size and rigidity of the surfaces, a wide
range of wave-structure conditions are considered. It is found that the Level I GN
equations coupled with elastic beam theory can properly model the wave-structure field.
I is found that increasing rigidity of the structures modifies the flow field significantly.
Als , presence of small floating bodies upwave modifies remarkably the deformation and
response of the downwave floating bodies.
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1. I troduction
L2
Floati g elastic surfaces are observed in nature and are widely utilized in industry.
Therefore the study of wave action on elastic floating bodies has received considerable
attention. Floating ice sheets of di↵erent siz s, for example, are commonly observed in
margi al ice zones, see Squire et al (1995). Wav interaction with floating ice sheets is
of interest due to the e↵ect that the ice sheets have on the wave field, and the impact
of waves on the ice sheets, particularly when it results in breaking of the ice sheet to
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This paper presents the analytical method developed to model the hydroelastic response
of a set of floating elastic surfaces to incident nonlinear waves in shallow water. The
deformabl surfaces are prese ted by thin elastic plates of variable properties and there
m y be N number of them of di↵erent size and elasticity. The coupled motion of elastic
surfaces and the fluid are solved simultaneously within the framework of linear beam the-
ory for the structures and the nonlinear Level I Green-Naghdi (GN) theory for the fluid.
The resulting governing equations together with the appropriate boundary conditions,
an matching conditions, are solved in two-dimensions by the finite di↵erence method
(FDM). Elevation of the free surface, the velocity and pressure fields are calculated and
presented. Results of the model developed here are compared with existing laboratory
meas rements a d other numerical solutions. E↵ect of the size and number of floating
bodies on the deformation of the wave field is studied. In the absence of any restriction
on the nonlinearity of the wave field and the size and rigidity of the surfaces, a wide
range of wave-structure conditions are considered. It is found that the Level I GN
equations coupled with elastic beam theory can properly model the wave-structure field.
It is found that increasing rigidity of the structures modifies the flow field significantly.
Also, presence of small floating bodies upwave modifies remarkably the deformation and
response of the downwave floating bodies.
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1. Introduction
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Floating elastic surfaces are observed in nature and are widely utilized in industry.
Theref re the study of wave action on elastic floating bodies has received considerable
attention. Floating ice sheets f di↵erent sizes, for example, are commonly observed in
marginal ice zones, see Squire et al (1995). Wave interaction with floating ice sheets is
of interest due to the e↵ect that the ice sheets have on the wave field, and the impact
of waves on the ice sheets, particularly when it results in breaking of the ice sheet to
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Floating elastic surfaces are observed in nature and are widely utilized in industry.
Therefore the study of wave action on elastic floating bodies has received considerable
attention. Floati g ice sheets of di↵erent sizes, for example, are comm nly obse ved in
marginal ice zones, see Squire et al (1995). Wave interaction with floating ice sheets is
of interest due to the e↵ect th t the ice sheets have on the wave field, and the impact
of waves on the ice sheets, particularly when it results in breaking of the ice sheet to
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T s p per p es ts the analytic l me hod developed to model the hydroelastic response
f a s t of floating el t surfac s to incident nonlinear aves in shallow water. The
d f rmabl rfac s a presen ed by thin el stic plates of vari ble properties and there
ay b N umber of h m of i↵erent siz and elasticity. The coupled motion of elastic
surfac s d fluid ar s lved simul an ously within the fr ewo k of linear beam the-
ory f r th s ructures nd the nonli ea Lev l I reen-Naghdi (GN) theo y for the fluid.
The r sulti g g verning equa o s t g ther w th the ppropriate b undary c nditions,
ma ching c ditio s, r s lved in two-dime sions by the finite di↵erence method
(FD ). Elevation of the free surface, the velocity and pressure fiel s a e calc lated and
presen ed. Resu ts of the model d vel ped h re are compared with existing l boratory
m a ur ments and other num ical solu ion . E↵ect of the size and number of floating
b dies on the deform tio of the w ve field is studied. In the bsence of any restriction
o the nonlinearit of the wave field and the size and rigidity of the surfaces, a wide
range of wave-structu ditions are considered. It is foun that Level I GN
quatio c upled wi elastic beam theory can properly model the wave-structure field.
I s fou th t increasing rigidity of the structures modifie the flow field significantly.
Al o, presence of small floati g b es up ave modifies remark bly the deformation and
respons of th downwave floating bodies.
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Floating elastic surfaces are observed in nature and are widely utilized in industry.
Therefore the study f w ve action on elastic floating bo ies has rec ived considerable
attentio . Floating ice sheets of di↵ rent sizes, for example, are comm nly observed in
margi al ice zon s, see Squire et al (1995). Wave interaction with floating ice sheets is
of interest due to the ↵ect that th i e s ets have on the wave field, and the impact
of waves on the i e sheets, particularly when it results in br aking of the ice sheet to
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(FDM). Elevation of the free surface, the velocity and press re fields are calculated and
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Floating lastic surfaces re observed i nature and are wi ely utilized in industry.
Therefore th study of wave action o ela tic floating bodie has received considerable
attention. Float ng ice she ts f d ↵erent sizes, for example, are c monly observed in
rginal ice zon , see Squire t al (1995). Wave interaction with floating ice sheet is
of interest due o the ↵ect that the ice sheets have on the wave field, and the impact
of wave on the ice sheets, partic arly wh n t resul s in breaking of the ice sheet to
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m y be N numb r of hem of di↵ rent siz and elasticity. The coupled motion of elastic
s rf c s an the fluid re olved s multaneously it in the fram work of linear beam the-
or for s ructures a d the nonline r L ve I Gre n-Naghdi (GN) theory for the fluid.
Th r sult ng governing quations together with the pp opria e boundary conditions,
and atching condit ns, are solve in two-dimensions by th finite i↵erence method
(FDM). Elevatio of fr e surface, t v locity nd pressur fields are calculated and
presen d. R sults f mod l d v loped here are compared with existing laboratory
measur me ts nd other numerical lutions. E↵ect of t size and umber of floating
b dies the d formation of the wave field i studied. I th absence of a y restriction
on the nonlinearity of the wave fi ld an the size and rigidity of the surfaces, a wide
ang of wave-structur o tions ar co sidered. It is found that the Level I GN
qu tions ou l d with elastic beam the ry can rop rly mod l the wave-st ucture fi ld.
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Floating elastic surfaces are observ nat re and are widely utilized in industry.
Ther or the study of wave c on on lastic flo ting bodies has r ceived considerable
ttention. Floating ic h ets o di↵erent siz s, for example, ar commonly observed in
m rginal ice zones, see Squire et al (1995). Wave interaction wi h floating ice sheets is
f interest due o th e↵ec t t the ice she ts av o the wave field, and the impact
of waves on he ice heets, pa ticularly when it results in breaking of the ice sheet to
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p sent . Resul s of the model developed h r are comp ed with existing laboratory
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Flo ing elastic surfaces ar observed in nature and ar wide y utilized in industry.
Th refore he stu y of wav action el stic floating bodi s has received co siderable
attention. Fl ting ice heets of di↵erent sizes, for example, are commonly observed in
marg nal ic zon s, see Squir et l (1995). Wave interact on w th floating ice sheets is
of in eres d to the ↵ ct that the ice s ets have on th w ve fiel , and the impact
of waves on the ice sheets, part cularly when i result in breaking of the ice sheet to
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This pap r res nts he analytical eth d veloped to odel th hydroelastic response
f a set of floa ing elas ic surfac s to incide t no linear aves in shallow water. The
d form urfaces are pres n d by thin el stic lates of vari bl properties and there
may be N number of them of ↵erent siz nd ela tic ty. The c upled motion of elastic
surf ces an the fluid ar s lved simultaneously within the fr ework of linear beam the-
y for the struct re nd th n nlin ar Lev l I reen-Nag di (GN) theory for e fluid.
Th resul i g g v rning quations togeth r with the appropriate boundary conditions,
an match ng c di i s, are s lved i two-dime sions by the finite di↵erence method
(FDM). Elev tion of the free surfac , the velocity and pressure fiel s are calculated and
presen . Resu ts f t model deve ped h are compared with existing laboratory
m asur ments and oth r umerical soluti ns. E↵ect f the size and number of floating
bo i s on the eformat o of the wave field is studied. In t abse ce of any restriction
on n nlin a ity of the av fi ld and the size and rigidity of the surfaces, a wide
range of wave-st uct e tions re considered. It is found that the Level I GN
quations cou l d with lastic beam heory can prope ly model th ave-str cture field.
It is fo hat ncrea ing rigidity of the structures modifie he flow field significantly.
Als , presenc of small floating b ies upwave modifies remarkably the eformation and
response of the downwave floating bodies.
K y words: hydro lastici y, Level I Green-N ghdi equations, multiple floating surfaces,
fl ating e sheets, lsatic beam eory
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Flo ing elastic urfaces are obs rved na ure and are widely u ilized in industry.
Therefore he stu y f wav action elastic floating bo es has receive c id rable
att ntion. Fl ti g ic e ts of di↵ r t sizes, for examp , are commonly observed in
margin l ic zones, se Squire e al (1995). Wave i teraction with floating ice sheets is
f interest due t ↵ ct that the ic s ets have on the wave field, and the impact
of aves on the s ets, particular y whe it results in br aking of the ice sheet to
† Email ddress for correspondence: ertekin@hawaii.edu
Discussion of results. Results o t e level I GN model f r w v int raction wit N num r f fl
and deformable ice sheets are presented here. The results include plates deformations, time series of wave
induced forces, and v riatio of th f rc wit w v o diti ns. I th s p eli inary cases, we assu
that the plates are fi d i t eir izo al oc ion .
Figure 2 shows locity v ctors of fluid p rticles lotted on c ntours of fluid velocity module
(u2 + v2)1/2 in case of in r cti f s li ry w ve it tw plates, fl ting t a short distance  L = 5
from each other, at three ccessi e ti m me ts. Sm ll- mplitude leadi g waves propagate with higher
s eed alon the e as ic surfaces, and hence he fluid domain feels the wave otion long before the wave
itself reaches the end of the s cond plate. Thes elastic waves caus gre er ve t e u ti n i a lo ge
plate with higher rigidity. Another contribution to the wave atte uation is due to the e↵ect of multiple
plates (see [8]).
Fig. 2. Vector field and modul contours of d mensi less fluid veloci y for th interac io of solitary wave
(A = 0.25) wit th s t of two pl tes with he s m proper ies (Lk = 30, k = 0.1, Dk = 5) divided by the
fluid gap ( L = 5).
F g re 3 hows the interaction of a cnoidal wave with a set of thre el stic plates of the same properties
for two values of pla e rigidity. Also sh wn in figure 3 ar he time s ries of the wa e-i duce hor ontal
cnoidal forces on these def rmable ice sheets. The ampl tudes of plates displacement and horizontal force
reduce dow w ve. The higher rigidity Dk of each plate co tribut s to the igher wave attenuation by
the float ng sy t and to th low r drift f it’ l ments.
Figure 4 shows the variation of t e p ak cnoidal w ve horizontal f rce on th ice she ts F+1 with the
i coming wave lengt   and heig t H for t cas s f a singl pla e and tw plates located at di↵erent
d stances  L from each other. The e↵ ct of m ltipl plates is gr at r or sh rter dist nce. The first
plate in the group of plates exp riences g eater drif f rce than a single plate of the s m properties if the
distance is small. For larger distance, the second plate has less impact on the first plate and experiences
less horizontal force itself. Figure also 4 shows that drift force varies almost linearly with the wave height
and slight deviation of force from the straight line in the case of two plates can be observed.
More detailed discussion of results, including the interplay between individual e↵ects of each plate
in more complex plate systems and the drift motion of the plates, will be presented at the workshop.
 L1
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At t e leading x = kL and trailing x
k
T edges of the ice sheets, the bending moments together with shear
str ss s mu t v nish du t e free-fr e end oundary condition (⇣xx = ⇣xxx = 0). Applying this relations to
the first equ tio (1), we obtain anoth r conditi ns under the edges of the plates:
3⌘xuxx + (1   hk + ⌘)uxxx = 0, 4⌘xuxxx + (1   hk + ⌘)uxxxx + ⌘xxxxu = 0, (x = xkL, xkT ), (3)
The appropriate jump conditions are demanded by the theory because the fluid surface is singular or discon-
tinuous at the juncture of regions I and II. The matching conditions, demanded by the physics of the problem,
i de co tin u rfac el vatio , mass flux and bo tom pressure across the discontinuity curves x = xkL,
x = xT .
The sy em f qu ti n (1) and (2), subject to appropriate boundary conditions (3) in each region, along
with t e matchi d jump cond tions prescr be the motion of t e fluid in the entire domain and are solved
imultaneously for the unknowns. Spatial discretization of the equations is carried out by a central-di↵erence
method and ti e marching is obtained by use of the modified Euler’s method. The system of equations are to
b olved by se of a Ga ssian eli inati n m thod.
The underlying rinciple of this techniqu s that a a given time, equations (2) can be solved explicitly for
⇣t on u is know . Th n, ⇣t is ubstitute nto he c d quation of th system (2) to solve for ut.
(1   m⌘xx)ut   [⌘x(1 + ⌘) + 2m⌘x]uxt   [
1
3
(1 + ⌘)2 + m(1 + ⌘)]uxx =  Yf   Yp,
Yf = ⌘x(1   hk + ⇣)(u2x   uuxx) +
1
3
(1   hk + ⇣)2(uxuxx   uuxxx) + uux + ⇣x,
Yp = m[(1   hk + ⇣)(3uxuxx + uuxxx) + D⇣xxxxx + ⇣xxxu2 + 5⇣xxuux + 4⇣x(u2x + uuxx)].
(4)
The equation for ⌘ in RI can b obtained from (4) by simply equating the parameters mk, Dk and hk to zero.
The continuous variables ⌘(x, t) and u(x, t) in (4) are approximated by discrete variables ⌘ni and u
n
i , respec-
tively, i i th mesh point i h spatial domai and n specifies a mesh point on the time axis. At each
give ime, such discretization results n an array of N unknowns, and an N ⇥N coe cient matrix, where N is
the total number of mesh points in the computatio al domain. The coe cient matrix is a banded matrix and
the Gaussian elimination algorithm for a banded diagonal matrix is used to solve the system of equations.
The higher derivatives in the jump and b u dary conditions require the involvement of fictitious points
between each pair of regions.
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Nonlinear dynamics of the set of floating elastic ice sheets
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Abstract The present research is dedicated to the interaction of waves with multiple deformable ice sheets floating
in marginal ice zones. The simultaneous motion of the ice sheets and the fluid is regarded within the framework of linear
beam theory for the structures and the nonlinear Level I Green-Naghdi theory for the fluid. The resulting governing
equations, subjected to appropriate boundary and jump conditions, are solved by finite di↵erence method.
Green-Naghdi theory Nonlinear waves of solitary and cnoidal types propagating from left to right and
exciting the motion of the set of N floating elastic ice sheets are considered. The ice sheets have arbitrary width
lk, mass mk and elasticity Dk.
Figure 1. Scheme of motion.
The athematical model employed in this study is provided by the Level I Gree -N di theory (Green &
Nahgdi, 1976) which is mostly apliacable to the propagation of fairly long wav s in shallow waters. This t eory
is also known as the restricted theory and assumes a linear distribution of th v r i l l ci y lo g the w ter
column. This assumption, wh ch s the only one made about th kinemat cs f e fl id s , r lt i h
horizontal velocitie being invari nt in the vertic dir ction for an incompr s i l fl id.
In the analysis of t is problem, it becomes necessary to consider two typ s of fl d g s: ty I, fo
which the top curve of the fluid sheet is free and on the top pressure p̂ is consta t; and type II, f r whic h
upper pressure p̂ remains unknown. In type I regions, the governing equations for the m ti f th fl
dimensionless variables can be writte as follows (Ertekin, 1984)
⌘t + [(1 + ⌘)u]x = 0, u̇ + ⌘x =  
1
3
[2⌘x⌘̈ + (1 + ⌘)⌘̈x]. (1)
The system (1) can be solved to fin the two unkn wn functi ns, such as surface levation ⌘(x, t) and depth
averaged horizontal v l city u(x, t). In type II r gio th otio of the fluid under the pl t is prescri ed y
equations wher flu d nd plate are coupl d hr ugh the ynamic free-surface conditio from t e line r bea
theory
⇣t + [(1   hk + ⇣)u]x = 0, u̇ + ⇣x p̂x =  
1
3
[2⇣x⇣̈ + (1   hk + ⇣)⇣̈x], p̂ = mk⇣ t + Dk⇣ xxx + m. (2)
The system (2) is integrated for the u kn wn efor at on of the plate ⇣, depth averaged horizontal veloc t u
and pressure under the ice p̂. hen the pressur at the b ttom surface of he fluid heet a d vertica c m o t
of particle veloci y can b determined from equations
p =
1
2
(
(1 + ⌘)(⌘̈ + 2), in I
(1   hk + ⇣)(⇣̈ + 2) + p̂, in RII
v(y) = (y + 1)
8
>><
>>:
⌘̇
⌘ + 1
, in RI
⇣̇
⇣ + 1
, in RII.
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be m theory for the struc ures and the nonlinear Le el I Gree -Nagh i e ry f r t fluid. T e res lti g g ve i g
equ tions, subjected to appropriate boundary and jump conditio s, r s lv by fi i e ↵ re c m h d.
Gr en-Naghd theory Non ea waves of solitary and i al type rop gating from lef to righ an
exciting the motion of the set of N floating elastic ice sheets are consid r d. The i s av arb rary wi th
lk, mass k and elasticity Dk.
Figure 1. Sc eme of motion.
The mathematical mo el mployed in t is st dy is p vided by the Level I Green- gh i he ry (G ee &
Nahgdi, 1976) which s ostly apliacabl t t e propagation of fairly l ng waves in shallow waters. This the ry
is also known as t e estrict d the y an assumes a lin ar distribution of the vertic l velocity long the water
column. This assumpti n, which is the ly one m de bout the kinematics of the fluid sheet, result in th
horizontal velocities being invariant in t e vertical direction for an inco press ble fluid.
In the analysis of this probl m, it b com s neces ar to consider tw type f fluid r gi ns: type I, f r
which the top curve of the fluid sheet is free and on the top pressure p̂ is cons ant; and type II, for which t e
upper pressur p̂ remains unknow . I type I regions, the governing equations for the o ion f the fluid in
dimens onless variables can be written as follows (Ertekin, 1984)
⌘t + [(1 + ⌘)u]x = 0, u̇ + ⌘x =
1
3
[2⌘x⌘̈ + (1 + ⌘)⌘̈x]. (1)
The system (1) can be solved to find the two unknown functions, such as s rface eleva i ⌘(x, ) and d pt
averaged horizontal velocity u(x, t). In type II region the motion of th fluid under the pl te is pre cribed by
equations where fluid a d plate re coupled thro gh the dyn ic free-surfa e on itio from the linear beam
theory
⇣t + [(1   hk + ⇣)u]x = 0, u̇ + ⇣x + p̂x =  
1
3
[2⇣x⇣̈ + (1   hk + ⇣)⇣̈x], p̂ = mk⇣tt + Dk⇣xxxx + m. (2)
The system (2) is integrated for the unknown deformation of the plate ⇣, depth averaged horizontal velocity u
and pressure under the ice p̂. Then the pressure at the bottom su face of the fluid she t nd vertical c mponent
of particle velocity can be determined from equations
p =
1
2
(
(1 + ⌘)(⌘̈ + 2), in RI
(1   hk + ⇣)(⇣̈ + 2) + p̂, in RII
v(y) = (y + 1)
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At the leading x = xkL and trailing x = x
k
T edges of the ice sheets, the bending moments together with shear
stresses must vanish due to the free-free end boundary co dition (⇣xx = ⇣xxx = 0). Applying this relations to
the first equation (1), we obtai nother conditions under the edges of the plates:
3⌘xuxx + (1   hk + ⌘)uxxx = 0, 4⌘xuxxx + (1   hk + ⌘)uxxxx + ⌘xxxxu = 0, (x = xkL, xkT ), (3)
The appropriate jump conditions are demanded by the theory because the fluid surface is singular or discon-
tinuous at the juncture of regions I and II. The matching conditions, deman ed by ysics f e probl m,
include continous surface elevation, mass flux and bottom pressure across the discontinuity curves x = xkL,
x = xkT .
The system of equations (1) and (2), subject to appropriate boundary conditions (3) in each region, along
with the matching and jump conditions prescribe the motion of the fluid in the entire domain a d are solved
simultaneously for the unknowns. Spatial discretization of the equations is carried out by a central-di↵erence
method and tim marching is obtaine by use of the m dified Euler’s method. The system of equations are to
be solved by use of Gaussian elimination method.
The underlying principle of this technique is that at a given time, equations (2) can be solved explicitly for
⇣t once u is known. Then, ⇣t is substituted into the second equation of the system (2) to solv for ut.
(1   m⌘xx)ut   [⌘x(1 + ⌘) + 2m⌘x]uxt   [
1
3
(1 + ⌘)2 + m(1 + ⌘)]uxxt =  Yf   Yp,
Yf = ⌘x(1   hk + ⇣)(u2x   uuxx) +
1
3
(1   hk + ⇣)2(uxuxx   uuxxx) + uux + ⇣x,
Yp = m[(1   hk + ⇣)(3uxuxx + uuxxx) + D⇣xxxxx + ⇣xxxu2 + 5⇣xxuux + 4⇣x(u2x + uuxx)].
(4)
The equati n for ⌘ in RI can be obtained from (4) by simply equating the pa ameters mk, Dk and hk to zero.
The continuous variables ⌘(x, t) and u(x, t) in (4) are approximated by discrete variables ⌘ni an u
n
i , resp c-
tively, where i is the mesh point in the spatial domain and n specifies a mesh point on the time axis. At each
given time, such discretization results in an array of N unknowns, and an N  N coe cient matrix, where N is
the total number of mesh points in the computational domain. The coe cient matrix is a banded matrix and
the Gaussian elimination algorithm for a banded diagonal matrix is used to solve the system of equations.
The higher derivatives in the jump and boundary conditions require the involvement of fictitious points
between each pair of regions.
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At t leading x = xkL nd trailing x = x
k
T edges of the ice sheets, the bending moments together with shear
stresses must vanish due to the free-free end boundary condition (⇣xx = ⇣xxx = 0). Applying this relations to
t e first equation (1), we obtain another conditions under the edges of the plates:
3⌘xuxx + (1   hk + ⌘)uxxx = 0, 4⌘xuxxx + (1   hk + ⌘)uxxxx + ⌘xxxxu = 0, (x = xkL, xkT ), (3)
The ppr pri te jump conditi n a e d manded by the theory because the fluid surface is singular or discon-
tinuous at the juncture of regions I and II. The matching conditions, demanded by the physics of the problem,
in lud contin us surface elevation, ass flux nd bottom pressure across the disconti uity curves x = xkL,
x = xkT .
The system f equati ns (1) and (2), subject to approp i te bou d ry co di ions (3) in ach region, along
with the matching and jump conditions prescribe he motion of the fluid in the enti e domain and are solved
sim ltaneously for the unknowns. Spatial discr tization of the equations is carried out by a central-di↵erence
method and time marching is obtained by use of the modified Euler’ method. The system of equations are to
be solved by use of a Gaussian elimination method.
The underlying principle of this technique is that at a given time, equations (2) can be solved explicitly for
⇣ once u is k own. Then, ⇣t is substituted into the s cond equation of the system (2) to solve for ut.
(1   m⌘xx)ut   [⌘x(1 + ⌘) + 2m⌘x]uxt   [
1
3
(1 + ⌘)2 + m(1 + ⌘)]uxxt =  Yf   Yp,
Yf = ⌘x(1   hk + ⇣)(u2x   uuxx) +
1
3
(1   hk + ⇣)2(uxuxx   uuxxx) + u x + ⇣x,
Yp = m[(1   hk + ⇣)(3uxuxx + uuxxx) + D⇣xxxxx + ⇣xxxu2 + 5⇣xxuux + 4⇣x(u2x + uuxx)].
(4)
The equation for ⌘ in RI can be obtained from (4) by simply equating the parameters mk, Dk and hk to zero.
The continuous v riables ⌘(x, t) and u(x, t) in (4) are approximated by discrete variables ⌘ni and u
n
i , respec-
tively, where i is the mesh point in the spatial domain and n specifies a mesh point on the time axis. At each
given tim , such discretization results in an array of N unknowns, and an N  N coe cient matrix, where N is
the total u ber f mesh points in the computational domain. The oe cient matrix is a banded matrix and
the Gaussian elimination algorithm for a banded diagonal matrix is used to solve the sys em of equati ns.
The higher derivatives in the jump and boundary conditions require the involvement of fictitious points
betwee each pair of regions.
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At the leading x = xkL and trailing x =
k
T edges of the ice sh ets, the bending o ents together with shear
stresses must vanish due to the free-free end bounda y condition (⇣xx = ⇣xxx = 0 . Applying t is relations t
the first equation (1), we obtain another conditions under the edges of the plates:
3⌘xuxx + (1   hk + ⌘) xx = 0, 4⌘ uxx + (1   hk + ⌘ uxxxx + ⌘xxxxu = 0, (x = xkL, xkT ), (3)
The appropriate jump conditions are dema ded by th the ry b ause the fluid urfac is sin ular or disco -
tinuous at the juncture of region I and II Th matc i g conditio , demanded by the physics of the problem,
include continous face elevation, mass fl x and bottom pressure across t e discontinuity curves x = xkL,
x = xkT .
The system of eq ations (1) and (2), subject to appr priate boundary c d on (3) n each r gion, long
with the matching and j mp conditions prescribe the moti n of he flu d i the e ti domain a are s lve
simultaneously for the unknowns. Spat al discretizatio of the q ation is carried out by a central-d ↵erence
met od an time ma ching is obtain d by use of the odified Euler’s ethod. The system of equations re to
be solved by use of a Gaussian elimination method.
The underlyi g principle of this te h ique is that at a give time, equations (2) can b solved explici ly for
⇣t once u is known. Th n, ⇣t is ubstituted into the sec d equation of the syst m (2) to solv for ut.
(1   m⌘xx)ut   [⌘x(1 + ⌘) + 2m⌘x]uxt   [
1
3
(1 + ⌘)2 + m(1 + ⌘)]uxxt =  Y   Yp,
Yf = ⌘x(1 hk + ⇣)(u
2
x   uux ) +
1
3
(1   hk + ⇣)2(uxuxx   uuxxx) + uux + ⇣x,
Yp = m[(1   hk + ⇣)(3uxuxx + uuxxx) + D⇣xxxxx + ⇣xxxu2 + 5⇣xxuux + 4⇣x(u2x + uuxx)].
( )
The equation for ⌘ in RI can be obtained from (4) by simply equating the p rameters k, Dk and hk to zero.
The continu us v riables ⌘(x, t) an u(x, t) in (4) are approximated by discr te variables ⌘ni and u
n
i , resp c-
tively, where i is the mesh point in the spatial domain and n sp c fies a mesh point on the time xis. At each
given time, such discretization r sul s in an array of N unknowns, an an N  N coe  i nt m trix, where N is
the total nu ber of mesh po nts in the computational dom in. The coe cient matrix is a banded matrix and
the Gaussian elimination alg rithm for a banded diagonal matrix is used o solve he system of equations
The higher derivatives in the jump and boundary conditions require th involv ment of fictitious points
between each pair of regions.
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At the leading x = xkL and trailing x = x
k
T dges of th ice sheets, the b nding moments together with shear
stresses must vanish du to the fr e-free end bound ry condition (⇣xx = ⇣xxx = 0). Apply ng this relations to
th first equatio (1), we obtain anoth conditions und r the edges of the plates:
3⌘xux + (1   hk + ⌘)u xx = 0, 4⌘xuxx + (1   hk + ⌘)uxxxx + ⌘x u = 0, (x = kL, xkT ), (3)
The appropriate jump co itions r dem nded by the the ry bec us the fl id su fa e s i gul r or discon-
tinuous at the juncture of reg ons I a d II. The matching c ditions, demanded by the physics of the pr blem,
include continous surface elev tion, mass fl x and bottom pressur a r ss the disc tinuity curves x = xkL,
x = xkT .
The system of equations (1) and (2), subject to appropri te boundary onditio (3) i each egi n, al ng
with the matching a d jump conditions prescribe the oti of the fluid in th n ir d i a re olved
simultaneously for the unknowns. Spatia di cretization f th equatio s is carried ou by a cen ral-d ↵ere c
ethod and time marching is obtained by use of the modified Euler’ meth d. The syst m f quations are to
be solved by use of Gaussian elimination method.
The underlying pri ciple of this technique is that at a given time, equations (2) c n b solved explic tly for
⇣t once u is known. Th n, ⇣t is substituted into the second equa ion of the system (2) to solve f r ut.
(1   m⌘xx)ut   [⌘x(1 + ⌘) + 2m⌘x]uxt   [
1
3
(1 + ⌘)2 + m(1 + ) xt =  Yf   Yp,
Yf = ⌘x(1   hk + ⇣)(u2x   uuxx) +
1
3
2(uxuxx   uuxxx) + uux ⇣x,
Yp = m[(1   hk + ⇣ (3uxu + uux ) + D⇣xx x + ⇣xx u2 + 5⇣ ux + 4⇣ (u2x + uuxx)].
(4)
The equation f r ⌘ RI can be o tained from (4) by simply equating the parameters mk, Dk d hk to zero.
The continuous variables ⌘(x, t nd u(x, t) in (4) are app oxim ted by d sc te variables ⌘ni an u
n
i , resp c-
tively, where i is the mesh point in t spatial do ain and n specifies a mesh po t on the time axis. At each
given time, such di cretization results i an array of N unknowns, a d an N  N coe cient matrix, wh re is
the total number of mesh oin s i the computational d main. The coe cient matrix is band d matrix and
the Gaussian eli ination algorithm for a b nded diagonal matrix is used to solve the system of equation .
Th h gher derivatives in the jump and boundary conditions require the involvem nt of fictitious points
betw en each pair of regions.
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At the lead ng x = xkL an railing x =
k
T ges of he ic sheets, the bending mo en s toget er with shear
stresses must va ish due to the fre -fre end boundary c di ion (⇣xx = ⇣xxx = 0). Applying this relations to
the first qu ion (1), we obtain another con itions under the edges of the plates:
3 x + (1   hk + ⌘)uxx = 0, 4 x + (1   hk + ⌘)u xx + ⌘xxxxu = 0, (x = xkL, xkT ), (3)
The approp ia j mp condition are d m nded by t e theor ecause th fluid surf e is i gula r discon-
inuous at th ju c ur of gio s I and II. The mat hing c nditions, de anded by the physics of the problem,
include c ntin u surf e elevation, mass flux and b ttom pre sure acro t e discontinuity curves x = xkL,
x = xkT .
The ystem of equations (1) and (2), su j ct o ppr pri te o ndary c nditi ns (3) in each regio , long
with the ma ching and ju p con itions pr scrib the motion of the fluid the ent re domain and are solved
simulta e usly for the unknow s. Spa i l discr tiz tion of th equations is ca rie out by a central-di↵erence
met od and time marching is obt ine by use of t e modifi d Euler’s ethod. The yst m of equations ar t
be solved by use of a Ga ssian elimination me od.
The underlying principle f this e nique s that t a giv n time, equat o s (2) n be sol d explicitly for
⇣t onc u i known. Then, ⇣t i substitut d n o the second equation f he system (2) to solv for ut.
  m⌘xx)ut   [⌘x(1 + ⌘) 2m⌘x]uxt   [
1
3
(1 + ⌘)2 + m(1 + ⌘)]uxxt =  Yf   Yp,
Yf = ⌘ (1   hk + ⇣)( 2x   u x) +
1
3
(1   hk + ⇣)2(uxuxx   u x uux + ⇣x,
Yp = m[(1   hk + ⇣)(3uxuxx + uu ) + D⇣x xx ⇣xxx 2 + 5⇣xx + 4⇣x(u2 + uuxx)].
(4)
Th equation f r ⌘ i RI can be ob ained f m (4) b simply equating th p ra eters mk, Dk a d hk to zero.
Th continu us varia les ⌘(x, t) and u(x, t) in (4) are p r xima ed by discrete va iables ⌘ni and u
n
i , re pec-
tively, wh re i is t mesh point in he sp tial domain and n specifies a mesh point on the time axis. At each
giv n time, such di cretiz tion esults in a ar ay of N unknow s, and an N  N coe cient matrix, where N is
t t tal number of mesh poi s in the computational dom in. The coe  ient m rix is a banded matrix a d
the Gaussian elimination alg ri hm for bande diagonal matrix is used t solv he yste of equations.
The higher derivatives in the jump a d boundary condition require the nvolve e of fictitious poin s
between each pair of regions.
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At t leading x = xkL a d trail ng x = x
k
T edges of t ice sheets, the b nding moments together with shear
st esses m st vanish d e to the free-free end bo ndary condition (⇣x = ⇣xxx = 0). Applying this relations to
the first equ tion (1), we obta n anoth r conditions u der the edges of the plates:
3⌘x x + (1 hk + ⌘) xxx = 0 4⌘ ux + (1   hk + ⌘)uxxxx + ⌘xxxxu = 0, (x = xkL, xkT ), (3)
Th pp op i t jump con i ion a dema d d by the theor because the fluid su face is singular or discon-
in ous at the juncture of regions I and II. The matching con itio s, demanded by the physics of the pr blem,
incl e cont nous su face el vation, mass flux and bottom pressure across the di continuity curves x = xkL,
x = xkT .
The s t m of quati (1) and (2), subj c t appropria e boundary cond tions (3) in each regio , along
w th he atching a jump c nditions prescri the motion of fl id in the entire domain and are solved
simul a eously for the unkn wns. Spati l disc etizatio of th qua ions is arried out y a centr l-di↵erence
method and time marc ing is obtain d by use of the odified Euler’s method. The system of equations are to
be solved b use of a Gaussian elimination method.
The underlyi g principl of s techn que is that at given time, equa ions (2) can be solved explicitly for
⇣t onc u is kn wn. Then, ⇣t is sub tituted into the second equation of the system (2) to solve for ut.
(1   m xx)ut   [⌘x(1 + ⌘) + 2m⌘x]uxt   [
1
3
(1 + ⌘)2 + m(1 + ⌘)]uxxt =  Yf   Yp,
Yf = ⌘x(1   hk ⇣)(u2x   uuxx) +
1
3
(1   hk + ⇣)2(ux x   uuxxx) + uux + ⇣x,
Yp = m[(1   hk + ⇣)(3ux xx + uuxx ) + D⇣xxxxx + ⇣xxxu2 + 5⇣xx u + 4⇣x(u2x + uuxx)].
(4)
T e equ tion for ⌘ in RI can be o tained from (4) by s m ly equating the par meters mk, Dk and hk t zero.
Th continuous variables ⌘(x t) nd u(x, t) in (4) are approximated by discrete variables ⌘ni and u
n
i , respec-
iv ly, w ere i is the esh po nt in the spatial domain and n specifies a mesh point on the time axis. At each
g ven time, such discretization re ults in a a ray of N unknowns, and a N  N coe cient matrix, where N is
the otal umber of mesh points the computational domain. The coe cie t matrix s ba ded matrix and
the Gaussian eli ination lgorit m f r a ban ed d agonal matrix is used to solve the system of equations.
The higher d rivatives in the jump and boundary condit ons r quire the involvement of fictitious points
betw en each pai of regions.
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At the leading x = xkL and trailing x = x
k
T edges of the ice sheets, the bending moments together with shear
stresses must vanish due to the free-free end boundary condition (⇣xx = ⇣xxx = 0). Applying this rela ions to
the first equation (1), we obtain another conditions under the edges of the plates:
3⌘xuxx + (1   hk + ⌘)uxxx = 0, 4⌘xuxxx + (1   hk + ⌘)uxxxx + ⌘xxxxu = 0, (x xkL, xkT ), (3)
The appropriate jump conditions are demanded by the theory because the fluid surface is singular or disco -
tinuous at t e juncture of regions I and II. The matching conditions, e anded by th physics of the problem,
include continous surface elevation, mass flux and bottom pressure across the discontinuity curves x = xkL,
x = xkT .
The system of equations (1) and (2), subject to appropriat boundary conditio s (3) in each region, along
with the matching and jump conditions prescribe the motion of the fluid in the entire domain and are solved
s multaneously for the unknowns. Spatial discretization of the equations is carried out by a central-di↵erence
method and time marching is obtained by use of the modified Eul r’s method. The s stem of equati ns ar to
be solved by use of a Gaussian elimination meth d.
The underlying principle of this technique s that at a given time, equat ns (2) can be solv d explicitly for
⇣t once u is known. Then, ⇣t is substituted into the second equation of the system (2) to solve for ut.
(1   m⌘xx)ut   [⌘x(1 + ⌘) + 2m⌘x]uxt   [
1
3
(1 + ⌘)2 + m(1 + ⌘)]uxxt =  Yf   Yp,
Yf = ⌘x(1   hk + ⇣)(u2x   uuxx) +
1
3
(1   hk + ⇣)2(uxuxx   uuxxx) + uux + ⇣x,
Yp = m[(1   hk + ⇣)(3uxuxx + uuxxx) + D⇣xxxxx + ⇣xxxu2 + 5⇣xxuux + 4⇣x(u2x + uuxx)].
(4)
The quation for ⌘ in RI can be btained from (4) by simply equating the parameters mk, Dk and hk t zer .
The conti u us variables ⌘(x, t) and u(x, t) in (4) ar approximated by discrete variables ⌘ni and ui , r spe -
tively, where i is the mesh point in the spatial d main and n specifies a mesh point on the time axis. At each
given time, such discretization results in an array of N unknowns, and an N  N coe cient matrix, where N is
the t tal number of esh points in the co putational domain. The coe cient matri is a banded matrix and
the Gaussian elimination algorithm for a banded diago al matrix is used to solve the system of equations.
The higher derivatives in the jump and boundary conditions require the involvement of fictitious points
between each pair of regions.
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Abstract The present research is dedicated to the interaction of waves with multiple deformable ice sheets floa ing
in marginal ice zones. The simultaneous motion of the ice sheets and the fluid is regarded within the framework of linear
beam theory for the structures and the nonlinear Level I Green-Naghdi theory for the fluid. The resulting governing
equations, subjected to appropriate boundary and jump conditions, are solved by finite di erence method.
Green-Naghdi theory Nonlinear waves of solitary and cnoidal types propagating from left to right and
exciting the motion of the set of N floating elastic ice sheets are considered. The ice sheets have arbitrary width
lk, mass mk and elasticity Dk.
Figure 1. Scheme of motion.
The mathematical model employed in this study is provided by the Level I Green-Naghdi theory (Green &
Nahgdi, 1976) which is mostly apliacable to the propagation of fairly long waves in shallow waters. This theory
is also known as the restricted theory and assumes a linear distribution of the vertical velocity along the water
column. This assumption, which is the only on made about the kinematics of th flui sheet, results in the
horizontal velocities being invariant in the vertical dir ction for an incompressible fluid.
In the analysis of this problem, it becomes necessary to consider two types of fluid regions: type I, for
which the top curve of the fluid sheet is free and on the top pressure p̂ is constant; and type II, for w ich the
upper pressure p̂ remains unknown. In type I regions, the governing equations for the motion of the fl id in
dimensionless variables can be written as follows (Ertekin, 1984)
⌘t + [(1 + ⌘)u]x = 0, u̇ + ⌘x =  
1
3
[2⌘x⌘̈ + (1 + ⌘)⌘̈x]. (1)
The system (1) can be solved to find the two unknown functions, such as surface el vation ⌘(x, t) and depth
averaged horizontal velocity u(x, t). In ty e II region the motion of the fluid under the plate is prescribed by
equations where fluid and plate are coupled through the d namic fre -surface condition from the li ear beam
theory
⇣t + [(1   hk + ⇣)u]x = 0, u̇ + ⇣x + p̂x =  
1
3
[2⇣x⇣̈ + (1   hk + ⇣)⇣̈x], p̂ = mk⇣tt + Dk⇣xxxx + m. (2)
The system (2) is integrated for the unknown deformation f the plate ⇣, depth averaged ho izontal velocity u
and pressure under the ice p̂. Then the pressure at the bottom surface of he fluid sheet and vertical component
of particle velocity can be determined from q ations
p =
1
2
 
(1 + ⌘)(⌘̈ + 2), in RI
(1   hk + ⇣)(⇣̈ + 2) + p̂, in RII
v(y) = (y + 1)
 
   
   
⌘̇
⌘ + 1
, in RI
⇣̇
⇣ + 1
, in RII.
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column. This assumption, which is the only one made about the kinematics of the fluid sheet, results in the
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⌘t + [(1 + ⌘)u]x = 0, u̇ + ⌘x =  
1
3
[2⌘x⌘̈ + (1 + ⌘)⌘̈x]. (1)
The system (1) can be solved to find the two unknown fu ctions, such as surface elevation ⌘(x, t) and depth
average horizontal v locity u(x, t). I type II region the moti of the fl id under the pl e is prescribed by
equations where fluid and plate are coupl d hrough the dynamic free-surface condition from the linear beam
theory
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The mathematica model employed in this study is provided by the Level I Gre n-Naghdi theory (Green &
Nahgdi, 1976) which is mostly apliacable to the propagation of fairly long waves in shallow waters. This the ry
is also known as the restricted theory and assum s a linear distribution of the v r ical velocity along the water
column. This assumption, hich is the only one made about the kinematics of the fluid sheet, results in the
horizontal velocities being invariant in the vertical direction for an incompressible fluid.
In the analysis of this problem, it becomes necessary to consider two types of fluid regions: type I, for
which the top curve of the fluid sheet is free and on the top pressure p̂ is constant; and type II, for which the
upper pressure p̂ remains unknown. In type I regions, the governing equations for the motion of the fluid in
dimensionless variables can be written as follows (Ertekin, 1984)
⌘t + [(1 + ⌘)u]x = 0, u̇ + ⌘x =  
1
3
[2⌘x⌘̈ + (1 + ⌘)⌘̈x]. (1)
The system (1) can be solved to fi d the two unknown functi s, such as surface elevation ⌘(x, t) and depth
averaged horizontal velocity u(x, t). I type II region the motion of the fluid under the plate is prescribed by
equations where fluid and plate are coupled through the dynamic free-surface condition from the linear beam
theory
⇣t + [(1   hk + ⇣)u]x = 0, u̇ + ⇣x + p̂x =  
1
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[2⇣x⇣̈ + (1   hk + ⇣)⇣̈x], p̂ = mk⇣tt + Dk⇣xxxx + m. (2)
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Figure 1. S heme of m tio .
2. For ula i f the pr blem
Th pla e ir t tional flow f h avy inv sc fl i f co s an de th h i co id r in
the coordinate system Oxy with the horizontal axis lying on the undisturbed free surfac
and vertical axis d rected upwards. Incident waves propagate in the p sitive x–dir ction
and excite the motion of the set of N floating eformable shee s being initially t rest.
The k-th she t has e w dth Lk, draft dk, mass p r un widt k and l stici y D .
Let Lk,k denote the distance between adjacent sheets. It is useful to i troduc the
cleare ce betw the bott m of the plate and t e sea floor as hk = h   dk. A sketch
f the problem is shown i Fi . 1. It is ss m d th t l stic she s re res ricte o the
vertical otio only nd a e alw ys in c nt t with he flu d. The l s of energy du to
the structural damping is neglected and plate overwashing is disregarded.
The dimensionless variables use the fluid depth h as a length scale, the r ti
p
h/g
as a time unit, the ua tity ⇢h as a mass unit. Here ⇢ and g re respec vely the fluid
density an gravity acceleration.
T e governi g equations f the m ti f the fl id are provide by he L v l I Gr e -
Naghdi (GN) the ry. They ca b written i a ompac form
It is conventional to divide e fluid omai into subregions of two typ s (RI and RII).
Subregion of the first type is formed by e flat floor at he b ttom and by the free
surface at the top. T e pressur on th t p fr surface is const t atmospheri pressure.
Subregion of he cond type is formed by the flat floor at the bottom and by lastic
plate at the top. As oppo ed to region RI, t e pressur on the top of region RII depends
on v rtical displacement of the ice sheet. The Level I GN the ry of the irect d fluid
sheets will be adopted to treat the fluid problem nd to use it with suitable m ching
conditions on the juncture boundary between the subdomains RI and RII.
⌘t + [(hk + ⌘)u]x = 0, (2.1)
u̇ + ⌘x + p̂x =  
1
3
[2⌘x⌘̈ + (hk + ⌘)⌘̈x] (2.2)
for k-th sheet, k = 1, . . . , N . The otion of the fluid and the plate is oupled through
the dynamic free-surface condition. The vertical displacement of the plate ⌘ is governed
by the thin elastic plate theory:
p̂ = mk⌘tt + Dk⌘xxxx + mk, (2.3)
The system (2.1)-(2.3) is integrated for the unknowns ⌘(x, t), u(x, t) and upper pressure
p̂(x, t). Then the pressure at the sea-floor (y =  1) and vertical velocity can be
determined from equations:
p̄ =
1
2
(hk + ⌘)(⌘̈ + 2) + p̂, (2.4)
v(y) =
1 + y
hk + ⇣
⌘̇. (2.5)
The formula (2.5) implies zero vertical velocity along the bottom (y =  1). The equation
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m hod d v lop d em nstra es ig e cie cy, perf r ing ca cu tion with multiple
sheets in seconds. Although the theory dopted i the per was nit lly constructed for
stu ying the i teractio etwe n water ves a very l flo ti obj ts, the study
ha h t at thi me i al val d f mall- d mid l -sized fl ating surfaces.
The e↵ect f he ultiple shee s and the distance b ween them is studied. The interplay
between individual e↵ects of he sheet roperties can be explored more thor ughly t an it
is attempte here. T e obtained solution is validated by compari g with other n meric l
sol ions and exp rim ntal d t ob in d with u e of alt rnativ meth ds.
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At the leading x = xkL and trailing x = x
k
T edges of the ice sheets, the bending moments together with shear
stresses must vanish due to the free-free end boundary condition (⇣xx = ⇣xxx = 0). Applying this relations to
the first equ tion (1), we obtain another conditions under the edges of the plates:
3⌘xuxx + (1   hk + ⌘)uxxx = 0, 4⌘xuxxx + (1   hk + ⌘)uxxxx + ⌘xxxxu = 0, (x = xkL, xkT ), (3)
The appropriate jump conditions are demanded by the theory because the fluid surface is singular or discon-
tinuous a the juncture of r gions I and II. The matching conditions, demanded by the physics of the problem,
include continous surface elevation, mass flux and bottom pressure across the discontinuity curves x = xkL,
x = xkT .
The system of equations (1) and (2), subject to appropriate boundary conditions (3) in each region, along
with the matching and jump conditions prescribe the motion of the fluid in the entire domain and are solved
simultaneously for the unknowns. Spatial discretization of the equations is carried out by a central-di↵erence
method and time marching is obtained by use of the modified Euler’s method. The system of equations are to
be solved by use of a Gaussian elimination method.
T e underlying principle of this technique is that at a given time, equations (2) can be solved explicitly for
⇣t o ce u is known. Then, ⇣t is substituted into the second equation of the system (2) to solve for ut.
(1   m⌘xx)ut   [⌘x(1 + ⌘) + 2m⌘x]uxt   [
1
3
(1 + ⌘)2 + m(1 + ⌘)]uxxt =  Yf   Yp,
Yf = ⌘x(1   hk + ⇣)(u2x   uuxx) +
1
3
(1   hk + ⇣)2(uxuxx   uuxxx) + uux + ⇣x,
Yp = m[(1   hk + ⇣)(3uxuxx + uuxxx) + D⇣xxxxx + ⇣xxxu2 + 5⇣xxuux + 4⇣x(u2x + uuxx)].
(4)
The equation for ⌘ in RI can be obtained from (4) by simply equ ting the parameters mk, Dk and hk to zero.
The continuous variables ⌘(x, t) and u(x, t) in (4) are approximated by discrete variables ⌘ni and u
n
i , respec-
t v ly, wher i i e me po t in the pa ia d main and n specifies a mesh point on the time axis. At each
given time, such discretization results in an array of N unknowns, and an N  N coe cient matrix, where N is
the total number of mesh points in the computational domain. The coe cient matrix is a banded matrix and
the Gaussian elimination algorithm for a banded diagonal matrix is used to solve the system of equations.
The higher derivatives in the jump and boundary conditions require the involvement of fictitious points
b twe n ac pair of reg on .
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At leading x = xkL and trailing x = x
k
T edges of the ice sheets, the bending moments together with shear
stresses must vani h due to the free-free end boundary condition (⇣xx = ⇣xxx = 0). Applying this relations to
the first equation (1), we obtain another conditions under the edges of the plates:
3⌘xuxx + (1   hk + ⌘)uxxx = 0, 4⌘xuxxx + (1   hk + ⌘)uxxxx + ⌘xxxxu = 0, (x = xkL, xkT ), (3)
The appropriate jump conditions are demanded by the theory because the fluid surface is singular or discon-
tinuous a the juncture of regions I and II. The matching conditions, demanded by the physics of the problem,
include continous surface elevation, mass flux and bottom pressure across the discontinuity curves x = xkL,
x = xkT .
The system of equations (1) and (2), subject to appropriate boundary conditions (3) in each region, along
with the matching and jump conditions prescribe the motion of the fluid in the entire domain and are solved
simultaneously for the unknowns. Spatial discretization of the equations is carried out by a central-di↵erence
ethod and time marching is obtained by use of the modified Euler’s method. The system of equations are to
be solved by use of a Gaussian elimination method.
Th underlying p inciple of this technique is that at a given time, equations (2) can be solved explicitly for
⇣t once u is known. Then, ⇣t is substituted into the second equation of the system (2) to solve for ut.
(1   m⌘xx)ut   [⌘x(1 + ⌘) + 2m⌘x]uxt   [
1
3
(1 + ⌘)2 + m(1 + ⌘)]uxxt =  Yf   Yp,
Yf = ⌘x(1   hk + ⇣)(u2x   uuxx) +
1
3
(1   hk + ⇣)2(uxuxx   uuxxx) + uux + ⇣x,
Yp = m[(1   hk + ⇣)(3uxuxx + uuxxx) + D⇣xxxxx + ⇣xxxu2 + 5⇣xxuux + 4⇣x(u2x + uuxx)].
(4)
The equation f r ⌘ in RI can be obtained from (4) by simply equating the parameters mk, Dk and hk to zero.
The continuous variables ⌘(x, t) and u(x, t) in (4) are approximated by discrete variables ⌘ni and u
n
i , respec-
tively, where i is the mesh point in the spatial domain and n specifies a mesh point on the time axis. At each
given ime, such discretization results in an array of N unknowns, and an N  N coe cient matrix, where N is
the total number of mesh points in the computational domain. The coe cient matrix is a banded matrix and
he Gaussi n elimination algorithm for a banded diagonal matrix is used to solve the system of equations.
The higher derivatives in the jump and boundary conditions require the involvement of fictitious points
between each pair of regio s.
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At th leading x = xkL and traili g x = x
k
T dges f t e ice s eets, the be ing moments tog th r wit shear
stresses must vanish due to the free-free end boundary condition (⇣xx = ⇣xxx = 0). Applying this relations to
the first equation (1), we obtain anoth r conditions under the edges of the pl tes:
3⌘xuxx + (1   hk + ⌘)uxxx = 0, 4⌘xuxxx + (1   hk + ⌘)uxxxx + ⌘xxxxu = 0, (x = kL, xkT ), (3)
The appropria e jump conditions are emanded by the theory b cause the fluid surface is si gular or discon-
tinuous at he juncture of regions I an II. The matching conditions, demanded by the physics of the problem,
incl de continous surface elevation, mass flux a d bottom pres ure across the discontinuity curves x = xkL,
x = xkT .
The system of equations (1) and (2), subject to appropriate boundary conditions (3) in ea h region, along
with the matching and jump conditions prescribe e motion of the fluid in the en re domain and are solved
simultaneously f r unknow s. Spatial discretiz tio of the quations is carried out by a cen ral-di↵erence
method and time marching is ob ained by u e of the modified Eul r’s method. The system of equations are to
be solved by use of a Gaussian elimination method.
The underlyin principl of this technique is that at a given ime, equations (2) can be solved explicitly for
⇣t o ce u is kn wn. Then, ⇣t is sub tituted into the s c nd equation of the system (2) to solve for ut.
(1   m⌘xx)ut   [⌘x(1 + ⌘) + 2m⌘x]uxt   [
1
3
(1 + ⌘)2 + (1 + ⌘)]uxxt =  Yf   Yp,
Yf = ⌘x(1   hk + ⇣)(u2   uuxx)
1
3
(1   hk + ⇣)2(uxux   uuxxx) + uux + ⇣x,
Yp = m[(1   hk + ⇣)(3u xx uu xx) D⇣ xxx + ⇣xxxu2 + 5⇣xxuux + 4⇣ (u2x + uu x)].
(4)
The eq ation for ⌘ in RI ca be obt ined from (4) by imply equating the parameters mk, Dk and hk to zero.
The continuous variables ⌘(x, t) and u(x, t) in (4) are approximated by discrete v riables ⌘ni and u
n
i , res ec-
tiv ly, where i is the mesh point in the spatial domain and n specifies a mesh po t on the time axis. At each
given time, such discretization results in an array of N unknowns, and an N  N coe cient matrix, where N is
h t l umber of mesh points in the computation l domain. The coe cient matrix is a banded matrix and
the Gaussian elimin ion algorithm f r a banded diagonal matr x s used to solve the system of equ ti s.
The higher derivatives in th jump and boundary onditions requir the involvement of fictitious points
betw en eac pair of regions.
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At the leading x = xkL and trailing x = x
k
T edges of the ce sheets, he bending moments together with shear
stresses must vanish due to the free-free end boundary condition (⇣xx = ⇣xxx = 0). Applying this relations to
the first equation (1), we obtain a other conditions under he edges of the plates:
3⌘xu + (1   hk + ⌘)uxxx = 0, 4 x + (1   hk + ⌘)uxxxx ⌘xxxxu = 0, ( = xkL, kT ), (3)
The appropriate jump conditions are de anded by theory because t e fluid surface is singular or discon-
tinuous at t juncture of regions I and II. The matching conditions, demanded by the physics of the problem,
include continous surface elevatio , mass flux and b tto pre s re across the discontinuity curves x = xkL,
x = xkT .
The system of equations (1) and (2), subject to appr pr ate oundary ondit s (3) in each region, along
with the matching and jump conditions prescribe the mo ion of the fluid in the entire domain and are solve
simulta eously for he unknowns. Spatial discretization of th eq ations is ca rie out by a centr l-di↵erence
met od and time marching is obtained by use of the modified E ler’s ethod. The system of equations are to
be solved by use of a Gaussian elimination method.
The underlying principle of this technique is that at a given time, quations (2) ca be solved explicitly for
⇣t once u i known. Then, ⇣t is substituted int the second equation of th system (2) to solve for ut.
(1   m⌘xx)ut   [⌘x(1 + ⌘) 2m⌘x]uxt   [
1
3
(1 + ⌘)2 + m(1 + ⌘)]uxxt =  Yf   Yp,
Yf = ⌘x(1   hk + ⇣)(u2x   uuxx) +
1
3
(1   hk + ⇣)2( uxx   uuxxx) + uux + ⇣x,
Yp = m[(1   hk + ⇣)(3uxu + uuxxx) + D xxx + ⇣xx u2 + 5⇣xxuux + 4⇣x(u2x + uux )].
(4)
The equation for ⌘ in RI can be obtained from (4) by simply quating the parameters mk, Dk and hk to zero.
The continuous variables ⌘ x, t) and u(x, t) in (4) are pproximated by discrete variables ⌘ni and u
n
i , res ec-
ively, wh re i s t e mesh point the spatial dom in and n specifies a mesh point on the ti e axis. At each
given time, such discretization res lts in an arr y of N nknow s, and an  N co  cient matrix, where N is
the total number of mesh points in the co putational domain. The coe cient atrix is a banded matrix and
the Gaussian elimination algorithm for a banded diagonal m trix i us d t solve the system of equations.
The hig r derivatives in the jump and bou da y conditi ns require the involvement of fictitious points
betwee each pair of re ions.
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At leading x = xkL and traili x = x
k
T edg s of the ice sheets, he bending mom nts toge r with shear
stresses must vanish ue to the free-free e d b undary condition (⇣xx = ⇣xxx = 0). Applying this relations to
th first equation (1), we btain anot r conditions under the edges f the plates:
3⌘ u + (1   hk + ⌘)ux x = 0, 4⌘ uxxx + (1   hk + ⌘)uxxxx + ⌘ xu = 0, (x = kL, xkT ), (3)
The appropriate j mp conditions a e dema ded by the theo y b cause the fluid surface is sing lar or discon-
tinuous at the ju cture of regi n I and II. The matching conditions, demanded by the physic of the problem,
incl d continous surface elevation, mass flux nd bo tom pressure across the discontinuity curve x = xkL,
x = xkT .
The system of eq atio s (1) and (2), subject o appropriate bou dary conditions (3) in each region, along
with the matchi g and jump co ditions prescribe the motio f the fluid i entire d main an are solved
sim ltaneou ly for the nknowns. Spatial discr tization of the equations is c rr ed out by a central-di↵erence
method and time marching is obtained by use f the modified Eul r’s m thod. The system of equations are to
be solved by use of a Gaussian elimination method.
The underlying principl of this tech ique is that at a given tim , equa ions (2) can be solved explicitly for
⇣t once u is k own. The , ⇣t i substituted into the second equati n of he syst m (2) to solve for ut.
(   m⌘xx)ut   [⌘x(1 + ⌘) + 2m⌘x]uxt   [
1
3
(1 + ⌘)2 + m(1 + ⌘)]uxxt =  Yf   Yp,
Yf = ⌘ (1   hk + ⇣)(u2x   uux ) +
1
3
(1   hk ⇣) (ux   uuxxx) + uux + ⇣x,
Yp = m[(1   hk ⇣)(3 u x + uuxxx) + D⇣xxxxx + ⇣ xu2 + 5⇣ xuux + 4⇣ (u2x + uuxx)].
(4)
The equati n for ⌘ in RI can obtained from (4) by simply equating the parameters mk, Dk and hk to zero.
The con inuous vari bles ⌘(x, t) a d (x, t) in (4) are approx mated by discrete variables ⌘ni and u
n
i , respec-
tively, where i is the mesh point in th ati l domain a d sp cifi s mesh point o the t me xis. At each
given time, such discretiz ti results in an array of unkn wns, a d an N   coe c e t matrix, where N is
the total number of esh poi ts i the computational do in. The coe cient matrix is a banded matrix and
the Gaussia eli ination algorithm for a banded iagonal matrix is use to solve the system of equations.
The higher derivatives in t e jump a d bo ndary co diti ns require the involvement of fictitious points
b tween each pai of regions.
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At t e l ading x xkL and t ailing x = x
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T edges of the ce sheets, he bending moments together with shear
stresses must vanish due to the free-free end boundary condition (⇣xx = ⇣xxx = 0). Applying this relations to
the first equation (1), we obtain a other conditions under he edges of the plates:
3⌘xu + (1   hk )u xx , 4 x + (1   hk + ⌘ uxxxx + ⌘x xxu = 0, (x = xkL, xkT ), (3)
The appropriate jump conditi ns are demanded by the ry becau e the fluid surface is singular or discon-
tinuous at the juncture of regions I and II. The matc ing conditions, demanded by the physics of the problem,
include continous surface elevation, mass fl x and b ttom pressure across the discontinuity curves x = xkL,
x = xkT .
The system of equations (1) nd (2), subject to appr pr ate boundary ondit s (3) in each region, along
with atching and j mp conditions prescribe the mo i n of the fluid in the entire domain and are solved
sim lta eously f r he unknowns. Spatial discretization of th q ations is carrie out by a central-di↵erence
et od an time marching is obtain d by use of the m dified Euler’s ethod. The system of equations are to
be solved by use of a Gaussian elimination method.
The u derlyi g principl of this te h ique is that at a given time, quations (2) can be solved explicitly for
⇣t onc u known. Then, ⇣t i ubstituted int the second equation of th system (2) to solve for ut.
(1 m⌘xx)ut   [⌘x(1 + ⌘) 2m⌘x]uxt   [
1
3
(1 + ⌘)2 + m(1 + ⌘)]uxxt =  Yf   Yp,
Yf = ⌘x(1   hk + ⇣ (u2x   uuxx) +
1
3
(1   hk + ⇣)2( uxx   uuxxx) + uux + ⇣x,
Yp = m[(1   hk + ⇣)(3uxu + uuxxx) + D xxx + ⇣xx u2 + 5⇣xxuux + 4⇣x(u2x + uuxx)].
(4)
The equation f r ⌘ in RI can be ob ain d from (4) by simply quating the parameters mk, Dk and hk to zero.
The continu us v riables ⌘ x, t) and u(x, t) in (4) are approximated by discrete variables ⌘ni and u
n
i , respec-
tively, where i is the mesh point the spatial dom in and n specifies a mesh point on the time axis. At each
give time, such discre iz tion results in an arr y of N unknown , and an N  N co  cient matrix, where N is
the tot u be of mesh points in the computational domain. The coe cient tri is a banded matrix and
the G ussi n elim n ion alg rithm for a banded diagonal matrix i us d to solve the system of equations.
The ig r derivatives in the jump and b unda y conditi ns require the involvement of fictitious points
betwee each pair of regions.
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At the leading x = xkL and trailing x = x
k
T edges of the ice sheets, the bending moments together with shear
stresses must vanish due to the free-free end boundary condition (⇣xx = ⇣xxx = 0). Applying this relations to
the first equation (1), we obtain another conditions under the edges of the plates:
3⌘xuxx + (1   hk + ⌘)uxxx = 0, 4⌘xuxxx + (1   hk + ⌘)uxxxx + ⌘xxxxu = 0, (x = xkL, xkT ), (3)
The appropriate jump conditions are demanded by the theory because the fluid surface is singular or discon-
tinuous at the juncture of regions I and II. The matching conditions, demanded by the physics of the problem,
include ontin us s face el v tion, mass flux and bot om pre sure across the discontinuity curves x = xkL,
x = xkT .
The system of equations (1) and (2), subject to appropriate boundary conditions (3) in each region, along
with the matching and jump conditions prescribe the motion of the fluid in the entire domain and are solved
simultaneously for the unknowns. Spatial discretization of the equations is carried out by a central-di↵erence
method and time marching is obtained by use of the modified Euler’s method. The system of equations are to
be solved by use of a Gaussian elimination method.
The underlyi g principle of t is technique is that at a given time, equations (2) can be solved explicitly for
⇣t on u s known. Th n, ⇣t is substituted int th sec nd equat o of the system (2) to solve for ut.
(1   m⌘xx)ut   [⌘x(1 + ⌘) + 2m⌘x]uxt   [
1
3
(1 + ⌘)2 + m(1 + ⌘)]uxxt =  Yf   Yp,
Yf = ⌘x(1   hk + ⇣)(u2x   uuxx) +
1
3
(1   hk + ⇣)2(uxuxx   uuxxx) + uux + ⇣x,
Yp = m[(1   hk + ⇣)(3uxuxx + uuxxx) + D⇣xxxxx + ⇣xxxu2 + 5⇣xxuux + 4⇣x(u2x + uuxx)].
(4)
Th ion for ⌘ in RI can be obtained from (4) by simply equating the parameters mk, Dk and hk to zero.
The continuou v iabl s ⌘(x, ) and u(x, ) n (4) are approximated by discrete variables ⌘ni and u
n, respec-
tively, w ere i is the mesh point in the spatial domain and n specifies a esh point on the time axis. At each
given ti e, such discretization results in an array of N unknowns, and an N  N coe cient matrix, where N is
the total nu b r of mes points in th co putational domain. The oe cient matrix is a banded matrix and
the Gaussian elimination algorithm f r a band d diagonal matri is used to solve the system of equations.
The higher derivatives in th jump and bound ry c nditions require the involve ent of fictitious points
between each pair of regions.
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Figure 1. Scheme of mo ion.
The mathematical model employed in this study is provided by the Level I Green-Naghdi theory (Green &
Nahgdi, 1976) which is mostly apliacable to the propagation of fairly long waves in shallow waters. This theory
is also know as the restricted theory and assumes a linear distribution of the vertical velocity along the water
column. This assumption, which is the only one made about the kinematics of the fluid sheet, results in the
horizontal velocities being invariant in the vertical direction for an incompressible fluid.
In the analysis of this problem, it becomes necessary to consider two types of fluid regions: type I, for
which the top curve of the fluid sheet is free and on the top pressure p̂ is constant; and type II, for which the
upper pressure p̂ remains unknown. In type I regions, the governing equations for the motion of the fluid in
dimensionless variables can be written as follows (Ertekin, 1984)
⌘t + [(1 + ⌘)u]x = 0, u̇ + ⌘x =  
1
3
[2⌘x⌘̈ + (1 + ⌘)⌘̈x]. (1)
The system (1) can be solved to find the two u known functions, such as surface elevation ⌘(x, t) and depth
averaged horizontal velocity u(x, t). In type II region the motion of the fluid under the plate is prescribed by
equations where fluid and plate are coupled through the dynamic free-surface condition from the linear beam
the ry
⇣t + [(1   hk + ⇣)u]x = 0, u̇ + ⇣x + p̂x =  
1
3
[2⇣x⇣̈ + (1   hk + ⇣)⇣̈x], p̂ = mk⇣tt + Dk⇣xxxx + m. (2)
The system (2) is integrated for the unknown eformation of the plate ⇣, depth averaged horizontal velocity u
and pressure under the ice p̂. Then the pressure at the ottom surface of the fluid sheet and vertical component
of p rticle velocity can be de rmi d from quations
p =
1
2
 
(1 + ⌘)(⌘̈ + 2), in RI
(1   hk + ⇣) ⇣̈ + 2) + p̂, i RII
v(y) = (y + 1)
 
   
   
⌘̇
⌘ + 1
, in RI
⇣̇
⇣ + 1
, in RII.
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Figure 1. Scheme of motion.
The mathematical model employed in this study is provided by the Level I Gree -Na hdi theo y (Green &
Nahgdi, 1976) which is m stly apliacable to the propagation of fairly long waves in shallow w ters. Th s theory
is also known as the restricted theory and assumes a linear distribution of e vertical v locit along the wat r
column. This assumption, which is the only one made about the kinematics of the flu d she t, results n the
horizontal velocities being invariant in the v rtical direction for an incompressible fluid.
In the analysi of this problem, it becomes necess ry to consider tw types of fluid regio s: type I, for
which the t p curve f the fluid sheet is free and on the top pressure p̂ is constant; and type II, for which the
upper press r p̂ remains unknown. In type I regions, the governing equations for the motion of the fluid in
dimensionless variables can be written as follows (Ertekin, 1984)
⌘t + [(1 + ⌘)u]x = 0, u̇ + ⌘x =  
1
3
[2⌘x⌘̈ + (1 + ⌘)⌘̈x]. (1)
The system (1) can b solved to find the two unknown functions, s ch s surf ce levat on ⌘(x, t) and depth
aver g d horizontal velocity (x, t). In type II region the motion of the fluid under the plate is pr scribed by
equations wher fl i and plate a e couple throu h he dynami fr -surfa e condit o from th linea b m
theory
⇣t + [(1   hk + ⇣)u]x = 0, u̇ + ⇣x + p̂x =  
1
3
[2⇣x⇣̈ + (1   hk + ⇣)⇣̈x], p̂ = mk⇣tt + Dk⇣xxxx + m. (2)
The system (2) is ntegrated for the unknown deformation of the plate ⇣, depth av raged horizontal velocity u
and pr ssur u er the e p̂. Then th press re at the bottom surf ce of the fluid sheet and vertical component
of parti le velocity can be determined from equations
p =
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(1 ⌘)(⌘̈ + 2), in RI
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At the leading x = xkL and trailing x = x
k
T edges of the ice sheets, the bending moments together with hear
stresses must vanish due to the free-free end boundary condition (⇣xx = ⇣xxx = 0). Applying this relations to
the first equation (1), we obtain another con itions un er the edges of the plates:
3⌘xuxx + (1   hk + ⌘)uxxx = 0, 4⌘xuxxx + (1   hk + ⌘)uxxxx + ⌘xxxxu = 0, (x = xkL, xkT ), (3)
The appropriate jump conditions are d manded by the theory because the fluid surface is singular or discon-
tinuous at the juncture of regions I and II. The matching conditions, demanded by the physics of the problem,
include continous surface elevation, mass flux and bottom pressure across the discontinuity curves x = xkL,
x = xkT .
The system of equations (1) and (2), subject to appropriate boundary conditions (3) in each region, along
with the matching and jump conditions prescribe the motion of the fluid in the entire domain and are solved
simultaneously for the unknowns. Spatial discretization of the equations is carried out by a central-di↵erence
method and time marching is obtained by use of the modified Euler’s method. The system of equations are to
be solved by use of a Gaussian elimination method.
The underlying principle of this technique is that at a given time, equations (2) can be solved explicitly for
⇣t once u is known. Then, ⇣t is substituted into the second equation of the system (2) to solve for ut.
(1   m⌘xx)ut   [⌘x(1 + ⌘) + 2m⌘x]uxt   [
1
3
(1 + ⌘)2 + m(1 + ⌘)]uxxt =  Yf   Yp,
Yf = ⌘x(1   hk + ⇣)(u2x   uuxx) +
1
3
(1   hk + ⇣)2(uxuxx   uuxxx) + uux + ⇣x,
Yp = m[(1   hk + ⇣)(3uxuxx + uuxxx) + D⇣xxxxx + ⇣xxxu2 + 5⇣xxuux + 4⇣x(u2x + uuxx)].
(4)
The equation for ⌘ in RI can be obtained from (4) by simply equating the parameters mk, Dk and hk to zero.
Th c ntinuous variables ⌘(x, t) and u(x, t) in (4) are approximated by discrete variables ⌘ni and u
n
i , respec-
tively, where i is the mesh point in the spatial domain and n specifies a mesh point on the time axis. At each
given time, such discretization results in an array of N unknowns, and an N  N coe cient matrix, where N is
the total number of mesh points in the computational domain. The coe cient matrix is a banded matrix and
the Gaussian elimination algorithm for a banded iagonal matrix is used to solv the system of equations.
The higher derivatives in the jump and boundary conditions require the involvement of fictitious points
between each pair of regions.
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T edges of the ice shee s, the bending moments together with shear
stresses must vanish due to the free-free end boundary condition (⇣xx = ⇣xxx = 0). Applying this relations to
the first equa ion (1), we obtain another conditions under he edges of the plates:
3⌘xuxx + (1   hk + ⌘)uxxx = 0, 4⌘xuxxx + (1   hk + ⌘)uxxxx + ⌘xxxxu = 0, (x = xkL, xkT ), (3)
The appropriate jump conditions are demanded by the theory because the fluid surface is singular or discon-
tinuous at the juncture of regions I and II. The matching conditions, demanded by the physics of the problem,
include continous surface elevation, mass flux and bottom pressure across the discontinuity curves x = xkL,
x = xkT .
The system of equations (1) and (2), subject to appropriate boundary conditions (3) in eac r gion, along
with the matching and jump conditions prescribe the motion of the fluid in the entire domain and are solved
simultaneously for the unknowns. Spatial discretization of the equations is carried out by a central-di↵erence
method and time marching is obtained by use of the modified Euler’s method. The system of equations are to
be solved by use of a Gaussian elimination method.
The underlying principle of this technique is that at a given time, equations (2) can be solved explicitly for
⇣ once u is known. Then, ⇣t is substituted into the second equation of the system (2) to solve for ut.
(1   m⌘xx)ut   [⌘x(1 + ⌘) + 2m⌘x]uxt   [
1
3
(1 + ⌘)2 + m(1 + ⌘)]uxxt =  Yf   Yp,
Yf = ⌘x(1   hk + ⇣)(u2x   uuxx) +
1
3
(1   hk + ⇣)2(uxuxx   uuxxx) + uux + ⇣x,
Yp = m[(1   hk + ⇣)(3uxuxx + uuxxx) + D⇣xxxxx + ⇣xxxu2 + 5⇣xxuux + 4⇣x(u2x + uuxx)].
(4)
The equation for ⌘ in RI can be obtained from (4) by simply equating the parameters mk, Dk and hk to zero.
The continuous variables ⌘(x, t) and u(x, t) in (4) are approximated by discrete variables ⌘ni and u
n
i , respec-
tively, where i is the mesh point in the spatial domain and n specifies a mesh point on the time axis. At each
given time, such discretization results in an array of N unknowns, and an N  N coe cient matrix, where N is
the total umber of mesh points in the computational domain. The coe cient matrix is a banded matrix and
the Gaussian elimination algorit m for a banded diagonal mat ix is used to solve the system of equations.
The higher derivatives in the jump and boundary conditions require the involvement of fictitious points
betwee each pair of regions.
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stresses must vanish due to the free-free end bounda y condition (⇣xx = ⇣xxx = 0). Applying this relations t
the first equation (1), we obtain anot er conditions und r the edges of the plates:
3⌘xuxx + (1   hk + ⌘)u xx = 0, 4⌘ uxx + (1   hk + ⌘ uxxxx + ⌘xxxxu = 0, (x = xkL, xkT ), (3)
The appropriate jump conditions are demanded by he the ry because the fluid surface is singular or discon-
tinuous at the juncture of regions I and II. The matc i g conditions, demanded by the physics of the problem,
include continous face elevation, mass fl x and bottom pressure across the discontinuity curves x = xkL,
x = xkT .
The system of eq ations (1) and (2), subject to appropriate boundary conditions (3) in each r gion, long
with the matching and j mp conditions prescribe the moti n of he fluid in the entire domain and are solved
simultaneously for the unknowns. Spatial discretization of the quations is carried out by a central-d ↵erence
met od an time ma ching is obtain d by use of the odified Euler’s ethod. The system of equations are to
be solved by use of a Gaussian elimination method.
The underlyi g principle of this te h ique is that at a give time, equations (2) can b solved explici ly for
⇣t once u is known. Then, ⇣t is ubstituted into the sec d equation of the system (2) to solv for ut.
(1   m⌘xx)ut   [⌘x(1 + ⌘) + 2m⌘x]uxt   [
1
3
(1 + ⌘)2 + m(1 + ⌘)]uxxt =  Yf   Yp,
Yf = ⌘x(1 hk + ⇣)(u
2
x   uux ) +
1
3
(1   hk + ⇣)2(uxuxx   uuxxx) + uux + ⇣x,
Yp = m[(1   hk + ⇣)(3uxuxx + uuxxx) + D⇣xxxxx + ⇣xxxu2 + 5⇣xxuux + 4⇣x(u2x + uuxx)].
(4)
The equation for ⌘ in RI can be obtained from (4) by simply equating the parameters mk, Dk and hk to zero.
The continu us v riables ⌘(x, t) and u(x, t) in (4) are approximated by discr te variables ⌘ni and u
n
i , resp c-
tively, where i is the mesh point in the spatial domain and n sp c fies a mesh point on the time xis. At each
given time, such discretization results in an array of N unknowns, and an N  N coe cient m trix, where N is
the total nu ber of mesh po nts in the computational dom in. The coe cient matrix is a banded matrix and
the Gaussian elimination alg rithm for a banded diagonal matrix is used o solve the system of equations.
The higher derivatives in the jump and boundary conditions require th involv ment of fictitious points
between each pair of regions.
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At the leading x = xkL and trailing x = x
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T dges of th ice sheets, the b ndi g moments tog ther with shear
stresses must vanish du to the fr e-free end boundary condition (⇣xx = ⇣xxx = 0). Apply ng this relations to
the first equatio (1), we obtain anoth conditions und r the edges of the plates:
3⌘xux + (1   hk + ⌘)u xx = 0, 4⌘xuxx + (1   hk + ⌘)uxxxx + ⌘x u = 0, (x = kL, xkT ), (3)
The appropriate jump co itions r dem nded by the the ry bec use the fl id surface is singul r or discon-
tinuous at the juncture of reg ons I a d II. The matching c ditions, demanded by the physics of the problem,
include continous surface elev tion, mass fl x and bottom pressure across the disc ntinuity curves x = xkL,
x = xkT .
The system of equations (1) and (2), subject to appropri te boundary onditions (3) i each region, along
with the matching a d jump conditions prescribe the oti of the fluid in the n ire do in a d re solved
simultaneously for the unknowns. Spatia discretization f the equations is carried ou by a cen ral-d ↵erenc
ethod and time marching is obtained by use of the modified Euler’ meth d. The syst m f quations are to
be solved by use of Gaussian elimination method.
The underlying pri ciple of this technique is that at a given time, equations (2) c n b solved explic tly for
⇣t once u is known. Th n, ⇣t is substituted into the second equa ion of the system (2) to solve f r ut.
(1   m⌘xx)ut   [⌘x(1 + ⌘) + 2m⌘x]uxt   [
1
3
(1 + ⌘)2 + m(1 + ) xt =  Yf   Yp,
Yf = ⌘x(1   hk + ⇣)(u2x   uuxx) +
1
3
2(uxuxx   uuxxx) + uux ⇣x,
Yp = m[(1   hk + ⇣ (3uxu + uux ) + D⇣xx x + ⇣xx u2 + 5⇣ ux + 4⇣ (u2x + uuxx)].
(4)
The equation f r ⌘ RI can be o tained from (4) by simply equating the parameters mk, Dk a d hk to zero.
The continuous variables ⌘(x, t nd u(x, t) in (4) are app oxim ted by discrete variables ⌘ni an u
n
i , resp c-
tively, where i is the mesh point in t spatial do ain and n specifies a mesh po t on the time axis. At each
given time, such di cretization results i an array of N unknowns, a d an N  N coe cient matrix, wh re is
the total number of mesh oin s i the computational d main. The coe cient matrix is band d matri and
th Gaussian eli ination algorithm for a b nd d diagonal matrix s used to solve the system of equation .
Th h gher derivatives in the jump and boundary conditions require the involvem nt of fictitious points
betw en each pair of regions.
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t t tal number of mesh poi s in the computational dom in. The coe  ient m rix is a banded matrix and
the Gaussian elimination alg rithm for banded diagonal matr x is used t solv he ystem of equations.
The higher derivatives in the jump a d boundary conditions require the nvolveme of fictitious poin s
between each pair of regions.
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At t leading x = xkL a d trailing x = x
k
T dges of t ice she ts, the bending moments togeth r with shear
st esses must vanish due to the free-free end boundary condition (⇣xx = ⇣xxx = 0). Applying this relations to
the first equ tion (1), we obta n anoth r conditions u der he edges of the plates:
3⌘xux + (1   hk + ⌘)uxxx = 0, 4⌘ ux + (1   hk + ⌘)uxxxx + ⌘xxxxu = 0, (x = xkL, xkT ), (3)
The app op i t jump con ition are demanded by the theory because the fluid su face is singular or discon-
in ous at the juncture of regions I and II. The matching con itions, demanded by the physics of the problem,
include cont nous su face el v tion, mass flux and bottom pressure across the di continuity curves x = xkL,
x = xkT .
The syst m of equati s (1) and (2), subj ct t appropriate boundary conditions (3) in each region, along
with the atching a jump conditions prescribe the motion of the fluid in the entire domain and are solved
simulta eously for the unknowns. Spati l disc etization of the quations is arried out by a central-di↵erence
method and time marc ing is obtain d by use of the odified Euler’s method. The system of equations are to
be solved by use of a Gaussian elimination method.
The underlyi g principl of s technique is that at given time, equations (2) can be solved explicitly for
⇣t onc u is kn wn. Then, ⇣t is sub tituted into the second equation of the system (2) to solve for ut.
(1   m xx)ut   [⌘x(1 + ⌘) + 2m⌘x]uxt   [
1
3
(1 + ⌘)2 + m(1 + ⌘)]uxxt =  Yf   Yp,
Yf = ⌘x(1   hk ⇣)(u2x   uuxx) +
1
3
(1   hk + ⇣)2(ux x   uuxxx) + uux + ⇣x,
Yp = m[(1   hk + ⇣)(3ux xx + uuxx ) + D⇣xxxxx + ⇣xxxu2 + 5⇣xx u + 4⇣x(u2x + uuxx)].
(4)
T e equ tion for ⌘ in RI can be o tained from (4) by sim ly equating the par meters mk, Dk and hk to zero.
Th continuous variables ⌘(x t) nd u(x, t) in (4) are approximated by discrete variables ⌘ni and u
n
i , respec-
iv ly, w ere i is the esh po nt in the spatial domain and n specifies a mesh point on the time axis. At each
g ven time, such discretization results in a a ray of N unknowns, and a N  N coe cient matrix, where N is
the otal umber of mesh points the computational domain. The coe cie t matrix s banded matrix and
the Gaussian eli ination lgorit m f r a banded d gonal matrix is used to solve the system of equations.
The higher d rivatives in the jump and boundary condit ons r quire the involvement of fictitious points
betw en each pair of regions.
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At the leading x = xkL and trailing x = x
k
T edges of the ice sheets, the bending moments together with shear
stresses must vanish due to the free-free end boundary condition (⇣xx = ⇣xxx = 0). Applying this relations to
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The appropriate jump conditions are demanded by the theory because the fluid surface is singular or discon-
tinuous at the juncture of regions I and II. The matching conditions, e anded by the physics of the problem,
include continous surface elevation, mass flux and bottom pressure across the discontinuity curves x = xkL,
x = xkT .
The system of equations (1) and (2), subject to appropriate boundary conditions (3) in each region, along
with the matching and jump conditions prescribe the motion of the fluid in the entire domain and are solved
simultaneously for the unknowns. Spatial discretization of the equations is carried out by a central-di↵erence
method and time marching is obtained by use of the modified Eul r’s method. The s stem of equati ns ar to
be solved by use of a Gaussian elimination meth d.
The underlying principle of this technique is that at a given time, equations (2) can be solved explicitly for
⇣t once u is known. Then, ⇣t is substituted into the second equation of the system (2) to solve for ut.
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(4)
The equation for ⌘ in RI can be obtained from (4) by simply equating the parameters mk, Dk and hk to zero.
The continuous variables ⌘(x, t) and u(x, t) in (4) are approximated by discrete variables ⌘ni and ui , respec-
tively, where i is the mesh point in the spatial domain and n specifies a mesh point on the time axis. At each
given time, such discretization results in an array of N unknowns, a d an N  N coe cient matrix, where N is
the tot l number of esh points in the computational domain. The coe cient matrix is a banded matrix and
the Gaussian elimination algorithm for a banded diago al matrix is used to solve the system of equations.
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Abstract The present research is dedicated to the interaction of waves with multiple deformable ice sheets floating
in marginal ice zones. The simultaneous motion of the ice sheets and the fluid is regarded within the framework of linear
beam theory for the structures and the nonlinear Level I Green-Naghdi theory for the fluid. The resulting governing
equations, subjected to appropriate boundary and jump conditions, are solved by finite di↵erence method.
Green-Naghdi theory Nonlinear waves of solitary and cnoidal types propagating from left to right and
exciting the motion of the set of N floating elastic ice sheets are considered. The ice sheets have arbitrary width
lk, mass mk and elasticity Dk.
Figure 1. Scheme of motion.
The mathematical model employed in this study is provided by the Level I Green-Naghdi theory (Green &
Nahgdi, 1976) which is mostly apliacable to the propagation of fairly long waves in shallow waters. This theory
is also known as the restricted theory and assumes a linear distribution of the vertical velocity along the water
column. This assumption, which is the only on made about the kinematics of th flui sheet, results in the
horizontal velocities being invariant in the vertical dir ction for an incompressible fluid.
In the analysis of this problem, it becomes necessary to consider two types of fluid regions: type I, for
which the top curve of the fluid sheet is free and on the top pressure p̂ is constant; and type II, for which the
upper pressure p̂ remains unknown. In type I regions, the governing equations for the motion of the fl id in
dimensionless variables can be written as follows (Ertekin, 1984)
⌘t + [(1 + ⌘)u]x = 0, u̇ + ⌘x =  
1
3
[2⌘x⌘̈ + (1 + ⌘)⌘̈x]. (1)
The system (1) can be solved to find the two unknown functions, such as surface elevation ⌘(x, t) and depth
averaged horizontal velocity u(x, t). In type II region the motion of the fluid under the plate is prescribed by
equations where fluid and plate are coupled through the d namic free-surface condition from the li ear beam
theory
⇣t + [(1   hk + ⇣)u]x = 0, u̇ + ⇣x + p̂x =  
1
3
[2⇣x⇣̈ + (1   hk + ⇣)⇣̈x], p̂ = mk⇣tt + Dk⇣xxxx + m. (2)
The system (2) is integrated for the unknow deformation of the plate ⇣, depth averaged horizontal velocity u
and pressure under the ice p̂. Then the pressure at the bottom surface of the fluid sheet and vertical component
of particle velocity can be determined from equations
p =
1
2
 
(1 + ⌘)(⌘̈ + 2), in RI
(1   hk + ⇣)(⇣̈ + 2) + p̂, in RII
v(y) = (y + 1)
 
   
   
⌘̇
⌘ + 1
, in RI
⇣̇
⇣ + 1
, in RII.
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is also known as the restricted theory and assumes a linear distribution of the vertical velocity along the water
column. This assumption, which is the only one made about the kinematics of the fluid sheet, results in the
horizontal velocities being invariant in the vertical direction for an incompressible fluid.
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[2⌘x⌘̈ + (1 + ⌘)⌘̈x]. (1)
The system (1) can be solved to find the two unknown fu ctions, such as surface elevation ⌘(x, t) and depth
averaged horizontal velocity u(x, t). In type II region the motion of the fluid under the pl e is pr scribed by
equation where fluid and plate are cou led through the dynamic free-surface condition from the linear beam
theory
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The mathematical model employed in this study is provided by the Level I Green-Naghdi theory (Green &
Nahgdi, 1976) which is mostly apliacable to the propagation of fairly long waves in shallow waters. This theory
is also known as the restricted theory and assum s a linear distribution of the v r ical velocity along the water
column. This assumption, hich is the only one made about the kinematics of the fluid sheet, results in the
horizontal velocities being invariant in the vertical direction for an incompressible fluid.
In the analysis of this problem, it becomes necessary to consider two types of fluid regions: type I, for
which the top curve of the fluid sheet is free and on the top pressure p̂ is constant; and type II, for which the
upper pressure p̂ rem ins unkn wn. I type I regions, the governing equations for the motion of the fluid in
dimensionless variables can be written as follows (Ertekin, 1984)
⌘t + [(1 + ⌘)u]x = 0, u̇ + ⌘x =  
1
3
[2⌘x⌘̈ + (1 + ⌘)⌘̈x]. (1)
The system (1) can be solved to fi d the tw unknown functi s, such as surface elevation ⌘(x, t) and depth
averaged horizontal velocity u(x, t). I type II region the motion of the fluid under the plate is prescribed by
equations where fluid and plate are coupled through the dynamic free-surface condition from the linear beam
theory
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[2⇣x⇣̈ + (1   hk + ⇣)⇣̈x], p̂ = mk⇣tt + Dk⇣xxxx + m. (2)
The system (2) is integra ed for the u known d formati n of the plat ⇣(x, t), depth aver ge hor zontal velocity
u and pressure under the ice p̂. Then the pressure at the bottom surface of the fluid sheet and vertical component
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p =
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Fig re 1. S heme of motion.
2. Formulatio f the pr blem
Th plane irr t tional flow of heavy inv sci fl id of constant depth h is consider d in
th co rdinate syst m Oxy with the horizont l axis lying on the undisturbed free surface
and vert cal axis irect d upwar s. Inci t wav s p opagate i t po itiv x–dir ction
and excite the moti n of the set of N floating deformable sheets being initially at rest.
The k-th sheet has the width Lk, draft dk, mass per unit width mk and elasticity Dk.
Let Lk,k+1 denote the distance between adjacent sheets. It is useful to introduce the
clearence be w en the bottom f he plate and the s a fl or as k = h   dk. A sketch
of the problem is shown in Fig. 1. It is assumed that elastic sheets are restricted to the
vertical m ion nly and are always in contact with the fluid. The loss of energy due to
the structural damping is neglected d plate overwashing is disreg rde .
The i nsionle s variab es u the flu d dep h h as a length scale, the ra io
p
h/g
as a time unit, the quantity ⇢h as a mass unit. Here ⇢ and g are respectively t fluid
den ity a gr ity cceleration.
The overning equa ions for the motion of the fluid are provided by the Level I Green-
Naghdi (GN) t eory. They can be written in a compact for
It is co ventional to ivide the fl id domai into subregions of two types (RI and RII).
Subregi of he first ty e is formed by the flat floor at the bottom and by t e free
s rf ce at e top. The press re n the top free s rface is con ta t atmospheric pre sure.
Subr gion of he s cond type s form d by the flat floor a he bot om nd by l stic
plate at th top. As opposed to region RI, the ressure on the top of regio RII depends
on vertical displacement of th ice sheet. he Level I GN theory of the directed fluid
sheets will be adopted to treat the fluid problem and to use it wit suitable matching
conditions on the jun ture boun ary betwe n the subd mains RI and RII.
⌘t + [(hk + ⌘)u]x = 0 (2.1)
u̇ + ⌘x + p̂x =  
1
3
[2⌘x⌘̈ + (hk + ⌘)⌘̈x] (2.2)
for k-th sheet, k = 1, . . . , N . The motion of the fluid and the late is coupled through
the dynamic free-s rface ondi ion. Th v rtical displac ment the plate ⌘ is g verned
by the thin elastic plate theory:
p̂ = mk⌘tt + Dk⌘xxxx + mk, (2.3
The system (2.1)-(2.3) is integrated for the unknowns ⌘(x, t), u(x, t) and upper pressure
p̂(x, t). Then the pressure at the sea-floor (y =  1) and vertical velocity can be
determined fro equations:
p̄ =
1
2
(hk + ⌘)(⌘̈ + 2) + p̂, (2.4)
v(y) =
1 + y
hk + ⇣
⌘̇. (2.5)
The f rmula (2.5) implies zero vertical velocity alo g the bottom (y =  1). The equati n
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method developed demonstrates high e ciency, performing calculation with multiple
sheets in seconds. Alth ugh the heory dopted in he pa er was i it lly c nstructed for
s dyi g he i teraction b ween w t r w ves d v ry l rg flo ting objects, the s udy
h s hown th t thi m tho is lso valid for small- and middle-sized floating surfaces.
T ↵ c f t mult ple h ets an t e dist ce betw en them is st died. The interplay
between indivi ual e↵ects f the sh e prop rt es an b xplored more thorou hly han it
is attempte here. The obtained solu i is validat d by comparing with other num rical
solutions and e p rimental data obtained with use of alternative methods.
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method developed demonstrates high e c ency, performing calculatio with multiple
s e ts s c s. Although the h ry adopted i th pap r was initally c ns r cted f r
stu ing the i teraction between water waves and very large floating objects, the study
h s shown that thi m thod is als valid for sm ll- a d iddle- ize floati g surfaces.
The e↵ect of the multiple sheets and the distance between them is studied. The interplay
between individual e↵ects of th sheet properties can be explored more thoroughly than it
is att mp d here. T e obtaine sol ion is valida ed by comparing w th other numerical
solutions and experimental d ta obtained with use of alternative methods.
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method developed demonstrates high e ciency, performing calculation with multiple
sheets in seconds. Although the theory adopt d in the paper was initally constructed for
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Fig 1. Schem tic f the proble of nonlinear wave interaction with N nu ber of plates of
rbi r iz d locati Al s wn in thi figu are the RI nd RII regi ns r fere d to in
h ex .
GN th y for a flat sta ionary seafloor. T ey can be wr t n i a om ct f rm as
(s E eki et l (1986)):
⌘,t +[(1 + ⌘) ],x = 0, (2.1)
u̇ +⌘,x =  
1
3
[2⌘,x⌘̈ + (1 + ⌘)⌘̈,x]. (2.2)
Simila ly, th g v r i g equatio s for th coupled m tion of t e fl id and th ela tic
h et i RII c n b w it a :
⇣,t +[(h + ⇣)u],x = 0, (2.3)
u̇ +⇣,x + p̂,x =  
1
3
[2⇣,x⇣̈ + (hk + ⇣)⇣̈,x], (2.4)
I ur n t io s bscript with co ma denotes the partial derivative and upper dot
p c fies t e tota tim derivative (⌘̇ = ⌘,t + u⌘,x). The wave-induced pressure under the
pl e is given by h t in el s ic pl e the y:
p̂ = mk⇣,tt + Dk⇣,xxxx + mk, (2.5)
where the fle ral rigidity is defined by
k = Ek 
3
k/12(1   ⌫2k),
with k, Ek, d ⌫k b i g t e thickness, Young’s modulus nd Poisson’s ratio of the k-th
plat , r sp tively. Eqs. (2.1)–(2.5) ca be integrated for the unknowns: fr e surface el -
vati n ⌘(x, t), pla e eflection ⇣(x, t) both asured fr m th still water l vel, horizontal
c mpo t f fluid vel ci y (x, ) nd pres ure p̂(x, t) und r the plate.
Ert k n (1984) p ovided xplicit relations for the vertical velocity of the fluid and
pressure t e bo tom (y =  1), given as:
v (y) =
1 + y
1 + ⌘
⌘̇ (x, y) 2 RI, v(y) = 1 + y
hk + ⇣
⇣̇ (x, y) 2 RII, (2.6)
p̄ =
1
2
(1 + ⌘)(⌘̈ + 2) (x, y) 2 RI, p̄ = 1
2
(hk + ⇣)(⇣̈ + 2) + p̂ (x, y) 2 RII. (2.7)
The nonlinear kinematic and dynamic conditions on top and bottom boundaries of the
flow domain are satisfied exactly by Eqs. (2.1)–(2.7).
In order to formulate the problem fully, suitable matching conditions at the fixed
positions of th leading (x = xLk ) and traling edges (x = x
T
k ) of each floating sheet must
be specified. Since the elastic sheets are floating freely, the bending moment and the
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T i p r r s nt e lyt l d vel p d to del th h dr l tic r spons
f set f fl a i g lastic surfaces to incident nonlinear waves in shallow water. The
ef m b fa s r pre t d by h elastic plat s of va iable properties and there
m b N nu b f m f d ↵ t siz a d elastic ty. Th coupl d m tion f l tic
s rfaces a d th flu d lved i tan ously within the fra ework of linear beam the-
ory f r the structu es and t e no linear Level I Green-Nag di (GN) theory for the fluid.
Th r su ti g ov rn g uations t g he wi h t e appropriate boundary conditions,
and matc ing nd tions are s lved in w -dime io s by th fin te d ↵ renc m th
(FDM). Elevation o t e f e surfac , th loc ty an pr ssur fields are c cul ted n
present d. R sults f the del d v loped here are com ared with existing laboratory
m asuremen s nd oth r numerical s uti ns. E↵ ct of the size nd number of floating
b d on he efor tio f h wave fi ld is studie . In t e absenc of any rest iction
e nonlineari y f th wa e fiel a d the size and rigid ty of the su faces, a ide
rang of wave-structur co it o s ar co d r d. I is found that h Lev I GN
equat ns c up ed with l st c be e ry n r p rly m el the w ve-st u t re field.
It is found th incr sing rigidity of he st u t res modifies the flow field significantl .
Al o, p s n of s ll fl ti g b ie upwav modifi rem k ly the deformation and
es onse f th d w w e oat ng b d es.
K y w : hydr l ticity, L v l I Gr e -Nagh i eq at ons, ulti l fl ating su f ces,
floating ice sheets, elsatic be th ory
1. I t od cti
 1
Flo g la ic surfaces are ob erv d i nature nd a e widely utilized in industry.
Therefore t e study of wave action on el stic float ng b di s has eceived considerable
attention. loating ice heets of di↵erent sizes, for example, are commonly ob erved in
marginal ic zo s, see Sq ire et al (1995). Wave i teraction with floating i sheets is
o int rest du to the e↵ect that the ice sheets hav n the wave field, an the impact
f wav o th ic sheets, p rticul rly when it results i bre king of the ice sheet to
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Th s paper present the analytical method developed to model the hydroelastic response
of a set of floating elastic surfaces to incident nonlinear waves in shallow water. The
deformable surfaces are presented by thin elastic plates of variable properties and there
y b N numbe of them f di↵eren iz a elastic ty. T c upl d m tion of las ic
surfaces a d he fluid are solved simultaneously within the fram work of linear beam the-
ry for the structu s an h no l n r Lev I Gr e - aghd (GN) th ory for th fluid.
The r sulting g verni g qua ions together wit he appropriate boundary conditions,
n atchi g co ditions, are solved in two-di nsions by the finite di↵erence method
(F M). leva ion of the fr surface, th velocity a d pressur fields ar calculated and
prese t d. R sults of he m del developed here re comp red ith exis i g lab ratory
measureme ts and other umeric l olutions. E↵ect f he size a d umb r of floati g
bodies o the def rmation of the wave field is studied. In t e absence of an rest iction
n h n nlinearity f he wave fi ld nd th size a d rigidity of the surfac s, wide
rang of wave-structure conditions are consider d. It is foun that th Level I GN
equ tio s coupl d with elastic beam the y can pr perly model th wave-structure field.
It is fou hat increasing rigidity f the structures modifies the flow field significantly.
Also, p ence of small flo ting bodie upw ve modifies rem rk bly the deforma io a d
response f the d w wave floating bodies.
K y ord : hydr elasticity, Level I G een-Naghdi equations, multiple floating surfaces,
fl ati g ice sheet , lsa ic b am eory
1. In roduct n
L2
Floatin elastic surfaces ar observed in nature a d are widely tilized in indust .
Th fore the study of wave action n elastic floating bodies h s received considerable
attenti . Floating ic sheets f di↵erent sizes, for example, are commonly obse ved in
marginal ice zones, see Squi e t al (1995). W v interact on with floating ice sheets is
of int rest due o the e↵ect that t e ice sheets have o t e wave fi ld, an th impact
of aves o th ice s eets, particularly when it results in breaking of the i e sheet to
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This p per presents the analytical method developed to model the hydroelastic response
of a set of floating ela tic surfac s to incident nonlinear waves in shallow water. The
d fo mabl surfaces ar pres n d by thi lastic plates of variable properties and there
may be N number of them of di↵erent size a d elasticity. The coupled motion of elastic
surfaces and he fluid are lved i ultaneously within the framework f li ear beam the-
ory f r the structures and the nonlinear Level I Green-Naghdi (GN) theory for the fluid.
The resulti g governing qua ions together with the appropriate boundary conditions,
and matching co ditions, are olv d in two- imensions by the finite di↵erence method
(FDM). Elev tio f th free surface, th velocity nd pressure fields are calculated and
presented. Results of the del develop d here are compared with existing laboratory
measurements a d other numerical solutions. E↵ect of the size and number of floating
b ie on t e deforma ion of the wave fiel is studied. In t e absence of any restriction
on the nonlinearity of the wave field and the size and rigidity of the surfaces, a wide
range of wave-structure conditions are considered. It is found that the Level I GN
equati ns cou led with elas ic beam theory can p operly m del the wave-str cture fi ld.
It is found that increasing rigidity of the structures modifies the flow field significantly.
Also, presence of small floating bodies upwave modifies remarkably the deformation and
response of the downwave floating bodies.
Key words: hydroelasticity, Lev l I Green-Naghdi equations, multiple floating surfaces,
fl ating ice sheets, elsatic beam theory
1. Introdu tion
LN
Floating elastic surfaces are observed in nature and are widely utilized in industry.
Th r fore th study of wave action on el stic flo t ng bo ies has re eiv d considerable
attention. Floating ice sheets of di↵erent sizes, for example, are commonly observed in
marginal ice zones, see Squire e al (1995). Wave int raction with floating ice sh ets i
of interest due to the e↵ect that the ice sheets have on the wave field, and the impact
of wav s on he ice sh ts, articul rly when i results in breaking of the ice sheet to
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Th s p pe s e l l m h d loped to od l he hy r l stic r sponse
of t f fl g las c f c inci nli ea waves in hallow water. Th
def r bl rfac s re s n d by thin el stic pl tes f variable properties a d t ere
m y b N n mber f the di↵ r t s z nd l stic ty. The c pl mo ion of el stic
su faces and t e fluid ar s lv d i ulta eously h t e f m w k of li ar be m he-
ory fo the str cture d i a Leve I G en-Nagh i (GN) t e ry f r th flu .
he resul i g gover ing q a i t g th r w th e a propriate bou d ry con itio s,
a d t h ng o d i n , olv d in w -di e sions by the fi ite di↵erence method
(FDM). Eleva i n f th surfa , h l c nd res ure fi ds r calcul ted n
res nted. R ults of he m l ev lop d he e re compar d i h xis i g la ra ory
measu em ts a d other n m rical solutions. E↵ect of the siz an nu b r of floating
bodi s on t efo t n f th w ve field studi d. I t absence of a restriction
n h o lin rity of av field a d t e size and rigidity of the surfaces, wide
a g of w ve- tr ctur ndi i s are c nsidere . It is found that t e Level I GN
qu i s c p ed wi h el st bea theor c n roperly m del the wave-structure field.
I s f un h t n asi g rigi ity of the tructures modifies the flow fiel sig ificantly.
Als , pr se c f mall floati g b i s upwave odifies remarkably the deformation and
respon e f t ow w v fl ti g b dies.
Key words: hyd o las icity, Level I Gr n-Naghdi quations, multiple floating surfaces,
floating ice s eets, els tic be m theory
1. I r ction
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Fl ting l t c urfaces are ob erv d i na and ar widely utilize nd s r .
The efore th study f w v action o el stic fl ating bodies has rec iv d cons der ble
att ti . Floating ice sh ets of di↵erent iz s, f xampl , are commonly bserved in
marginal ice zones, see Squire et al (1995). Wave interaction with floating ice sheets is
of interest due to the e↵ect that the ice sheets have on the ave field, and the impact
of waves on the ice sheets, p rticularly when it results in breaking of the ice sheet to
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T i pa r ly ic e h ev lope to model t hydro lasti re pons
of of fl i g elastic urfa to in ident no li ear aves in shallow water. Th
d fo ma l rf c s ar pres nted by thin el stic plates of vari ble pro erties a d there
y b N mb r f the of i↵er nt siz d lasti ity. T c upl motion of el stic
surf c s a t fluid ar s lv d si ul a eously wit in he fr ew k of line r be m the-
ory f r th struc ures th o li e r L vel I re -N g (GN) t eory f r th fluid.
The r su ti g v rning qu i s t the with the appropriate bou dary co d io s,
a tchi c di s, ar solve i two-dime sions by the finite di↵erence method
(FDM). El va io of th f e surf ce, h v locity and ssur fiel s c lc l ted and
pres d R su ts f the m d l devel ped h e a c mpa d wi h xisti g la oratory
m asu ments nd o h r n erical sol tions. E↵ect of th size and nu ber of floating
odi s form tion f th w e fi ld is studied. n the bs nce of a y restriction
h lin ri y of th wave fi ld and the size and igidity of the surfaces, a wide
r ng f av -s u ti ns are ider . It is found that th Level I GN
q t c up d wit l stic b m th ory can properly model th wave- tructure field.
It is fou d t cre sing rigidity of the structures modifie the fl w field significan ly.
A , pr ce f small fl ating b ies upwave modifies remarkably the formati n and
re ns of the d w w v floating bodies.
Key wor s: hyd o lasti ity, L vel I Green-Naghdi equations, multiple floating surfaces,
floating e sheets, ls tic be m he ry
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Fl t l s urfaces are observe n n and are wid ly u ilized n indus r
Therefore the study f wave acti n on e a tic floating bo ies as rec iv c nsiderable
att ti . Floating ice sh ts f di↵ e t izes, for examp e, are commonly bserved in
marginal ice zones, see Squire et al (1995). Wave interaction with floating ice sheets is
of int r st due to e↵ect that the ice e s h ve on the wave field, and the i pact
of waves on the e shee s, particular y when it results in breaking of the ice sheet to
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T s p p e nalytic l m ho veloped to model the hydroelas ic response
of f fl i g l st c u fac s i cident o linear waves in shallow water. The
d s f c are pr se ted by thin elastic plates of variable p o erties and th re
m y b N f hem of di↵ re size and lasticity. The co pled motion of el st c
u face nd th fl id ar lv d simultan ously ith n th f ewor f line r beam the-
y f r ru tu s t o li e L v l I Gre n-N ghdi (GN) the ry f r th fluid.
The r sultin g v r i qu i n oge h r it th ap opriate ou ary conditions,
ching con itio s, ar s lved in two-d mensions by th finite di↵ rence method
(FDM) El va i of t f e u c , t e el ci y an ress r fields re c lculated d
pr s te . l s of t e odel elo d re are c pa d with existing labora ory
meas e ents an ther umeric l solutions. E↵ect of the size and number f floating
bo i o th f rm ti of th w ve fi ld is stu i . I the absenc of a y restriction
n he n li ri y of t e wave ld a d th size and ig dity f th surf ces, a wid
g f wave-struct re o tions re c nsi red. I is found tha the L vel I GN
q ti ns l d w th l stic b am th ory can properly model th wave-structure field.
I i f u d a e s ng rig dity of the structures mo ifies th flow field significantly.
Al , p es ce of sm ll floating b dies upwave modifies r m rkably the deformation an
respons of the downwave flo ting odies.
K y w ds: y oelasticity, L vel I Gree -Nag di equatio , multiple floating surf c s,
float g i she ts, els c b m the ry
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Fl i g elas ic su ace are obse v d i nature n a wid ly u i ize in ind s ry.
Th ref the tudy of ac i o el s ic float ng b dies h s r c ived conside abl
attention. F ating ic h et of i↵ rent sizes, f r xample, are co monly observed in
marginal ic zones, see Squir et al (1995). Wave interact on with floating ice sheets is
of inter s due to th e↵ec tha the ice sheets have on the wave field, and the impact
of w v s on he ice sheets, particularly when it results in breaking f the ice shee to
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This p r r s e aly ical me h d ev l pe t model the hydroelastic response
f se of fl ti g astic urfac s t i cident onlin ar waves in sh llow water. The
o ab e urf ces re present d by thi el stic plat s of variabl p operti s and there
may be N mb of them of i↵ere t siz a d el stic y. Th coupl d mot on of elastic
s rf s n t fluid r olved s mul an ously i the f mework f linear b am the-
y for truct s e n li a L v l I G e n-N g di (GN) th ory for the fluid.
T r sulti g gov rni g equ io s ogeth r wi h the ppropr ate bou dary conditions,
a tching c iti ns, are solve in two-di ensio s by the finite i↵erence method
(FDM). El v ion f h fr surf c , th v oc ty a pressur fi ds e calcula ed and
s t d. sults f th d l d velop d here re com re with existing l boratory
meas rements nd oth r umerical solutions. E↵ect of th size and u ber of fl ating
b i o he d form tion of the wave field i stu ied. In the absence of any res riction
n o l arity of the wave field an t size nd rigi ity of the surfaces, a wide
ng of wave- uc ure itions ar co idered. I is found that the Level I GN
qu i l d with elastic b am the y can pr p rly m del the wave-structure field.
It i fou d that increasing rigidity of th s ructures modifies the fl w field ignific tly.
Als , r s nce o small flo ting bodi upw ve modifi s re kably he d formati n and
respo se f t d wnwave floating bodies.
K y wo ds: ydroel sticity, Lev l I Gree -Naghd equ tions, multiple floating surfaces,
fl ting ice h ts, elsatic beam theory
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Flo i el st c surfa es a ob e ve in na an are w d ly utilized n indus r
Therefor he tu y f wave c on l tic flo ting bodies h s r c iv d consider e
attention. Floating c sh et di↵ere t siz , f r example, are commonly observed in
marginal ice zones, s e Squire et al (1995). Wave interaction wi h floating ice sheets is
of i t rest due to th ↵ c t the ice she ts have o the wave field, and the impact
of w v s o he ice heets, pa ticularly wh n it results in breaking of the ice sheet to
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T i pap r r s n th anal tical e ho veloped to model the hydroelastic response
f se of flo ing el stic su fac s to incide t linear wav s in shallow water. The
d ormable surfaces e present d by t in elastic lates of variabl prop r i s and there
may e N m r of them of di↵erent iz nd l sticity. Th coupl d motion of elastic
u ces a d th fl id are s lv d si ultan usly ith the fr ework of linear beam the-
ry for h str c ur n t n li e r Lev l I Green-N ghdi (GN) theory f the fluid.
T e sulti g g v i g quatio s ogether with the appropriate bou dary conditions,
and matchi g co di i ns, ar s lved i two-dimensions by the finite di↵erence method
(FDM) Elev n of t ee sur c , the veloc ty and ressur fiel s are calcul t d and
p ese . sults of odel de e p d e e re co pared with existing laboratory
m sur ents and oth r umerical soluti ns. E↵ect f the size and number of floating
b ie on the e orm t on f he w v fi ld s studied. In the abse ce of any restriction
n onlin arity of th wave field nd th size and rigidity of the surfaces, a wide
range of wav -s uct re co ditions are considered. It is found that the Level I GN
quations co d with as ic b am theory can properly model the wave-structure field.
It s fo n hat increa ing rigi ity of the struc ures modifies the flow field significantly.
Al o, presenc of s all floating bo ies upw ve modifies r markably the deformation and
response of the downwave ating bodies.
K y words: hydr lastici y, L vel I Green-Naghdi equations, ultiple floating s rfaces,
floating ice s ets, elsatic beam ory
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Flo ti last c surfac s are obs rv d nat r and are wid l utilize in industr
Ther f re h study of w v a ti n on el stic float ng bod es h s re ived considerable
a tenti n. Fl ice sh ets f di↵er nt sizes, for exampl , are commonly observed in
margin l ic z nes, see Squire e al (1995). Wave i teraction with floating ice sheets is
of int re t du to the ↵ ct tha e ic sheets have on the wave field, and the impact
of av s o the ce s ts, particularly whe it results in br aking of the ice sheet to
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T s r p es s the analy i al e h d d vel ped to model the hydroelastic r sponse
of a s t f flo ting elastic su faces to incident n nlinear wav s i shallow wat r. The
d form ble surf ces are re e t d by thin las ic plat s f variabl prope ties and there
m y b N num r f h of i↵ r nt siz nd elasti ity. The coupled motion of elastic
urfa e nd t e fl i are o v d si ul aneously wit in th framework of linear beam the-
ry f he s ruc ur n th nlinea Lev l I Gre n-Nag di (GN) heory for the flui .
T r s lti gover i g qu ti ns together wit the appropriate oundary conditions,
nd mat hing c ndition , ar solv d i t o-dimensions by the finite di↵erence method
(FDM). El v ti of t f e surface, the velo ity d p ess re fi lds are calculate nd
pr s t d. Resu ts f h m del dev l p d h e are compared with existing laboratory
e surements and other nu eric l s lutions. E↵ect of the size and umber of floating
b di s on the def rma f the wave field s studied. In the bsence of any re triction
o th n nli ear w v field and the size and rigidity of the surfaces, a wide
r ge of wave-stru ture con iti ns are considered. It is found that the Level I GN
quati s coupl d wi h el stic bea ory can properly model the wave-structure fiel .
I s f un that i reas ng ig dity of the structures modifies the flow field significantly.
Al o, pr sence of small floating bodie upwav modifies remarkably he d f rmation and
r spons of the downw e floating bodies.
Key or s: hydroelasticity, Lev l I Green-Naghdi equations, ultiple floating surfaces,
floating ice shee s, els ic b am theory
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Fl ti g ela ic su fa es re observed in n tur and ar widely ut lized i industry.
Therefor th tudy f w ve action on elastic floating bodi s as received consi erable
tt tion. F oating ic sheets f di↵ r nt sizes, f r example, are commonly observed in
marginal i e zones, s Squire et al (1995). Wave interaction wi h floating ice sheets is
f in r s due o h ↵ec that the ice sheets hav on the wave field, and the impact
of waves on the ice sh e s, p ticul rly wh n i r sults in breaking of the ice sheet to
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Discu sion of results. Results of he l vel I GN model for wave interaction with N number of floating
and deformable ice s eets ar pr ent h . Th re lt i cl e pl tes deformations, time series of wave
ind c d forc , d vari tio of h fo c w th w v c i o s. In t se pr limi ary c ses, we assume
tha t e plate a fix d n heir orizo tal l c tions.
Figur 2 sh ws v locity vectors of fluid particles plotted on con urs of fl d vel c y m dul
(u2 + v2)1/2 in case of intera ti n of solitary wave with two plates, floating at a short distance  L = 5
from each othe , a th e succ ssive im m s. S ll-amplit d l adi av s propagate wit higher
speed along he l stic s rfac s, nd ce t fl omai fe l h wav t o long b fore the w v
itself reaches th nd f th s co d plat . Th se elastic w ves ca se g eater wave attenuation in a longer
plate with hig r ri i . other c ibu io o he v t a i is due o the e↵ect of ultiple
plates (see [8]).
Fig. 2. Vector field nd mod l contours of dimensio l ss flu d el ci y for th terac i f a solitary wav
(A = 0.25) with the set of wo e with the sa e proper ies (Lk = 30, mk = 0.1, Dk = 5) divid d by the
flu d gap ( L = 5).
Figure 3 shows th in racti n of c oidal wave w t a s t of thre el stic plates of the s m prop r ies
for two v lues of plate rig di y. Also ow in figure 3 are th time series of the w ve-i uced horizon l
cno dal forces on these deform bl ic s eets. he pli udes f lat s di placement and orizontal force
reduces dow wave. The high r rigidi y Dk of each plat o ribu s to the higher av ttenu tion by
the flo ting system and to the l wer dri t of it’s ele ents.
Figur 4 sh ws ari t on f p oidal w v h rizon l f c n h ice s ts F+1 with the
incoming wave length   and h ig t H fo t c es of a si gle pl te nd two pl tes located at di↵erent
dista c s  L from each othe . he e↵ ct of m lt pl plates is greater for s orter distance. The first
plate in the group of pl tes experiences greater drift forc an s ngle pl te of t same prop rti f th
distance is small. For larger distance, the second plate ha l ss impact on e first p ate and experiences
less horizontal f rce itself. Figure also 4 shows hat drift orc a ies almost linearly with the wave height
and slight deviation of force from the straight li in the case of two plates can b observed.
More detailed discussion f results, inclu ing the int rplay betwe individual e↵ cts of each pl t
i more compl x pla e s s n t e drift mo ion of h pl e , wil be p esen ed t he workshop.
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Discussion of results. Results of the level I GN model for wave interaction with N number of floating
and d formab ic sh ets are pr s te er . T e r sults include plate deformations, time series of wave
induced forces, and variation of the forces with wave conditions. In these preliminary cases, we assume
that the lates are fixe in their h riz tal locations.
Figure 2 shows velocity vectors of fluid particles plotted on contou s of fluid velocity module
(u2 + v2)1/2 in case of interaction of a solitary wave with two plates, floating at a short distance
 L = 5 from each ot er, at three successive time m m n s. Small-amplitude leading waves propagate
with higher speed along the elastic surfaces, and hence the fluid domain feels the wave motion long before
the wave itsel reaches the end of the second plate. These elastic waves cause greater wave attenuation
in a longer plate with igher rigidity. Another contribution to the wave attenuation is due to the e↵ect
of ultiple plates (see [8]).
Fig. 2. Vector field and mo ule contours of dimensionless fluid velocity for the interacti n of a solitary wave
(A = 0.25) with the se of two plates with the same properties (Lk = 30, mk = 0.1, Dk = 5) divided by the
fluid gap ( L = 5).
Figure 3 hows the interaction of a c oidal wave with a set of three elastic plates of the same properties
for two v lue of plate gid ty. Also show i figure 3 are the time ser s of the wave-induced horizontal
c oi al forces on ese deformabl ice sheets. Th ampl udes of plates displacement and horizont l force
reduces d wnwave. The higher rig dity Dk of each plate contributes o the higher wave attenuation by
he fl ating system and to th l wer dr ft of its elements.
Figure 4 shows he variati n of the pe k cn idal wave horizontal force n the ice sheets F+k with the
inco ing wave le gth   and height H for th cases of a single plate and two plates located at di↵erent
ista ces  L fro each other. The ↵ect of multiple plates is greater for shorter distance. The fir t
plate in e group of plat s experi nces gre ter drif force than a single plate of the same properties if the
distance is sm ll. For larger distance, the second plate has less impact on the first plate and experiences
less orizontal for e itself. Figure also 4 shows that drift force varies almost linearly with the wave height
and slight deviation of forc from e straight li e in the cas of two plates can be observ d.
More detailed discussion of results, including the interplay between individual e↵ects of each plate
in more complex plate systems and the drift motion of the plates, will be presented at the workshop.
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Discussion of results. Results of the level I GN model for wave interaction with N number of floating
and deformable ice sheets are presented here. The results include plate deformations, time series of wave
i du e f rces, nd var ation of e for s with wave conditions. In th se preliminary cas , we assume
that the plat s are fixed in their horizontal locations.
Figure 2 shows velocity vectors of fluid particles plotted on contours of fluid velocity module
(u2 + v2)1/2 in case of interaction of a solitary w ve with two plates, flo ting at a short distance
 L = 5 fr m each ther, at three successive time moments. Small-amplitude leading waves propagate
wi high r p d along h l s c surfac s, and h nce th fluid domain feels the wave motion long before
the wave itself reach s the en of the s cond lat . Thes elastic aves ca se greater wave attenuation
in a longer plat with hig er rigidity. Another contribution e wave attenuation is due to the e↵ect
f m ltiple plates (s [8]).
Fig. 2. Vec r field and module co tours of dimensionless fluid v locity for the interaction of a solitary wave
(A = 0.25) with the s t of two pl with the s m proper i s (Lk = 30, mk = 0.1, Dk = 5) divided by the
fluid gap ( L = 5).
Figure 3 sho s th interac ion of c oidal wave with a s t of thr elastic plates of the ame properties
for wo valu s of plate rigidity. Also shown in figure 3 are the time series of the wave-induced horizontal
cnoidal forces on these d form ble ice sheets. The amplitudes of plates isplacement nd horizontal force
reduces w wave. The hig er igidity Dk of ach plate co tr but s to the higher w ve attenuation by
the floa ing system nd to th lower drift f ts elements.
Figure 4 shows the variation of the peak cnoidal wave horizontal force on the ice sheets F+k with the
incoming wave length   and height H for the a e of a single plate and two plates located at di↵erent
dista c  L from each other. The e↵ ct of multiple plates is greater f r short r distance. The first
plate in th gr up of plates exp riences greater drift force than a single plate of the same properties if th
distance is small. For larger distance, the second plate has less impact on the first plate and experiences
less horizo al forc its lf. igur also 4 shows that drift force v ries lmost line rly with the wave height
and slight evi io of force fr m the str ig t line i the case of two plates ca be observed.
M re deta led di cussion of r sult , including the i te pl b tween individual e↵ects of each plat
in more compl x plate sys ems and th drif m tion f e plates, will be present d at the workshop.
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Di cussion of re ults. Results of th level I GN model for wav interaction with N number of floating
and deformable ice sheets are present d here. The results include plate deformations, time eries of wave
i uc d f c , a v ri ion of th force with wave conditio s. In these preli ina y cases, we assume
that the pl t s ar fixed in t eir horizontal loc tions.
Figure 2 show velocity vec rs of fluid p rticles plotted contours of fluid velocity module
(u2 + v2)1/ in case of inter ction of a solitary wave with two plates, floating at a shor distance
 L = 5 from eac other, at t ree succ ss ve ti e moments. Small-amplitude leading waves propagate
w h g r peed al ng th e asti urfaces, and hence the fluid domain feels the wave motion long before
the wav itself r ac es t e e of th econd plate. Th s elastic waves cause greater wav attenuation
in a longer plate with i rigidity. Another contributi n to th wav ttenuation is due to the e↵ect
f multiple plat s ( e [8]).
Fig. 2. V ctor field an m dul cont urs of dim nsi nless fluid velocity for the in eraction f a solitary wave
(A = 0.25) with the s t f two lates with he same pr perties (Lk = 30, mk = 0.1, Dk = 5) divided by the
fl id gap ( L = 5).
Figur 3 sh ws h i t r ction of a cnoidal wave with a se of three elastic pl s of t e s me p operties
for two values of plate rigidity. Also shown in figure 3 are the time eries of the wave-in uced horizontal
cnoidal forces on th se deformable ic sheets. The amplitudes of plates displacement n horizontal force
r duces ow wave. T e high r igi ity Dk of each pl contributes to the higher wav att uation by
he floati g system and to the lower drift of its lements.
Figure 4 shows the variation of the peak cnoidal wave horizontal f rce on the ice sheets F+k with the
incoming wav le g   and height H for t e cases of a singl plate a d two plates locate at di↵erent
dis ances  L from eac other. T e↵ect of multiple plates is greater for shorter distance. The first
plate in the gr u f plates experie c s greater drift f rce than a single plate of the same p operti s if the
distance i small. For larger distanc , the second plate has less impac on the firs plate and experiences
less horiz ntal force itself. Figure al o 4 shows that drift force varies l ost linearl with the wave height
a d ight devi tion f fo ce from the straigh line n th case of two plates can observed.
Mor d ailed iscu sion of results, includi g th nterplay b twe n individu l e↵ects of ea h plate
n mo omplex plat sy tem and the dr ft motion of th pl es, will be presented at the workshop.
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the problem of nonlinear wave interaction with N number of deformable plates of
arbitrary size and location. The plates may have horizontal motion due to the wave loads. Also shown n this
figu are h RI and RII regio s refe r d to in the t xt.
In the context of u ing he GN equations, the pr bl m is b st studied by dividing the fluid domain
int two types of regions. Region I (RI) is f rmed by a flat flo r at the bottom and by a free surface at
the t p, where the fluid pressure is the constant atmospheric pressure. R gion II (RII) is formed by a
flat floor at the bottom and by an elastic plate at the top, where, as opposed to Region RI, the fluid
pressure is unknown. olu ions, obtained n each gion, are connect d through the proper matching
co ditions at the interfaces.
The governing equations f r the motion f the fl id in RI are provided by the Level I GN theory for
a flat and stationary sea oor [2, 3]. Using density, ρ, gravitational acceleration, g, and fluid depth h,
the Level I GN equations can be written in dimensio less and compact form as [4]:
η,t + [(1 + η)u],x = 0, u̇+ η,x = −
1
3
[2η,xη̈ + (1 + η)η̈,x], (1)
where η is the surface elevation measured from the still-water level and u is the horizontal particle
velocity. Subscripts after comm indicate differentiatio , and superposed dots are the two-dimensional
total derivatives. Similarly, the governing equations for the coupled motion of the fluid and the elastic
sheet in RII Regions can be written as:
ζ,t + [(hk + ζ)u],x = 0, u̇+ ζ,x + p̂,x = −
1
3
[2ζ,xζ̈ + (hk + ζ)ζ̈,x], (2)
where ζ is the plate deformation, hk = 1 − dk is dimensionless fluid depth under the k-th plate. The
wave-induced pressure p̂ under the plate is given by the thin elastic plate theory [5], usually adopted to
model ice floes and very large floating structures (VLFS), when they interact with surface waves:
p̂ = mkζ,tt +Dkζ,xxxx +mk. (3)
Here, the flexural rigidity is defined as Dk = Ekδ
3
k/12(1− ν2k), with δk, Ek, and νk being the thickness,
Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio of the k-th plate, respectively. Equations (1)–(3) are solved for free
surface elevation η, plate deformation ζ, horizontal component of fluid velocity u and pressure under the
plates p̂.
Ertekin [6] provided explicit relations for the vertical velocity of the fluid along the water column
and pressure on the bottom (y = −1), given as:
v(x, y) =
{
η̇ (1 + y)/(1 + η), (x, y) ∈ RI
ζ̇ (hk + y)/(hk + ζ), (x, y) ∈ RII,
p̄(x) =
{
1
2(1 + η)(η̈ + 2), (x, y) ∈ RI
1
2(hk + ζ)(ζ̈ + 2) + p̂, (x, y) ∈ RII.
(4)
In order to obtain continuous solution, suitable matching conditions at the leading (x = xLk ) and
trailing (x = xTk ) edges of each floating sheet must be specified. Since the elastic sheets are floating
freely, the bending moment and the shear stress should vanish at the edges, i.e. Dkη,xx = Dkη,xxx = 0.
Moreover, we assume no gap between the bottom surface of the sheets and the top surface of the fluid
layer, and hence the mass continuity equation (2) together with vanishing bending moment condition
imply:
3ζ,xu,xx + (hk + ζ)u,xxx = 0, 4ζ,xu,xxx + (hk + ζ)u,xxxx + ζ,xxxxu = 0. (5)
In the approach discussed above, the floating elastic surfaces cause discontinuities of the fluid layer
and velocity at the interfaces between regions. Consequently, the derivatives of η and u are also discon-
tinuous. Appropriate jump conditions should be called to provide the matching of the solution at the
interfaces between regions. The theory demands the conservation of mass and momentum (achieved by
continuity of bottom pressure across the discontinuity curves).
On the left side of the domain, numerical wavemaker capable of generating GN solitary and cnoidal
waves is installed. On the right side of the domain, Orlanski condition is used to minimise the wave
reflection back to the domain.
The system of equations of the entire domain, subject to appropriate boundary conditions in each
region, along with the matching and jump conditions, is solved simultaneously for the unknowns. Spatial
discretization of the equations is carried out by a central-difference method, second order in space, and
time marching is obtained by use of the modified Euler’s method. The system of equations are solved by
use of a Guassian Elimination method. Hayatdavoodi & Ertekin [7] applied successfully the same model
to nonlinear problem of the wave scattering by a submerged rigid plate.
In two-dimensions, the horizontal wave-induced force on the floating plate is calculated by considering
the pressure differential at the leading and trailing edges of each plate
Fk(t) = p̂(x
L
k , t)− p̂(xTk , t). (6)
We note here that since the plate is thin, the two-dimensional horizontal force is the force per unit width
(into the page) and per unit thickness, and thus has the same dimension as pressure. The force Fk has
positive and negative components. Drift motion of the floating ice sheets is determined by solving the
following equation of motion:
mkak,tt = Fk(t), (7)
where ak,tt is the instantaneous horizontal acceleration of k-th plate. Spatial location of each plate is
determined by integrating the horizontal acceleration twice.
Discussion of results. Results of the level I GN model for wave interaction with N number of floating
and deformable ice sheets are presented here. The results include plate deformations, time series of wave
induced forces, and variation of the forces with wave conditions. In these preliminary cases shown here,
we assume that the plates are fixed in their horizontal locations.
Figure 2 shows velocity vectors of fluid particles plotted on contours of fluid velocity module
(u2 + v2)1/2 in case of interaction of a solitary wave with two plates, floating at a short distance
∆L = 5 from each other, at three successive time moments. Small-amplitude leading waves propagate
with higher speed along the elastic surfaces, and hence the fluid domain feels the wave motion long before
the wave itself reaches the end of the second plate. These elastic waves cause greater wave attenuation
in a longer plate with higher rigidity. Another contribution to the wave attenuation is due to the effect
of multiple plates (see [8]).
Fig. 2. Vector field and module contours of dimensionless fluid velocity for the interaction of a solitary wave
(A = 0.25) with the set of two plates with the same properties (Lk = 30, mk = 0.1, Dk = 5) separated by
the fluid gap (∆L = 5).
Figure 3 shows the interaction of a cnoidal wave with a set of three elastic plates of the same properties
for two values of plate rigidity. Also shown in Fig. 3 are the time series of the wave-induced horizontal
cnoidal forces on these deformable ice sheets. The amplitudes of plates deformation and horizontal force
reduces downwave. The higher rigidity Dk of each plate contributes to the higher wave attenuation by
the floating system and to the lower drift of its elements.
Figure 4 shows the variation of the peak cnoidal wave horizontal force on the ice sheets F+k with
the incoming wave length λ and wave height H for the cases of a single plate and two plates located at
different distances ∆L from each other. The effect of multiple plates is greater for shorter distance. The
first plate in the group of plates experiences greater drift force than a single plate of the same properties
if the distance is small. For larger distance, the second plate has less impact on the first plate and
experiences less horizontal force itself. Figure 4 also shows that drift force varies almost linearly with the
wave height and slight deviation of force from the straight line in the case of two plates can be observed.
More detailed discussion of results, including the interplay between of each plate in more complex
plate systems and the horizontal mean motion of the plates, will be presented at the workshop.
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Also shown in figure 3 are the time series of the wave-induced horizontal cnoidal forces on these
deformable ice sheets.
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Fig. 3. Surface elevation and plate displacement for the interaction of the cnoidal wave (H = 0.2,
  = 5) with the set of three identical plates (Lk = 3, mk = 0.01), equally spaced, having the
rigidity (a) Dk = 3 and (b) Dk = 0.1 at the time moment t = 200.
Figure 4 shows the variation of the peak (F+1 ) cnoidal wave horizontal force on the ice sheets with
the incoming wave length   and height H for the cases of a single plate and two plates located at
di↵erent distances  L from each other. The e↵ect of multiple plates is greater for shorter distance.
The first plate in the group of plates experiences greater drift force than a single plate of the same
properties if the distance is small. For larger distance, the second plate has less impact on the first
plate and experiences less horizontal force itself. Figure also 4 shows that drift force varies almost
linearly with the wave height and slight deviation of force from the straight line in the case of two
plates can be observed.
More detailed discussion of results, including the interplay between individual e↵ects of each plate
in more complex plate systems and the drift motion of the plates, will be presented at the workshop.
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Fig. 3. Surface elevation and plate deformation for the interaction of the cnoidal wave (H = 0.2, λ = 5)
with a set of three identical plates (Lk = 3, mk = 0.01), equally spaced, having the rigidity of (a) Dk = 3 and
(b) Dk = 0.1 at time t = 200. (c) Time series of horizontal force acting on each plate in the set for different
values of rigidity Dk. The peak F
+
1 of horizontal force F1 is indicated in the figure.
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Also shown in figure 3 are the time series of the wave-induced horizontal cnoidal forces on these
deformable ice sheets.
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Fig. 3. Surface elevation and plate displacement for the interaction of the cnoidal wave (H = 0.2,
  = 5) with the set of three identical plates (Lk = 3, mk = 0.01), equally spaced, having the
rigidity (a) Dk = 3 and (b) Dk = 0.1 at the time moment t = 200.
Figure 4 shows the variation of the peak (F+x ) cnoidal wave horizontal force on the ice sheets with
the incoming wave length   and height H for the cases of a single plate and two plates located at
di↵erent distances  L from each other. The e↵ect of multiple plates is greater for shorter distance.
The first plate in the group of plates experiences greater drift force than a single plate of the same
properties if the distance is small. For larger distance, the second plate has less impact on the first
plate and experiences less horizontal force itself. Figure also 4 shows that drift force varies almost
linearly with the wave height and slight deviation of force from the straight line in the case of two
plates can be observed.
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Fig. 4. Variation of the peak of cnoidal wave horizontal force on floating ice sheets with wave
length and wave height, for two configurations of a single plate (L = 5, m = 0.01, D = 0.1) and
two identical pl tes of the ame properties. In sub-plots (a) and (b), the distance between the two
plates is  L = L/2, and in (c) and (d)  L = L.
More detailed discussion of results, including the interplay between individual e↵ects of each plate
in more complex plate systems and the drift motion of the plates, will be presented at the workshop.
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Fig. 3. Surface elevation and plate displacement for the interaction of the cnoidal wave (H = 0.2,
  = 5) with the set of three identical plates (Lk = 3, mk = 0.01), equally spaced, having the
rigidity (a) Dk = 3 and (b) Dk = 0.1 at the time moment t = 200.
Figure 4 shows the variation of e peak (F+x ) cnoidal wave horizontal force on the ice sheets with
the incoming wave length   nd height H for the cases of a single plate and two plates located at
di↵erent distances  L from each other. The e↵ect of multiple plates is greater for shorter distance.
The first plate in the group of plat s experiences greater drift force than a single plate of the same
pro er ies if the distance is small. For larger distance, the second plate has less impact on the first
plate and experiences less horizontal force itself. Figure also 4 shows that drift force varies almost
linearly wit the wave height and slight deviation of force from the straight line in the case of two
plates can be observed.
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length and wave height, for two configurations of a single plate (L = 5, m = 0.01, D = 0.1) and
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  = 5) with the set of three identical plates (Lk = 3, mk = 0.01), equally spaced, having the
rigidity (a) Dk = 3 and (b) Dk = 0.1 at the time moment t = 200.
Figure 4 shows the variation of the peak (F+x ) cnoidal wave horizontal force on the ice sheets with
the incoming wave length   and height H for the cases of a single plate and two plates located at
di↵erent distances  L from each other. The e↵ect of multipl pla es is greater for shorter distance.
The first plate in the group of plates experiences greater drift f rce th n a single plate of the same
properties if the distance is small. For larger distance, the second plate has less impact on the first
plate and experiences less horizontal force itself. Figure also 4 shows that drift force varies almost
linearly with the wave height and slight deviation of force from the straight line in the case of two
plates can be observed.
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Fig. 4. Variation of the peak of cnoidal wave horizontal force on floating ice sheets with wave length and
wave height, for two configurations of a single plate (L = 5, m = 0.01, D = 0.1) and two identical plates of
the same properties. In sub-plots (a) an (b), the distance between the two plates is ∆L = L/2, and in (c)
nd ( ) ∆L = L.
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